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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Purpose of the Study 
The writing of a theological work does not take place in a vacuum. 
The problems to which the theologian addresses himself are those raised 
by his immediate circumstances. The Scripture demands and compels the 
Chris tian and theologian to apply God's wisdom to the world. Though the 
content of the true theologian' s testimony remains much the sa~e in posi-
tive witness and polemics, the form and shape of . that testimony is cre-
a ted to a great extent by the circumstances. 
Dr. Frmicis Pieper was both a theologian and dogmatician. He lived 
in a concrete world of people, ideas and experiences. Simply to divorce 
Pieper•s contributions from their context would be doing an injustice. 
It is to avoid such a mist,1k0 that this investigation was undertaken. 
My purpose is not merely to seek a critical and objective analysis 
of Pieper•s understanding of Scripture as the present-day principium 
theologiae, but my purpose is to reproduce Pieper•s theology of the 
principium against the backdrop of his theological world as he sa\1 it. 
The divisions of the investigcJ.tion are not strictly Pieper•s, since 
' 
he does not treat the subject of the principium in just this manner. How-
ever, there is much to be Sc:lid for the divisions as they are. ·i'd.1~gh 
Pieper may classify and place his opponents into one heap, he will at 
other times indicate that his opponents must be distinguished from one 
another. Pieper does not intentionally seek to blur the true image of 
his opponents. For that reason it is fair to distinguish traditional 
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and then modern opponents of the Scriptural principl e . Pieper does not 
identif~ the pos ition of Roman Catholicism with that of the Reformed, 
though he will point out parul.lel elements found in each. This pointi ng 
out of par all el el ements at times gives the impression t hat Pieper is in-
discriminate; for this r eason the reader i s al~1ays in danger of gaining 
the impression that Pieper paints the picture of his opponents only in 
black. If the divioions s erve to vitiut e such a faulty i mpr ession, they 
have served their purpose \·Jell. 
The divisions as such aid i n s howing the charitable concern of 
Pieper for his opponent s , but they clso s erve to Ghow his concern for the 
pr eserv.:1.tion of the Gospel. Once one has an unders t anding of the r el a-
t i onship bet ween the Gospel ~nd Scripture as Pieper present s it, he can 
better unders t .. md th::i vehement defense Pieper makes of the Scriptural 
princi pl e . By their very nature polemics create difficulties in present-
ing the Gos pel, and Pi eper encountered those same difficulties. Failure 
to unders t and the na ture of the enemy produces an euphoric view of the 
actuol situation. In the same way, failure to unders tand the nature of 
Picper's opponents produces euphoria and insensitivity to Pieper's 
concerns. 
Comparison of Article IV of the Augsburfi Confession with Article rv 
of the Apology 2£ !!!2. Augsburg Confession reveals the wa;y in which the 
opponent shaped the repetition of the doctrine. All of Lutheranism· would 
have been content with the simple clarity of f..rticle IV of the Augsburg 
Confession, but Romrui theology would not permit the Article to stand as 
it was. Defense had to be made so as to preserve the doctrine of justi-
fication. Article VIII of' the "Solid Declaration," which treats of the 
person of Christ, is an article whi.ch might have recained unwritten i:f 
1 
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circums tances had not demanded such a defense. It would be a mis take to 
expect Article VIII to be producing Article IV of the Augsburg Confess ion, 
but it would be a mistake not to see how Arti cle VIII ·r el at es t o the 
Gos pel ond /\rticle IV. In t he se.me 1:1ay, it would be ~fair to expect 
Pi eper' s theology of the nrinci pium t o be an exact reproduction of his 
theolo1,sy of jus ti fica tion. It \·1ould be an oversi6ht not to s ee t hat 
Pieper does r el ate the Gospel, justification and its central importo.nce 
in theology, and the Christian l i fe to his theology of Scripture. 
The Scope of the Inves tigation 
Two main concerns predominat e throughout the s tudy: (1) Does 
Pieper' s t endency to er ase lines of dis tinction when addressing opponents 
r eveal an injus t i ce?; (2) Does Pieper i sola te his doctrine on the source 
of theology from the Gospel? When ther e is evidence of oversimplifica-
tion on Pieper' s part, it \·Jill be indicated. Where there is not clear 
evidence of injus tice, the question will not be raised. The second con-
cern dicta t es tha.t isolated sta tements cannot be the test. Only those 
references which link the Gospel and the principium theologiae are worthy 
of consideration. 
Pieper t ended to lump units of thought and ideas together. The re-
sult is that many statements appear without exposition and elaboration. 
His judgments assume that the reader is already conversant with the sub-
ject. The candid observations demand very often th~t the render know al-
most as much on the subject as Pieper himself. The present-day reader 
may see this as unpardonable, but the fault is perhaps not so much with 
Pieper as with our inability to place ourselves in his thought world and 
to see things as he saw them. This gap of apace and time which separates 
1 
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us from vivid appreciation of Pieper•s theology of Scripture should be 
narrowed by this investiga tion. 
T'ne Organization of the Thes is 
The thesis first takes up Pieper•a principium theologiae as it stood 
in the historic stream of Luther0.I1ism. Comparison with dogmaticians in 
general as well as with C. F. w. Walther , J. A. Quenstedt, and J. Gerhard 
comprise the first division. 
The third chapter treats in brief Pieper's analysis of traditional 
Calvinism, Roman Catholicism, and classic liber als such as Adolf Harnack, 
Fr:i.edrich Schleiermacher, and J\lbrecht Ritschl. 
Chapt er Four t ;,,.kes up the then-current opponents of the Scriptural 
principle. Ponitive theology ~ Pieper called it had a poeition by it-
self and deserved s pecial consideration. Positive theology had its chief 
r epresenta tives in Germany ai."1.d. called itself Luther an. Luther was 
claimed by these theologians as their patron. Pieper was not in agree-
ment \·Ji th such use of Luther and for this reas on a section is included 
which trea ts of Pieper's defense of Luther. Pieper cited Luther more 
times than he cited any other theologian. Pieper's quotations from Luther 
concerning Scripture are often couched in polemic mat erial directed 
against German Positive theolOBY• Pieper's defense of Luther intlicates 
tha t Pieper did not think of himself as sayin~ more or less than Luther 
said. 
The relationship of the Gnadenwahlstreit and the source of theology 
is properly included in the fourth chapter since Pieper considered the 
underlying presuppositions of German theology and those opposed to Mis-
sour·i to be the s ome. 
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Each chapter is pui·posely designed so that Pieper might have op-
portunity to express himself positively and polemically. Chapter Two is 
purposely limited in references to opponents so as to provitle opportu-
nity to see Pieper•s principium theologiae in relationship to the dogma-
ticians . Chapter Three is a summary of Piepcr•s charncteris tic evalua-
tion w:i. th some questions r aised. Chapt er Four provides ::.l vie\·! of Pieper 
not easily accessible, becuuse Pieper does not exh~ust his view of Posi-
tive theology's unders t anding of Scripture a t any one sitting . The chap-
ter closes with .Pieper•s candid obs ervation of 1-;h at was the 'qasic problem 
in the Gnadenwahlstreit. 
'l'he Results of' the Investigation 
The obj ectives were to see if Pieper 1:1as fair in his evalu~tions 
and if he defended the princip~ theologia.e in isolation from the Gos.pel 
itself. 
Projecting Pieper' s theology against the backdrop of historic Luther-
anism indicated tha t he did attempt to fit his thought to the earlier 
patterns. His areas of investigation do not always agree precisely with 
those of the dogmaticians. His treatment of supernatural. revelation 
existing prior to Scripture is not as extensive as it could huve been. 
The cause for this may have been the pressing need to preserve Scripture 
as the only source of theology in an age insensitive to this principle. 
Pieper .does not take u9 the purpose and effects of th0 two principia 
available to men in the manner of the dogmaticians. 
Chapter Two revealed that Pieper did not use extensively the termi-
nology of the dogmaticians, but he was aware of the meuning conveyed by 
such terminology. He recognized nature as source of revelation but was 
6 
quick to add tha t limi t a ti on.s prevent it from s ho,·1ing man the true \·1ay 
of salvation. For Pieper man of today can learn of his salvation only 
from Scripture, for it and it alone is the only source of the olo8Y• When 
Pieper described Scripture as the only s our ce of theology, he des ired to 
point out thut Chris tian theology has its ultimat e origin and source in 
vcripture. By tha t Pieper did not mean to ma~e Scripture the creator of 
t heology for ho dist inguished God and Scripture. The cnief thing about 
Script ure i s its meaning and content , for it i s that \·1hich makes it God's 
':ford. Only Scripture can communicat e God's Law in its perfection and 
depth and Scripture alone communica t es the Gospel and can assure life and 
salvution. This i s what i s meant when Scripture is call ed the principium 
theolof;i ue. To expr ess the dynamic c..nd living character of God's Word, 
Pieper pointed out tha t man cun come to faith without ever seeing a Bible 
or r euding it. Pieper went on to say that a s ermon can express God's · 
message of the Gospel without quoting a single passage from Scripture. 
The thing to be under~tood and communicated in Piepar•s thought is God's 
messae;c and thought \·1hich now is clothed in hµman l ~nguage. 
The third observation concerning the second chapter is t hi.tt Pieper 
did not borrow in a wholesale manner from ,Jalther, Quenstedt, or Gerhard, 
but used each with discriminution. He did not build his O\:ln theology 
simply on the basis of wha t they had said, but used their testimony to 
substantiate his· own expression. 
Pieper consistently lumped together Calvinism, Calvin, and Zwinzli. 
This does not mean thut Pieper held them to be identical. He shows that 
he was a~K~re of distinctions between Zwingli and Calvin, Calvin .md Cal-
vinism. He recognized the concern of American Calvinism to preserve 
Scripture as God's Word. Pieper•s estimation that the Westminster 
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Confession established unother soux·ce of theology ,,i th its teaching of 
the immediate working of the Spirit is one which deserves rc-examin::.tion. 
It is not an open and shut cuze th1;1t mention of the i mmediate worlting of 
the Spirit denotes a second source or a sourc:e c:.t all. There is little 
question os to the v...J.idity of Pieper 's judgment tha t the doctrine of the 
limited atonement i s the product of human r eason and not Script ure . 
Piepcr's evaluation shows itself chc.lritable when he points out the blessed 
inconsistencic~ of Calvini sm. Secondly , Pieper shows himself concerned 
for the Gospel t.tnd not mer el y Scripture in i s olation. 
Romon Catholicism i s often ranked with the Schwaermer when it cor.1es 
to speaking of the source of theology . The danger inherent in Papcl In-
f ~llibility and Rome 's doctrine of tradition is tha t t he content of 
Scriptural revel a tion be changed and another sour ce t ake its ~1~ce. 
Pi eper did not accept praise of Scripture as constitutin~ formal recog-
nition of it as the true source of theology. 
Adolf Harnack received extensive investigation by Pieper, though 
Pieper did not think he \'las offer.' :.g anything particularly significant. 
Harnack, Friedrich Schleiermacher, and Albrecht Ritschl received evalua-
tion strictly from a theologian's point of view. Scripture was the test 
of their theology and thought. When their doctrine contradicted Scrip-
ture, Pieper simply stated the same and dismissed them without treating 
their philosophical premises :implicit in their doctrine. Harnack received 
the most thorough treatmant ~rom Pieper and in the polemics Pieper reveals 
much insight and elaboration not afforded many other opponents. 
Pieper's view of Positive t ~~ology, as represented chisfly by German 
Lutheranism, sue. ......  <:.; that he read w .. :iely and was acquainted rith the vari-
ous rejections of the Scriptural principle. The one element lacking, 
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which would have sreatly increased the imp.:ict of Pieper's polemic, vms a 
survey of the presuppositions which Get the stage of Positive theology. 
Adolf Eoenecke's doe;matics provides such a treatment. Even without such 
a. s urvey Pi eper sh0 \16 himself capable of keen ins i ght i nt o the basically 
sceptical nr:..ture of German Positive theology. He 'daS vmll a;,rare of the 
dialectical nature of oet ting the per3on of ChriGt in opposition to 3crip-
ture. H.i.s evalua tion sho\1s itself t o be linked trlth the Gospel and its 
des i.::·ed results in t he lives of Christians . German Positive t heology 
prided it.::iel f on bein:s free from r estrictions of .Scripture so t hat it 
could proclaim the true Gos pel, Pieper' s dafense of neces.aity had to be 
one which intimt'l.t ely linked the doctrine of .Scripture i·1i t h the Gospel. 
'1'he Gnadem,ahl s treit in Pieper' s estimation center ed not so much in 
~1oJ.ther or his ot at ements on pr edes tination, but centered on Scripture 
as th~ s ource of divine r evel ation for the Church. Like Calvinism, 
American Lutheranism was in daneer of making a r ~tional system, an har-
monic whole, or the anal08Y of f aith a norm ai.nd source above Scripture, 
Pi eper's de fense of the Missouri Synod held up the chi e f principle 
that Scripture offers no solution to the question of~~, alii !!£!!? 
The predestination doctrine of intuitu ~ or the praevisa ~ could 
not s olve the problem ~f Scripture did not. The Christian can only com-
prehend Scripture · by faith, its medium cognoscendi. To apply reason to 
the question was to apply a means which pertained only to the realm of 
nature. Pieper did not put the opponents of Missouri outside tho Church, 
but he attacked their doctrine. For the most part the opponents of Mis-
souri were inconsistent and for this Pieper was thankful. If those op-
posed to Missouri were consistent, they would be synergists and outside 
the pale of Lutheranism. The results of the Gnadenwahlstreit came not 
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of themselves, but out of a mixture of reason and faith, philosophy and 
Scripture. Though r ebuttals were sharp, Pieper held concern for the 
Gospel to be the motivation for his defense of .Scripture as the only 
source of thzology for today . 
CHAPTI!."'R II 
PROLOGOMENA 
The Principia 
The Christian religion has its own unique source of truth and means 
of comprehending that truth. This truth is not truth for its oi·m sake 
but has purpose!; and goals of independent cho.racter. On the other hand, 
na ture has its own s ource anc.l means for comprehension and, therefore, 
nature presents its own purposes and goals through its distinct source. 
For , this reae on careful separation exists bet ween the t ·~,o principia cog-
noscendi as well as the~ cognoscendi for Pieper.1 
To avoid confusion of the two Principia, Luther an theologians have 
carefully distinguished the source of na t ural knowledge, the world of 
facts and experience, from the Scripture with its unique purpose and ef-
fect. The equation of natural revelation and man's world of experience 
• b . 2 is y no means improper. Pieper calls the realm of na~ure the source 
of the natural knowledge and r evelation of God because here God also re-
veals Himself.3 This revelation in nature is a true source. This source 
can be divided into facts of outward and inward experience.4 Reason and 
1Francis Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, translated and edited under 
the supervision of Theodore Engelder, w. F. Albrecht, and John Theodore 
Mueller (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, c. 1950-1957), I, 19. 
· 2 
~., I, 371. 
3Ibid., I, 58. 
4F &,iedriclV B ,ntf:11 , "Wie unterscheidet sich die Erkenntniss aut 
natuorlichem und geistlichem Gebiet?," ~ ~ ~' XLIX (July and 
August, 1903), 201. 
11 
inward experience serve then as the medium cognosccndi which derives 
knowleo.ge from the things given. To reach a degree of reliability, man 
employs the methods of observation, research and investigation. The 
kno\e:ledge gained is al\·1ays one of limited accuracy because obs ervation 
and experience of facts can only reach s o f ar . Hhen conjectures, hypo-
·thesis and speculation begin, there science stops; consequently, know-
c:: ledge and hypothesis stand in opposition to one another./ That which 
does not proceed from obs ervation and experience of the facts, Fieper 
removes from the area of science. 
Natural Revelation 
This leads one to ask exactly ,.,.hat the nature and purpose of natural 
revel a tion is. Theologically, the purpose is that man comes to know God 
even through creation and His creatures. His eternal Godhead and power 
are to be discovered by the things that are made. This l<nowledge Pieper 
calls ~ posteriori knoi.rledge, tha t is, by beholding His works and govern-
ment one can learn s omething of the Creator as one lear·n ·;; something. of the 
builder through the completed construction.6 Along with tae eternal God--
head and power revealed in nature~ posteriori, man still lives with in-
ward experience, the conscience which serves not only as norm for man but 
also as a judge \-lhich condemns. 7 This experience of nature within and 
without should convince man of the existence of God and place him under 
5F. P [ieperJ, 11Ueber die Grenzen der menschlichen Wissenschaft, 11 
Lehre ~ ~' XLVII (October, 1901), 289-95. 
6Pieper, Christian Dogmutics, I, 379. · 
7F. P (ieperJ, "Die Kraft des Evangeliums, 11 ~ ~ ~. LXXIII 
(November, 1927), 332-33· 
12 
8 the l a\'1 \'/hi ch still is known as God' s l aw. The effect s hould be that 
of driving mun from security within himself; though the \·1ork is carried 
out, man still remains extro ecclesicl111 Dei.9 The effect can never be 
man' s lteeping of the l a\-1, but man can only be made aware of his sin and 
hopeless ness . 
The purpose and e f fect desired for the principium naturae remains 
positi ve even i n this life .10 This is true particularly in the area of 
civil r ighteousness or ci vil aff::.irs and government. In civil affair s 
reason i s not to be disr egarded and set aside , but is unessential part 
of government. Pieper s ays, "'l'he St a t e per mits , yes , requires, men to 
s peak uccording t o t heir r eason; r eason must be t he s t andard according to 
,-,hich t he civic communi t y must be t aught to distinguis h between good and 
evi 1. :111 
Besides knowledge of one' s sin, the establishment of civil govern-
ment and domest i c tranquility, t he world of experience .... ffords men mediate 
knowledge •:1hich can be applied in the control and use of the universe 
around him. 
Unfortunat ely, the results are not always positive, though positive 
r esults ca., Li3 ascertained :Jnd discovered in the present day. Pieper 
do~~ not disre~-rd the positive effects of God's revelation in nature. 
8Pieper, Chris tian Dogmatics, I, 19. 
9Ibid., P• 374. 
lOJoh. Guilielmi Baieri, Compendium Theolo5iae Fositivae, edited .by 
Carol. Ferd. Guil. Walther (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing Rouse, 1879), 
I, 5. 
11Fi·.mcis Pieper, ''The Holy Bible," What ~ Christianity? ~ ~ 
.l!ns a;ys, translated by John Theodore Mueller1°St. Louis: Concordia Pub-
lishing House, 1933), P• 237. 
13 
He quotes at length from Chemnitz' s ~ (II, 103f., ed. Viteb.).12 Here 
Chemnitz points out that according to Scripture, God's manifestation, His 
truth, and judgment are reveal ad in nature; this manifes tation provides 
an environment for the Church, a political societ y in whi ch God now 
gat hers His Church. Compari s on between the Law of Scr ipture and natural 
l aw s hows agreement at times ; where such exis ts, natural man merits our 
respect. But such compari.'3on al so spells out t he eaps bet ween t h(: t wo. 
Natural Revel a t i on' s Li mit at ions 
The principium naturae provides a us eful point of contact for the 
Chur ch, a s ociet y i n uhich the Church might grot-1 , meanwhile providing 
man \·si th kno\·llcdge of the world around him. But God' s purpos e can be 
t h\·Jart ed , t her eby producing a negative r esult. This comes under the 
13 classi fication of the materialistis che Fleisch . The result of this up-
heaval of God' s purposes in natural r evela tion i s that man a ffirms that 
there i s no God; religion i s r egarded as pure foolishness. Regarding 
such an individual , Pieper s ays , 
By nature they are not atheis ts, but they become such when God 
in His justice forsakes them and the devil blinds them; not by 
a total eradication of the light of nature, but by the suppres-
sion of its function and exercise; nor is man even an atheist 
throughout life and permanently, but only when the paroxysm comes 
upon him. For the l aw of nature will never permit anyone to enter-
tain as bis deliberate and settled conviction the conclusion that 
there is no God.14 
12t,1eper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 375• 
13F. Pieper, "Das Wesen des Christentums," an address delivered be-
fore the Synodical Convention of Missouri and Ohio in 1902 (St. Louis: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1903), P• 6. 
14Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 373. 
14 
The companion of the atheiAtic view is natural religion which re-
gards man as the ~ource of trua religion. The l t1w ia constructed to fit 
the fabrication of man' a mind; the l av, ia consequently regarded a ::; the 
means to o.chieve sta t113 and merit with God. 
Natural man cannot rid himself of the notion that yince his 
evil conduct under the Luw has separ..lt ed him from God, his good 
conduct under the same Law, his moral improvement, his BOOd 
works, will bring him back i nto communion with God.15 
Though man then resolves to make himself presentaole and able to 
stand before God, transgression and s in upon his evil conscience remain 
nnd he i s compelled to flee God.16 
Though compelled to flee, mD.n is still aware of works ; they are 
obvious und r eason admires them, concluding therefrom t hat \·1orks can 
· · t r · d · t· r· t· 17 gain meri, orG1veness an JUS i ica ion. Man is torn then beti1een 
suti:;;foction under the l a1t1 and dissatisfaction \"d th himself. 
The r eaul t of man's impoverisbl11en t under the l a1;1 revealed to him in 
na ture is wha t i s designat ed as the religion of \·1orks, but its strict 
limita tions must never be for gotten. The man who settles on works and 
is s atis fied therein has not ye t learned of the l sw's limitation in giv- r 
ing complete peace or complete devastation. 
But while this knowledge suffices to give man an evil conscience, 
it is not su f ficient to effect a complete collapse of man before 
God and to cause him t o despair of all self-help. Natural man 
rather tu§ns from one form of self-help to another, even to 
suicide.1 
l5Ibid. , p. 116. 
16Ibid., II, 483. 
17 F. p [ieperJ , 11Die Kraft des Evangeliums, 11 1!!!!:! ~ !'.!!!!:!, LXXIII 
(November, 1927), 327. 
13i>ieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 316. 
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PiepGl' and Chemnitz point out th;:. .. t nutur:tl man has little kno\-1ledge 
of the Firs t •rable o f the Law.19 At t he mm;t, t he philosopher. can give 
instr ucti on concer nin{!; out\·:arcl conduct. Such knowl e dGe remains rela-
tively ina c t ive, for a lthough the kno\'1J.0ds0 o:f o. God and His preocription 
to obadience mi~ht exis t, man' s r espori.se t o tha t knoul edge i s not only 
weak but often s uppressed entirely by horr ible doubt. 
Ontward conf ormit y to the material of the l m·1 leaves man still in 
na tural theology. 
Non-Chri,.;tians can do \-.rorl!'"..s which. conform externally ( "in 
mo.t eria , 11 says Luther) to God's Law, but the motives behind 
these ,,or ks are a t bes t only t hose tha t come not ur al ( tha 
na tural inclination of work, the na tural love to\-.rard parents, 
wife, children, na t ur a l sympathy), or in many cases the love 
of f ome, or e•,en the desire to make amends for sins ~md to 
merit s alva tion by their h·orks. 20 
Ua tural t heology at its best i s un~ble to learn an.ythins about the 
specific content o f the Christian doctrine of the Gos pel.21 Natur::il. 
knov,ledge o:r r elig ion is s ever ely limited, then, to this life, civil 
righteousness , and s cience. 
The Principium Theologiae 
Theolo{!y proper for Pieper dee.ls with a separa te principium; this 
Erincipium is a~s umed ~ priori in the prologomenon or traditional Lutheran 
dogmatics. Pieper findo himself compelled at the very start to spell 
out his principium theologia~ in his dogmatics. 
19Ibid., :P• 375• 
20Ibid., III, 42. 
2llli~•t I, lo6. 
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Prevm ling condi t ion.s i n the Chu.!·ch make i t necessary for the 
author of a tre·a tise on Christian dogma t i cs t o sta t e clearly 
und emphati ccll:,r \·Ther e he s t ands on t he questi on o i' t he .5ource 
and nut ur e of Chri s tian Theology.22 
He goes on to say, "We t ake the position t hat Holy Scripture , in 
contr adistinc tion to all ot her books in the worl d , i s God' s m·m infall i ble 
i'/ord and t herefore t he only source and norm of Chri s:;ian doctrine . 1123 
Hi s position is one of t h,;:,rough pr o.ct i cal i ty; he v,ould compl e t e l y 
s ubs cribe to the axiom of Quendst edt, 11\:tuicqui d ~criptur a s acr a di cit , 
· 11 d t. ~- ,1· b ·1 ·t ,,24 1 u es · ~Ultu. ~ 1 1 er v0rum. 
Though ?ieper docs di s cuss the question or revel ation, he i s a l ways 
compelled 'i.)y the immedia t e s i t uat i on t o des i gnate the principium cog-
nos cendi for t oday to be t he \ford of Chri s t l:,"l. ven t hrous h His apos t les 
and pr ophets . 25 1'he principi um cognoscendi i s ah 1ays ~, a ~ 
princi piUJ!}_ ror Pieper.26 Pi epor• s principium, like t he dogma t.icians', 
i s a principiur:1 unicum e t pri murn theologi ae. 11I f somet hing is added to 
a principium, if something is made to condition it in any way, i ~ ceases 
to be a pr i ncipium. 1127 
22Ibid. , P• 3. 
23Ibid. 
24 Aug . Schuessler, "Theologi s che Spruech\-.,orter, 11 ~ ~ ~1ehre 
XLV (May, 1899), 1t~5. Her e Schuess ler quot es di r e c t ly ~uenstedt's 
Theologia Didactico-Polemica !!!! Systema Theologicum. P. I, c. 3, s. 2, 
fol. 48. 
25Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 22. 
26F. P (ieper), "Christliche Dogmatik von D. Franz Pieper," Lehre 
~ ~, XLIII (September , 1917), 387-94. 
27Robert Preus,!!'!! Inspiration 2.f Scripturez 
Theology .2! ~ 17th Century Lutheron Dogmaticians 
Oliver and Boyd ., 1955), 7if • 
! Study~~ 
~Edinburgh and London: 
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According to the very nature of a Erincipium and Scripture, Pieper 
can say without reservation th""t the whole Scripture of the Old and Ne\·1 
Tes t aments are to remain the single fountain of Christian fa ith until 
judgment day.28 It is this same conviction which crticula t ed the verbum 
~ scriptW}l in f:. ~ St ~tement which was principally t he work of 
Pieper. In view of Fieper's conviction, L. Fuerbringer \·1rot e i n reflec-
tion upon Pieper's life, 
Er bekennt sich rueckhaltlos und u11z\:1eideutig zu dem obersten 
Prinzip der Theologie, das die Hei.lige Schrift Got tes :!ort ist, 
unfehlbar und irrtumslos in Sachen der Lehre und des L-&bens , 
aber auch in s ogenannt en Nebensachen, in historischen, archaolo-
gischen, geographischen, astronomischen und andern Dingen, die 
nbsolute und einzi.ge Quelle u.nd· Norm all er Lehre. 29 
There i s to be no misunders tanding th1~t s or.iehov1 the t\·10 :principia 
fuse and oper a te in a cooperative menner after conver~ion; also the~ 
cognoocendi do not unite to form a single principiurn and a totally ne\1 
medium . Before o.nd nf t er convers ion, knoi·iledgc of na tural things con-
tinues to be one built upon the reasonable development of cognition and 
right conclusionc from visible na t ure as well as the course of history.30 
For the Christian, na tural knowledge is olways something worked out or 
developed. The pr.incipium naturae remains a fact ,2; priori, bearing a 
stDmp of unchangeable chur acter of sorts, while the medium continues to 
be one of purely hwuan origin. The result is tha t knowledge is uncertain 
and fluctuating und opinionated. in rela tion to the actual truth of the 
matter. The ~roblem is as Pieper says, 
28Ibid. 
29"Dr. F. Pieper als Theolog," Concordia Theological Monthl.y, II 
(October, 1931), 724. 
30F.6:'iedric!il B (tntfU, .!m• ill•, P• 201. 
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Man acquires his knowledge mediately, for he co.n l earn tqe 
nature of things only by pr ocess of pe~ception, induction , de-
ducti on, based on a s5~dy of obs ervable characteris tics and ac-tions of the objects. 
The next consider ation i s whe ther the t heologian over ag,dnst the 
l aity has at his disposal, because of his gr eat er intellectual capa-
bi l ities and speciali zed t r aining , a bet ter medi um cognos cendi . But t he 
theologian possesses only more philological , philos ophical and historical 
l earning as a part of t he ext er nal theological apparat us ; it does not 
ess entially serve t he knowledge of f ait h.32 
'rhe simpl e fac t is t hat the t heologi an, vii th all his l earning, 
cannot acqui re mor e knowledge of spiritual things t han t he re-
vel a t i on of Hol y Scripture provides . Ther e i s but one organ for 
apprehending t hi ngs spiri tual (medium cognos c35cti ) and that is 
faith , the simpl e faith of t he Christian man.' 
1'he organ and mediwn i s faith wh.i.ch gr asps t he forma , t hat which is 
not understood and comprehended by t hB natural man, while natural man is 
able to deal with and under s t and the mo.teria . 
The quali fica t i on which speaks of the principium cognoscendi for 
t he pres ent day i s use ful since it does not make t he source of theology 
today the s ource for all time. 
Pri ncipium cognoscendi, s eu objectum formale theologiae reve-
l a tae, est divina revelatio, et quidem pro hodierno ecclesiae 
statu revelatio mediat a , ijuae Scripturis s. tanquam signis 
sensibilibus continetur.3 
3lChristian Dogmatics, I, 448. 
32Ibid., P• 10?. 
33Ibid. 
34Joh. Guilielmi Baieri, ~· ill•, I, 79. 
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Formel and Material Principle 
Scripture viewed as special revel ation for present-day theology 
has both a formal and mat er:\.al principle. Though time has t ended to re-
verse the understanding and use of the t \'10 terms, the more ancient us e 
s till has much to comm~nd it. Divine r evelat ion is t he object , the in-
fallible s ource for theology; for today it i s :n '!diate and comprehended 
in the writings of prophets and apostles. !tis divine revelation or the 
forma which makes Scr i pture what it i s, the icJisdom, the counsel, or more 
accur~tel y s t a ted, t he divine meaning revealed i n Scripture.35 This cun 
be denignc ted the internal ~, the i nspired meaning , the divine 
thoughts of God' s mind concerning His myst eri es and those thoughts con-
ceived in e t ernity for our salvation. These thoughts are those communi-
cated to us in Scripture .36 These divine mys t eries are made known therein 
t hat salvation might be known, giving as much e.s is sufficient unto 
salvation. 
The forma externa has been unders tood by Koenig to designate the 
character of the language , idiom and siyle and thereby having reference 
to the original choracter of the primogenic texts of Hebrew and Greek.37 
The grammatical and outward meaning of the Word of God cun be called 
the~ as it is a word.38 The 12!:!!!! externa can be erasped and under-
stood by any man and communicated, in contra.st to Pietism which asserted 
35Preus, .2E.. ill• , p • 16 • 
36 fil!!•, P• 14. 
37Adolf Hoenecke, Ev. Luth.-Do,R1I1atik {Milwaukee, Wis.: Northwestern 
Publi~hi.ng House, 1909):-1,-i:,: 
38Preus , £E. £!!, , ·P • 15 • 
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tha t only the regenerate could communicat e the .same. As :for the fo1~a 
interna, only the truly regenerate can comprehend the meani ng und embrace 
it. This i s not to divorce the interna and externa s o tha t each oper a t es 
in exclus ive independence of the other. In s tressing this f act, Pi eper 
s ays that the Gosp(,1 and God' s \ford as the proper ob,ject of t heology 
should be studied 1;1i t h this axiom in mind: o~,," .,t t'(f 't ~._ + ~.S· 39 
To communi cate God' s truth accurat ely, t he t heologi an s hould gr asp both 
the ~.£ inte_r_~ and the ~ externa of God' s r evealed \ford, though 
the designat i on ':lord of God refers more properly t o t he inner or spirit ual 
meani ng . This i nspired sense makes Script ure what it i s , the Word of 
Goct.4-0 
The apparent indiscrimina te use of Scripture imct supornat ur al r evela-
tion i s not a r adica l contradic·tion. This i s b'=cause Scripture is re-
d ' · f t h 1 .. 41 gar ea as a species o e genus r eve a t1on. Supernatural revelation 
has been narr owed to Scripture as a r esult of the completion of the canon 
and cessation of immediate revel a tion. Objective revela tion, tha t 1;1hich 
h 1' ~, d · t · b ht 1 · S · t t d 42 ' wor t hi· s as ueen reveeu.e, is o e soug on yin cr1p ure o ay. ~ 
reason Pieper can s ay that heaven and earth are bound together through 
Scripture which we can then hold fast as God's own Word; the result of 
43 this binding together i s t hat when Scripture speaks, God also species. 
39F. p [ieper), "Drei Merkmale der rechten Theologie, ri ~ ~ 
~, LXX'V (October, 1929), 291. 
40 Preus, .2:£?. ill• , p, 15 • 
41Ibid,, P• 2. 
42Ibid. 
4
~eper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 219. 
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The me.t eria of Scripture is understood in two ways . Jt:i.rst, the 
materia !:2: 9,u~ x-afers to the letter s , s yllables, wor ds and phrases which 
together cons titute Scripture.44 Secondly, the materia circa quam re-
fers to the pr ecepts and doctrines contnined in Scr i pt ure in general. In 
more popular usage it appears tha t the materia ~ suam and the f orma 
interna huve been identif i ed. And again, the materia ~ qua ha.s been 
popularly identi fied \·1ith the ~ externa; thus the material principle 
i s unders t ood commonly to refer to t he centrali t y of t he doctrine of 
jus tificat i on . The Scri pt ure i s call ed the form2l pri nciple . No matter 
\·thich set of definitions i s employed , this f ac t should be bor ne in mind 
when r e fer ence i s mo.de to Scripture: 
"By t he term ocripture , 11 he [oerhar<U s ays, 11\·/e do not mean the 
outer form or s i gn, th~t i s , t he pc.rticular letter s , the act of 
wr i ting the Nor ds wi t h \·1hich the divine revel a tion has been \-lritten 
do1:m, so much as the matter itself and the thing s i gnified, as 
t ha t which i s meant nnd desi gnated by t he \·II'iting , namely, the 
Hord of God which informs us c..bout His ess ence and \'lill. 11'+5 
It i s cleclI' from Gerhard ' s emphas i s tha t only in an improper sense 
46 does the t erm mat cria des i gnate the Word of God. The term "Scriptur e" 
necessarily includes the matcria but refers especially to the internal. 
~· There is a method of solvinc the apparent confusion existing be-
tween the more ancient unders tanding and the more recent. In precise 
terms the modern u:::e is not speaking of Scripture per:!!, but of Chris-
tianity. The formal principle of Christianity would be the~ scriptura, 
and the~ gratia the material principle. The more ancient usage defines 
44 Preus, 
~· ill•, P• 14. 
45Ibid., P• 15. 
46 
~., P• 16. 
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Scripture accordinG to its form and material; the more current usage de-
fines the Christian faith according to i t a form ancl materiol . For this 
reason our discusaion \-dll be using t he more ancient terminology and will 
be referring to Scripture primarily. 
The forma of Bcripture r emains constant while the mat eria, the out-
ward mode of expression, may change, even as a stamp on a coin may com-
munica t e the same imaee wh:i.le t he mat erial of the coin may vary from 
copper t o ~old. Hith this emphnsis in mind Pieper can properly say, 
11\-!hatever is God' s . iford in Greek, is God's Word al so in German and 
En[Slish i f only the German or the English is a faithful trans l a tion of 
the Greek . 1147 
N t 11 th "' t · b · t · · h · · 1 t t 48 a ura y, e ~ mus remaJ.n s u Jec ·co 't e origina ex s. 
Purpose of Supernatural Revelation 
The purpose of revel ation both according to its s pecies as the 
wri tten Word of God and its genus i s the same. 
The purpose \-thich theology is to accomplish in man after the 
Fall is to s ave men from eternal damnation, incurred by every 
member of the human r ace, or to state it positivel~~ to lead men 
to eterm,.l salvation (<Tu.>'t ""-~:fl. salus aeterna). '1 
A second reason for God's r evelation in the Word of the Apostles 
and Prophets is to deliver us from the bondage of our own false notions 
in mat t ers pertaining to our se.J.vation.5° Though the purpose here 
47Piepcr, Christian !)ogm:::i.tics, I, 346. 
48Ibid •, P• 345 • 
49Ibid., P• 10}. 
5
~Ibid., P• 5. 
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specified seera:.; to be totclly "other v1orldly, r: Pieper r ebuke::., such o.d-
verse cri t :i.c:5.sm as voi ced by Ingersoll mid Vol tcire, se.yin tmt only the 
Church is concerned for the other 1;1orlcl.51 Fa.lse notions concerning the 
depth and md;ent o f the will and l aw of God are dispelled; these can 
only be erased by revel a t i on.52 
\'Jith t he further revelation of the l a\·1, parti cularly _ the Firs t 
T.lble , the Goe:pel is set forth, s ome t hin6 which could never b..~,,e been 
conceived by the gre .. , test o f mintls.53 The spiritual meanin6 of Sc::-i pture 
cnn be communica t ed according to its fcrma, in t he spoken absolution, t he 
preo.chinr; of the Gospel, a.nd the s i gn of the exprczsed Word . 5L~ Fo;: this 
r eason it can be said tha t revelation stood central in Pieper's t hought 
and i nspir ~tion remained subordi na t e . Therefore, t o chc.rge Pieper ,-dth 
a f aulty fundament.llistic understanding of Scripture \-tould be a disregard 
of the f acts . 
'11he r e::ml ts of God 's rcvo l a tion in His \ford are enj eyed by the 
Chr-i Gtiun .~lre~dy in this life . One theme emphasized by Pieper is the 
certainty a.nd ubidin5 na ture o f the Christicm faith . Faith to be cer-
t ain cmd endurinc; saus t by its very natur3 be saving faith. 
According to Script u.;.'e , saving faith is faith in the remission of 
sins for the sake of Jhris t ' s ~ficeriou.s sati s :ruction, faith in 
the gz·a.ce of God, wlJo justifies the sinner without the deeds of 
the Law, by faith.55 
5lF. P [ieper) , "Das C!1ri s t ~ntum als J ensei tsreligion," ~ ~ 
~' LXVII (January, 1921), 1-7• 
52Ibid. 
53Pieper , Christian Dogmatics, I, 2l.. 
54F. p [l.opeJU, "Das Fundament des Cbristli chen Glaubens," ~ !!!!! 
~' LXXI (April, 1925), 129. 
55Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 81. 
'>~ 
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Jl'aith and underot anding a1·0 correl ative to God'G rcveelod ~lord; 
Chri ::;tian 1111der~t~ ding .:il iaays prooupponea divine revela tion. The Cnrio-
tian is dopondent on such r 0vclution and alJle to progr es o only as far~ 
the revocJl ocl i<Jor d l oads h:im.56 Wi th f c:.ith a nd unciors t o.ndin~ t here is 
convi ct ion wrouzht by t he 1vord itsel f (tides divina); tho r t';sult i s Gare 
and ubool uto ccrtainty.57 Such under ct ~ dins clos ely approxir~ ·t es that 
o f Gerhru.·d who de .Jeri bes the f i nio internus ._\S ;Lnformatio homi.nurJ ~.d 
- -
call.item aeternum.58 "lnterroediuo ac p.:.~oximuj f i nis e.:1t vol intor nus, 
informa.t io hominum au ::.ialuteril D-e t ernom vel extcr11u3 , i ps a. bcat i tudinis 
sivo v:i.t ae ~etornae OOl1.SOCut i o. • • • n 
Tho s ecurity o.nd certainty of f~th ~hich resultc from onG 's appro-
p1fti o.ting for hi1113eli tho forgiveness of sins is an imr,ortant God-given 
product cmd rosult. Thin certainty cun only re~ult f rom tho Goapel. 
Pieper r,ointo out t hl.lt t hoU(Sh mun can come to a l i mi t ed knowlc~ e of th9 
La\J arwr t .from media t e revela tion, the La1:1 ta decnunds dlld uc.:usa tions are 
not hum ... n invon·i:;ione, but God•s demonds and judgmcnt.59 hl1 act of the 
will can remove thes e dom.;inds ru3 litt lo ilG m(m can o.ruse t ho universe 
vbich impinges ur,on hi.'ll. The Gos pel is not human thought but r.,.th,:1r God's 
Word . In thQ Gospel God opeaka or Christ's i"ulfilli~ the Law, redeeming 
mori from the curse oi' the Law. .By the Gospel Go\! takes out of our hearts 
and conscienceo the oondemnation und writes in its place th~ proclamation 
56F. P(ieper], ''Dor Stund der christliohen Kirche om 1U1tane des 20. 
Jahrhunderts," Lehro \Uld Webre, XLVIII (April, 1902), 98. 
57Piepor, Cbriatian Dogmatics, I, 108. 
58Joh. Guilielmi Baierl, .22• £!!•, P• 37• Gerhard's Exeges ~· 
th. Prooem. par. 26. 
-
59Pieper, Chriatinn Doc;aaatics, I, 332-33. 
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of release, sealiDJ5 it in our hearts and con.sciences.60 This sealing is 
the assurance of s alvation. The result of revealed theology is r adically 
different from the uncertainty of humanly-generated religiona.61 
Inspi ration 
The~ efficiens of Scripture and the causalitas cauaae are t wo 
great concerns of Pieper. His str ess on the l atter i s an even more re-
current theme . Gerha~d s t ates that the author of Scripture, the causa 
effi ciens s cripturae ErinciEalis, is the true God in one essence and 
62 t hree persons , Fat her, Son, and Holy Ghost. Pieper sees a proof of 
t hi s i n the Messiah who fulfilled t he prophetic utterances of t he Old 
Tes t , nent.63 If t he Ol d Test ament needed to be fulfilled, as J esus 
cletimed, t hen i t i s not mer ely the word of man but God's Word, the very 
Word of the omnipotent and omniscient, grea t and majest ic Lord Himself. 
As Scripture h~s but one originator, s o a l s o theology bas God as 
64 · its principium essendi, the firs t cause of the~logy. God is the foun-
tainhead, the beginning and end. Commenting on this f act, Friedrich 
Bente remarks that the mouth or word of God Himself is the source out of 
which the Christian receives doctrine.65 
60Ibid. 
61Ibid., P• 39• 
6~eus, ~· ill•, P• 28. 
63Pieper, "The Holy Bible," ~· £ii•, P• 224. 
64 Preus, ~· s1•, P• 3. 
65F e:-iedrich]B ~nti), ~· ill•, XLVIII (December, 1902), 361. 
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The causalitas causae as a term denotes the manner by which God 
chose to be author of Scripture. If" one insists that only the man who 
w1·itcs out by hand each and every 1;1ord is an author, then it can be said 
that God did not r1rite a book. But if one can remain author, though the 
aqt of writing is not performed by his hand, then God can truly be the 
author of Scripture. It is inspiration which gives Scripture its forma 
or divine char acter. Inspir ation meant for Pieper three chief concerns 
as contained in the following definition: 
It [inspiration) connotes a communication of the content of 
Scripture (sug~estio ~) 1 a communication of the t·iords (su&-
ges tio verborum) and the urge (impulsus), or, whig~ is the same 
thing, the command, to write (madatum ~bendi). 
In Pieper's estimation any unders tanding of inspiration which did 
not embrace the sugges ti~ ~, the su~gestio verborum, and mandatum 
scribendi was not only illogical hut foolish. 
Inspiration must of necessity include the communication of the 
content and subject matter; reduction of inspiration .to this aspect 
alone, Realinspiration or P~rponalinspiration, does not consider the pred-
·ication .of 8to'n-11c11rros' which is not man, nor things, but ie~on.' .67 
The suggestio ~ must also include the suggestio verborum since Scrip-
ture itself consists of words. 
The very words of Holy Writ are of such extraordinary weight 
that St. Paul insists: "If any man tench otherwise and consent 
not to wholesome words, even the words of our Lord Jesus Christ, 
... g~ is proud7'iaiowing nothing, but doting." l Tim. 6:3:r. 
Csic} 
· As for the third element, the mandatum scribendi, Pieper believes 
66 Preus, $? • ill• , P • Z1 • 
67Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 217. 
6
~eper, ''The Holy Bible,"~· ill•, P• 235. 
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this to be a self-evident fact and with the dogmaticians is of one ac-
cord \1hen they say, "Inspiration itself, by which the things were sug-
gested that were to be set down in writing, implies the impulse of exe-
cuting the act of writing. 1169 
Verbal and Plenary Inspiration 
Pieper sees th'3 continued usefulne::m in the expressions 11verbal 11 and 
"plenary" inspiration. The term "verbal II is useful in countering fru.se 
notions concernins inspiration. As for the limitation of inspiration to 
the suggestio ~ or people, Pieper says, 
But all these ideas are s tupid as they are anti-Scriptural. In 
2 Tim. 3:16 (~) it is expressly stated: "All Scripture is given 
by inspira tion of God." But ncripture does not consist of "per-
sons" or "things," (in contrast to RealinspirationJ but of words, 
as every one must admit. For this reason we must stoutly maintain 
the verbal. inspiration of the Bible. The snme proof is supplied 
by 2 Pet. 1:21, where wo are told tha t the "holy men of God spake 
as they were moved by the Holy Ghost." From this passage we con-
clude that the holy men \"lere moved by the Holy Ghost not only to 
think and meditate, but also to s peak, that is, to express them-
selves in \\lords . 70 
This does not express a mechanical idea of inspiration as has been 
conjectured a.~d stated in the 1926 edition of Webster's Unabridged 
Dictionary: "[verbal inspiratioJU extends the inspiration to every 
word, which is held to have been dictated by the Holy Spirit. 117]. 
In view of this improper usage, James Oliver Buswell gathered data 
69Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 225. 
70Pieper, "The Holy Bible," .2E• £ll•, P• 234. 
71James Oliver Buswell, A Systematic Theology of the Christian 
Religion (Grand Rapids, Mich.I Zondervan PublishingHouse, c. 1962), I, 
187. Buswell accurately quoted the Webster reference. 
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shol'liI\(5 that apart from a few 1:1ho attach a r:iechanic.::tl. theory to the term, 
good authoritios avoided such implication.72 The data was t hen submitted 
to C. cmd C. Merriam Company and ru a reoult, cU.rect or indireci..., the ob-
jectionable phrase was omitted in the 1934 pu.bl:i.cation. For Buswell, 
"verbal" r efers to the extent of inspiration, not t he mode; that is, 
every word is the \lord of God .ind every word is true. 
Pieper must r eject, as does Buswell, the idea of WoerterinsPiration 
or pure mechunical inspiration. Pieper recognizes full well that the 
materia is previous to inspiration. Because Scripture is made up of 
human l anguae;e , letters , and syll ables, it is in this respect no dif-
ferent from any other book. 
God could not have used his own divine style to speak to us; 
for we should not have been able to comprehend it. This truth is 
made evident in 2 Cor. 12:4, [sicJ where the Apostle tells us 
tha t he "was caught up into paradise, \there he heard unspeak-
able words, which it i s not l awful for man to utter," that is to 
88.y, flll!ong men here on ea.l'th. 73 
Scripture on this account does not consi st of thoughts suspended in 
the air, but rather of words, ,a-itten words or ¥~c,..fn'. With Reu's 
s t at ement Pieper is in complete aereement. 
Only by means of the word does it [the thoughtj (:!.!£1 receive 
its value for others, for whom the thoughts do not exist until 
they ha7e been expressed in words. Thus also the operation of 
the Holy Spirit only upon the thoughts of the prophets and 
apostles would have been insufficient; it must also include the 
word in o~der to be inerrant reproduction of the inspired 
thoughts .?'+ 
72ibid. 
73Pieper, "The Holy Bible," .2:2• s!•, P• 244. 
74F. p [iei,e-;] 1 "Warum glauben wir der Heilige~ Schrift? oder: Wie 
wird uns die Heilige Schrift eine goettliche Autoritaet?," Lehre und 
Wehre, LXVIII (June, 1922), 166. Pieper quotes from Lehre wici"weiire', 
LXVII (1921), P• ?,07. Here the original source is Dau•s Book of Life. 
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Both Reu and Pieper would give no place to such a position as this: 
11It is not their~ that are inspired--aa one might s ay perhaps of 
'automatic \-Jriting'--it is the ~ who are inspired. n75 
The primary thing for Pieper, as for the dogmaticians , i s that the 
~, the divine sense expres s ed in human l anguage, be truly Gocl 's 
meaning, the meaning God wished to be communicated. This must be pre-
ser.vcd a t all costs; reduction of inspiration to mere things or men would 
not insure th~t the sense be divine; in f act, the sense would remain 
purely human as a result. l·/i th Quensted t Pieper adds, 
The Apostle does not s ay: ''Everything in Scripture,rrlvroe.. ~" r e.c.+ 'R-, 
8iorrv Evr't'oy ' but 11.All Scripture, 7?" .... .,.. (e4 ~~1 e,o'rrvc;.vcr'T:'os ·" 
in order to show thnt not only the things written about, but .:i.lso 
the wr i ting itself is e, trrvc.1J< .. c ov • And ~,hatever is said of 
the whole Scr i pture must of necessity be understood also of the 
\·1ords , not the mos t insi [<,nif icant part of Scripture. For if one 
little word occurred in Scripture that is not suggested or di-
vinely inspired, it cou7g not be s aid tha t 11All Scripture is given by inspiration of God • 11 
Because of this emphasis Scripture's inspiration for Pieper always 
remi.tined a "Word inspiration," never a words inspiration. ?7 To such a 
mecha.nicai theory as implied in Woerter inspiration, Pieper answers in 
the words of .Ebeling , "The Bible does not contain 'Woerter• (disconnected 
words) like a dictionary, but '\forte• in a certain connection and sense."78 
Clearly plenary inspiration as well as verbal. is saying th~t the 
..!2E!! is truly God's Word. Plenary inspiration denotes the extent of 
'75c. H. Dodd,~ Authority 2.f !h! ~ (New York: Harper & 
Brothers, c. 1929), P• 30. 
76Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 218. 
??Ibid., PP• 223-34. 
78ibid., P• 234 
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insp:i,ration. "If the question is asked, •How far does the inspiration of 
the Bible exterui?' We emphasize the word ~ and dechare without reserva-
tion: 'fil Scripture is given by divine inspiration. "'79 
Holy Spirit as Author 
For Pieper whatever is a part of Scriptur e is !2 ipso divinely in-
s pired. It is violence to exempt portions of Scripture from the act of 
inspiration because his torical accounts are inter '<10ven \dth the geo-
graphical and scientific da ta as are events known to the writers.80 Scrip-
ture i s not partly human and partly divine.81 One must s ay that Scrip-
ture i s not merely Isianic, Johannine , Petrine, or Pauline, but God's 
\ford ruid God• s doctrine. Scriptural doctrine and Christion doctrine cover 
one another completely and are coextensive throughout. With Quenstedt he 
s ays, 
Certainly not only firs t-class m~tter, but al so second- and 
third-class m~tters \'/ere in the very act of writing ir.un0diately 
dictated and breathed into the holy amanuenses by the Holy Spi-
rit, so tha t they would be attested by these an%2no other cir-cumstances, in this and no other mode or order. 
It is clear that for Pieper inspiration included the facts of ex-
perience known to the authors of Scripture. If inspiration did not in-
clude these matters, inspiration in such cases would be reduced to mere 
79Pieper, · "The Holy Bible, " .2P,. £ll • , P • 238 • 
80ibid., PP• 237-38. 
8lF. P (I.aper] , 11Welche Lehre von der Bekehrung und Gnadenwahl passt 
in die Einheit der christlichen Lehre hinein?," ~ ~ ~, L (Novem-
ber, 1904), 481-82. 
~eper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 220-21. Quenstedt's Theologia 
Didactico-Polemica ~ Systema Theologicum (I, 98). 
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guidance or direction. Pieper agrees with the dogmatician.s that mere 
guidance in such cases \'lould merely produce inerrar,t human 1;1ord, but 
never .could it be regarded as divlne.83 
Since Pieper includes in iru;piration those matters known to the 
authors by experience, it is clear that Pieper would not equate inspira-
tion \·1ith revelation. An equa tion \'tould r esult in a bifurcation of 
Scripture into previously unknown matters and known data; tha t which was 
not previously known to the ~uthor is inspired and tha t only if revela-
tion ~md inspiration are equated. Revelation in Biblical use is the mak-
ing lmo\·JU of a truth; in this sense it may t ake the form of a proposi-
tional truth or it may be communicated in an experience from which pro-
pos itional truth can be derived and inferred.84 This can be illustrated 
by tho per s on of ChriBt ·, who was not hated for His physical appearance 
and stature; only when He uttered propositional truth about Himself, mak-
ing Mess i anic claims in acts or \'lords, did Christ gain for Himself dis-
ciples or enemies. Quenstedt points to the difference between revelation 
and inspiration when he s ays that revelation can come before writing 
while inspiration is concomitant with writing :Uld part of the writing 
itself. 85 Divine inspiration could be called revelation in circumstanc.es 
when it is also a manifestation by which the facts were written down and 
d · · d · th · t · 86 again revelation and inspiration concur an coinci e in e same wri in.g. 
From these observations it can be said th ·t Scripture can be called 
83Pieper, "The Holy Bible, 11 £E,. ill.., pp. 236-37 • . 
• --q 
84Buswell, 2£• £!!•, P• 183. 
85Preus, £E,. ill• , p. 30. 
B6Ibid., P• 31. 
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revelation but revelution cannot be equated with Scripture as if this is 
the only revela tion ever given. 
The relationship of the Jioly Spirit to the author and writer of 
Scripture i s one constdera.tion which is the mos t controversial. It is 
controversial beets.us e for ma.ny there are but t wo alterna tives in th:i.e :re-
gard, either one mus t accept a "mechanical view" of i nspiration or com-
plet ely nbondon Scr i pture as a r elia ble and truthful source of revela-
tion. Pieper r ejects both of these as falae c::,lter natives, the former 
having never been t aught by the Luther;;.n dogmuticians and the l a tter com-
pletely untheological. 
Just as the Holy Spirit employed the style of the various ~Titers, 
so o.l s o He made use of the historical knowledge, v,hich they had 
acquired through their own e:i,.'1)eriences 1 their own research, or 
throu1:;;h instruct ion given them by others.87 
There should be no r e ject ion of the tarms r ecorders , notaries. 
scribes , amanuenses, so long as the point of comparison remains, namely, 
that thes e men were God's instruments in composing Holy Scripture, that 
is, the writers did not write their own \ford but God's ',ford. 88 Christoph 
Luthardt constructs a false point of comparison when he states that the 
old doctrine of inspiration meant that all mental activity of the writers 
was excluded so that only their hands were active in writing.89 This 
problem proposed by Luthardt could not have been invented if the predica-
tive use of the \1ord "inspiration" was continually borne in mind. The 
has as its object Scriptures and not men, showing 
8? Pieper, ''The Holy Bible, " !!}? • ill• , 246 • 
88 · 
~., P• 242. 
89Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, It 232. 
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thereby that Scripture as God-breath~d is the very Word of God, the 
product of His creative action. 90 As God •s iford nnd not merely human, 
Scripture is as God's Word an organ of understanding, creating faith Dnd 
tostifying of its O\m truth. 91 Because Scripture is God •s \ford, i ·t is 
also infallible, inerrant und unable to be broken. Though Pieper often 
refers to John 10:35 to prove this ass ertion, it is not an improper usage 
since the divine activity of inspira tion continued in the New Testament 
times forming t-1i th the Old Tes t ament a unity; the conseque~ce of that 
unity is that God's Word and Script ure are id~ntical.92 This identifica-
tion is not a reversal of the distinction made between revela tion and 
inspiration; revelation beyond that recorded includes personal encounters, 
Urim and Thummin, drea~s, riddles, immediate illumination and the hypo-
static r evel ation in Christ.93 
Doctrine of Inspiration is Scriptural 
It is important now to see i·there Pieper has led us and to see if he 
has departed from his firs t separation of the two principia. Is the di-
vision of the principia according to their individual purposes and ef-
fects merely a task unrelated to the rest or theology proper? 
It is ~onsistent for Pieper to derive, as did the dogmaticians, his 
doctrine of the inspiration of Scripture from Scripture itself and it 
90 Ibid., 218. 
-
91r. P[ieper], "Das Fundament des Christlichen Gb.ubens," $?• ill•, 
LXXI (May, 1925), 129ff. 
92F. P (ieper] 1 "Das Fundament des Christlichen Glaubens," $?• m• • 
LXXI (Augua t, 1925) , 282ff • · 
93Preus, 21?• ill•, P• 31. 
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alone. Pieper remarks that Wlllther '-"as a lso a'tsare that the investigation 
of philosophical questions has no part in the consideration of theology, 
since theology is concerned only uith the contents of Holy Scripture in 
its own seruie.94 In contrast to science, theology operat es only with a 
verbal principle, the mouth and Word of God being the source from which 
the Christian r eceives doctrinal content.95 Doctrine does not then come 
from one 's own experience but rather from the searching of Scripture to 
see \"/hat Christ commanded. The inerrant character of Scripture is not 
the result of a theological conclusion but a Scriptural one. The outsider 
might charge that this is an argument in a circle or a begt$1ng of the 
ques tion. Scripture says it is God's inerrant Word and that proposition 
can only be true if Scripture tells the truth. But this is no logica1 
~ sequitur for Pieper, because such questioning is to apply the medium 
of the principium naturae to a principium to which it has no reference. 
Scripture must be permitted to testify of itself because it is the 
principium. 
It is because Pieper carefully distinguishes the principia that he 
could simply set forth the Scri ptural doctrine concerning that principium 
theologia~ without feeling apologetic or illo~-ical. Rather than being 
uncomfortable in formulating the doctrine of Scripture from Scripture, 
he is content and consistent with the principium itself. 
The Scriptural references are traditional in Lutheran dogma·tics. 
II Timothy 3:15 shows that it is inspiration which gives Scripture its 
94F. p (ieper] , "Dr. C. F. W. Walther als Theologe," .2£ • ill•, XXXIV 
(April, 1888), 100. 
95F(riedrich] Blent~, .2:e• ill•, XLVIII (Decembe~, 1902), 361. 
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properties. ~ I Pieper can then say that Scripture is 6.uT o tr,, -c: o s be-
cause of its heing 8 C. 0~ 1T V £ " If' 't" o 5 II Peter 1:21 shm·1s that the 
Spirit moved men not merely to think and cogitate, but to write, s howing 
the presence of the mandatum Dei. Pieper r ecognizes that the writers may 
not have been aware at all that their writing would ultima t ely become the 
s ource and norm of doctrine for the Chris tia.~ Church for all times.97 
This requirement \·1ould be as little necessary as Caiaphas' recognition of 
his h t . t ,. . . Bal ' . d t di h t i· t k 9B prop e l.C u ·\,erance or aam s ass un ers an ng 'ti a spa e. 
The promises of Chris t concerning Pentecos t gave the Apostles and Paul 
absolute authority and the promise that the Spirit would guide t hem into 
all truth. 'l'his did not mean they could not err in practice or sin, as 
did Elias, Jonah, Paul and Bl.1I'nabas, but it did mean their doctrine was 
not human but God' s \ford. 
Clu·is t 's exampl e in the tempt ation experience is of vital importance, 
for not only does it shovJ hovJ temptation is to be averted but how every 
controversy ought to be settled.99 
Christ places His disciples and all Christians on solid footing and 
sure gro\.md when He s ays, 
"So ihr bleiben werdet an meiner Rede ( C v 't ~ >. 0 i "t "C'~ £..u.. Q ) • 
• • • so werdet· ihr die Wahrhei t erkennen." In dieser Aussage 
Christi ist ein Doppeltes ausgesprochen. Erstens, das es eine 
\'lahrhei tsgewisshei t gibt. Dies est ausgesagt in den Worten: "Ihr 
werdet LWahrheit erkennen. 11 Wahrheitsgewissheit bei uns Menschen, 
96Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, '307• 
97F. P [ieperJ, 11Die Le~e von der Inspiration unter den Baptisten," 
Lehre und Webre, XXXII (May, 1886), 145-49. · 
---
9~Ibid. 
99Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 234-35. 
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The coooequence o f t hi s pr ou1ise of Christ i s ,ha t Scripture is u 
s ure , firm and indest r uctible f oundation o f Chri s tian foith. '.t'his i e 
extremely prac t i cal un<l not merely t h~)oreti o.:il in t hat no error 0 1· we ak 
!)Oint exis t s t;her e i n . 101 Secondly., onl y a i'i r m f oundation can produco 
subj ectivE: cer t ni nt y . 
Pi eper so.,·r in tho High Pri es tly pr uye r a blessi1-ie ,;\nd st;;imp on t he 
i·.lorcls of t he . po:.;t lc/.3 ~'O weU as r e·for once t o t he comill{; cl o£li ng o f t he 
102 r1 
canon. 'li10 promise i s t h.:1 t all men ~,ho come to f d th until judgment 
day will c ome t o faith t hrough th.o Wor d o f: the ,·~po::itJ.es e 
•rne que~1t i on i s asked H ' Pieper Houl d dis count tradi tion . I n t hia 
r ee;circ.1 Pi oper i :;; thoroughl y pr ac tic al, r opl y:l.ng t ha t a uthent ic t r adition 
c.:m on..ly he found :i.n t he Hor d oi' the i,postle s ~n<l Prophi~ t a o l .Jj The t1--ue 
and cox-t a.in source o f t h'?ol o(SY con only be found iu .;icr i pturo ; i t i s 
God ' a a t hen t ic l otter to mru:1ki.lld, not onl y tho ':for d spoken in t he Old 
ar:.<l New T(mt amont but al.oo the Wri t ten Word.id+ Like n ... t urc, Script ure 
is ;:; divine f act in t he 1·1o r l d; like t ho sun, moon , and s t aru , Scripture 
makes no accommode.t :i.on to ouit our theor i es.105 l t i s t o be considered 
100F. Piey>er, '.'Vorwort, 11 l.,ehre und ~. LXXIV (Jcu1uary, 1928), 3. 
lOl},. P (ieporJ, 'IDas F\mdament der~ Christ lieb.en Glaubens ," ,21?• fil•• 
LXXI (August, 1925), 282. 
102 Ibid., P• 283. 
-
l03F. P(ieperJ, "Vorwort," ~ und Vehre• LXXII (JanullrY, 1926), ltt. 
l04F. P [ieper], naede zur · Eroef!nung des neuen Studienjahrs," {,ghre 
und Webre• LXXII (November, 1926). 321ft. 
--
l05y. p [ieper] • "Scbriftaualegung und Analogie dea Glaubena, •t ~ 
und Wehre, LII <November, 1906), 48.;. 
-
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on its own grounds and terms because it is such a divinely-given fact; 
whatever will be learned concerning that given fact must logically come 
from the given f act itzelf. This basic dis tincti on with the necesGary 
limiting of the princiEium naturae shows Pieper's understa..,di:ug of the 
principiwn theologiae . 
Pieper and Walther's Princioium 
For approximately nine yeru.•13 from 1878, when Pieper was called to 
the Seminary, to 1887 \·then Pieper became pres ident, './alther and Pieper 
Ner e engaged in joint s ervice a t the Seminary in St. Louis. Both men were 
frequent contributors t o Lehre. ~ ~, \'Jith Pieper's first general con-
tribution in appro,dma t ely July, 188o.1o6 
In connection ,.,i t h the sesquicentennial oi Walther' a birth there 
appe~.red a great many commendatory articles on the theology and contri-
butions of Walther to Lutheranism and the Chl.lrch. Articles of this na-
ture appeared previously under the authorship of Francis Pieper. These 
articles appeareo. chiefly in~ .l!!!2. ~ w:i.th the title, "Dr. c. F. 
W. Walther als Theo loge." The articles not only exhibited l.fal ther • s con-
tributions but defended Walther against the unfair criticism leveled at 
him due to his prominence in the Gnadenwahlstrcit. 
Concerning the two principia cognoscendi Walther's "Vier Thesen Uber 
Das Schriftprincip'' present his position in this respect, treating therein 
the limits of the principium naturae and the reason for t he existence 
lo6F. P[ieperJ, 11Antikritisches, .,ebst einigen Eroerterungen ueber 
die Frage, welche Schriftstuecke von Luther, Jonas, Bugenhagen un~ 
Melanchthon dem Kurfuersten von Sachsen zu Torgau ueberreicht worue~ 
seien, 11 ~ ~ ~. XXVI (July, 1880), 208-14~ 
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of a separate and diutinct principium theologiae.107 Though Walther 
operat es with a more current use of terminology, regarding the formal 
principle of theology as being Scripture and the material being the doc-
trine of jus tification, he still holds th~t the ~rincipium theologiae is 
:> 'r 
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and .., v 6. t' \ e ~ 'I'\ "t" o v • Gerhard' s die tum remains for Wal th.er, Unicum 
theologia.e princi:e:iJ£!!. !:§! verbum ~. Implicit as \·/ell as explicit doc-
trine is truly the Word of God. 
For ~Jalt her false princiE_~ having no rela tion to theology are 
reason, tradition, new revelations a nd even enlitlhtened reason. Scrip-
ture is not to be made coordinclte with the consensus of the Fathers, the 
first foui· centuries of theology, or the symbols. Such coordination is 
nothing but s ubordination for Walther. Theology's Erkenntinisprincip is 
to be understood as being Holy Scripture. This principium is necessarily 
perfect und sufficient to bring one . to the kno\·1ledge of salvation and to 
f aith. The erammatical sense of Scripture is clear so tha t even the un-
believer can understand Scripture, th~t is, according to its externa 
Though Walther's edition of Baieri's Compendium reveals th£..t Wclther 
was thoroughly at home with the dogmuticians, he did not adopt for his 
own the classic use of the terms~ and materia. This does not place 
Walther in the camp of the Fundamentalists. Walther's theological roots 
reached further than the dogmaticians. Pieper quotes Walther as saying, 
Moreover they do not know us, who call our theology the theology 
of the seventeenth century. As highly as we t,;easure the immense 
l07Lehre ~!!!!'!!:!,XIII (April, 1867), 9?ff. 
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\·1ork, which the great Luther .m dogma.ticians of this period ac-
complished, i t i s not really they to whom we r e t urned, but above 
all it i s our pr ecious Book of Concord and Luther, in whom we 
have recognized tha t m~omGod chos e to be t he Moses of His 
Church of the New Covenant •••• [tr:anslat ed]lOB 
Pieper joins with ifalther in s aying t hat for t he pr esent day there 
is no other s ource of theology than the Wri t t en \ford of God as contained 
in Scripture . 
Der Theolog muss s ich, sagt Luther, so an de.a blosse Schriftwort 
haengen, wi e eine Schling pfl anze sich am Baum fes thaengt. So 
stellte sich auch ifa.lther, t rotz der viel en Zitate aus den . 
Schriften der alten Theologen, i n s einem Her zen und Gewissen 
auf dus bloss e Schriftwort ohne Auslegung.109 
In r eply to t hos e accusi ng Walther of being a mer e r epr istination 
t heologi a11, Pieper cal.ls him simply a Scriptural theologian.11° For 
Pi eper the measure of a t heologian is his being only and thoroughly Scrip-
t ural; ,my departure f r om the principium to accommodate reason, scienti-
fic theology, or tradition , negated Pieper' s calling him a theologian. 
Though 1:/alther's pres tige in the world of theologians ,. commentari es and 
system~tic works did not elevat e him above his contemporaries, Pieper sa~ 
him as being pre-eminent in tha.t he remained a true theologian. With 
such an individual as Franz Delitzsch Walther could be compe.red without 
hesitation. The reason Pieper could compare Walther 1:dt h Delitzsch was 
that, although Walther had not written a single commentary, he did not 
subtract from the princi pium as Delitzsch did in the doctrine of 
l08"Dr. C. F. w. Walther als Theologe," ~· ill.•, XXXIV (September, 
1888), 267. Translated by author. 
l09F. Pieper, Zur EinigUng der a.merikanisch-lutherischen Kirche !a 
~ ~ !2!! der Bekehrung ~ Gruidenwahl (st. Louis: Concordia Publish-
ing House, · 1913), p. 66. 
llOibid., P• 68. 
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inspiration, creation, the person of Christ, and the doctrine of the 
Church.111 
With both Walther and Pieper inspiration is a "touch-stone. 11 It is 
inspiration ~:hich makes Scripture t·1hat it is, God's Word. Pieper in 
agreement with Walther s ays that the doctrine of inspiration must stmid, 
or else the truth t·rill fall and with it the divinity of Holy Scripture 
and consequently the t·1hole Christian religion and the Church.112 When 
the doctrine of inspiration fru.ls, then ru.l certainty falls. The replace-
ment of certainty with the doctrine of Selbstbewusstsein ~ould bring only 
disaster to the Church. 
For Walther t he principium must remain inviolate and unmolested, 
el s e another ruler like thut of the Papacy would arise in the Church.ll3 
Because the :principium is God's \ford, it necessarily becomes the judge 
in all mutters of doc t rine . It is a source and norm as well. Pieper 
writes that for Walther only the canonical Scriptures of the Apostles and 
Prophets could be the single source of all saving truth and, therefore, 
1 · 11 d ' . - , t . 114 the on y judge 1.n a oc ,:r:i.a ,:..&. con roversies. 
Not only does i nspiration make Scripture what it is, but what it is 
· remains unique, disti nct and radical in its content. As Walther writes 
in his Evangelienpos~ille, only in the Revelation of God do we learn of 
111Ibid., P• 66. 
112110r. c. F. w. Walther als Theologe," .2Jl• ill.•, XXXVI (January, 
1890), 11. 
ll3F. P(ieperJ, ''Vorwort," ~ ~ ~, XLVI (February, 1900), 35. 
11411Dr. c. F. w. Walther als Theologe," .2ll• ill•, XXXIV (September, 
1888), 265. 
j 
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the justification whereby man can be saved and learn of redemption.115 
The principium naturae reveals nothing of the Gospel, pointing only to 
the way of works. For ~lalther as Pieper the principia remain distinct, 
both as to purpose and as to result. When matters of science and theo-
logy overlap, when historical and scientific data overlap the Scriptural 
data, then fol" Walther the Bi-blical data mu.st remain true and therefore 
incontestable. Human r eason mus t remain within the limits of science 
and work with its given, the realm of nature and hwnan experience. Be-
cause Scripture is God' s \ford, it bears the a ttr-lbutes of divinity; tha t 
is, it i s without error even as Christ was wit.twut error.116 This accent 
Pieper s tresses as well when consider:tng the "human side" of Scripture. 
Walther's Vorlesung on the doctrine of inspiration, given in Decem-
ber of 1885, occasioned the comparison of Scripture with the incarnation. 
As Chri ... t ,..,as human ,..,ithout sin, so Scripture has human language without 
sin. The positing of error makes Scripture mere~ normata; Walther 
considers such ch~rges the natural result of employing the rational prin-
117 
ciple in theology • 
.All doctrine from Scripture i s theological and God's Word. Whatever 
Scripture teaches is not an "open question11 for Wal ther. It stopped be-
ing an "open question" when Scripture t ~ught it.118 Genuinely "open 
ques tions" were those to which Scripture offered no solution. Such 
ll5Ibid., XXXVI (January, 1890), 11. 
ll6Ibid., XXXIV (July and August, 1888), 195-96. 
ll7Ibid. 
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questions would be the question of traducianism, the semper virgo and the 
complete destruction of creation at judgment according to its attributes ·'( 
119 
or essence. These questions could in no \·1a:y be compared with the 
Romanist doctrine of the immaculate conception, t hose evolved from the 
consensus of the Church or from the scientific principi~ of modern 
theology. 
Pieper s a~ Walther as a chrunpion of the doctrine of inspiration and 
a right understanding of the principium theologiae. Yet it cannot be 
said that Pieper simply borrowed Walther indiscriminately and inserted 
lclalthor•s contribution into his o-vm dogmatic endeavors . Pieper does not 
develop the defining of the principium .naturae or theologiae as Walther 
does . Walther said thut a princi;eium cognoscendi is anything from which 
120 further knowledge proceeds. Pieper· does not develop the thought 
particularly tha t every discipline has a chief principle, be it meta-
physics, physics, or naturalistic ethics. Though such development does 
not appear, Pieper draws just as rigidly the line of demarcation which 
separates the Erincipium theolof;iae from the principium naturae. 
Pieper and Quenstedt's PrinciPium 
Of the dogmaticians ~uenstedt was by far the most frequently cited 
and employed by Pieper. The precision, lucidity, and unequivocal manner 
of Quenstedt must have appealed very much to Pieper. With h'alther Pieper 
was combating a tendency and hypothesis that posited a progress in 
doctrine; progress in doctrine fit with the current emphasis on scientific, 
ll9Ibid. 
120 · Walther, ~· £!!•, P• 97. 
• 
historical, and political progress.121 The ChurGh's doctrine had to 
wait for modern science and its method to formulate and establish new 
doctrine through the consensus of the Church or theologians. To both 
\fal th,er and Piepe r this v1a.s nothing but a Roman tendency which denied 
tha.t the Church of the firs t century pos:.:;essed all Biblical doctrine •122 
In defense o f the Scripture as the E~incipium. theologiae, 'tuenstedt said 
everything Pieper would say; and perhaps in view of Pieper's frequent 
citing of him, Pieper thought ~=tuens·tedt said it better when " uenstedt 
said: 
In the canonical Scrip·i;ures there is found no f alsehood, no mis-
statement, no error , not even the least, neither in the subject 
its elf nor i n the words , but in whole and part they are complete-
ly true in whatever they teach, whether this concern the doc-
trines of faith or of mor al, history, or chronology, geography 
or genealogy; no want of information, no thoughtlessness or 
i'orgetfulnesn , no l apse of memory, can or may be ascribed tQ 
the penmen of the Holy Ghost as they \'/rote the Scriptures.lc3 
Pieper s ays this goes not one step beyond \·1bat Christ Himself said. 
_!l Brief St attJme.!.11, a document for l·1hich Pieper was largely responsible, 
reveals many concerns v1hich were once Quenstedt 's . Pieper endorses 
Quenstedt when he s ays again, "j_uicquid s. Scriptura ~, ~ ~ 
· ,124 infallibiliter verum, reverenter credendum et anJPlectendum.• __ ...,.._____ -
A st.:itement of Calov parallels very much the previous statement of 
q,uenstedt. 
121F. P {;i.eper] , "Dr. C. F. W. Walther als Theologe, " .2J2. • ill• , XXXIV 
(July and August, 1888), 196-98. 
122Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 163. 
123Pieper, "The Roly Bible," .212.• .E:!•, 241. Pieper quotes the 
Theolo5ia Didactica-Polemica ~ Systema Theologicum, I, 112. 
124Ba.ieri, ~· S:].•, P• 80. Theologia Didactica-Polemica ~ 
Theologicum, P.I. c.3. s.2 f.48 • 
The principle: 1.)f knowledge (principium cognoscendi), from 
which theolo ).c:.ll conclusions are to be deduced, is only this: 
whatever the Lo.t·d has said (~) or whatever God has pro-
posed, ought to be believed reverently.125 
It is qu::: ;:;tionable if Calov hes not departed somewhat from the 
position of "tuenstedt or Pieper, but Hoe11ecke comments that Calov does 
not contradict either position. Though Calov speaks of the Erincipium 
~gnoscendi as tna'c which is proposed and spoken, while Quenstedt speaks 
o f the :e:::-incipium as being that which has been comruit·teci to ~r.citing, 
·,tuenstedt remains primarily concerned with the ~ or the formal con-
cept of revelation o.s does Calovo126 Hoenecke concludes that no essen-
tial difference exists; both Calov a nd Quenstedt stood firm in testimony 
that Scripture was the only source and principium theologiae. 
Pieper believed t hat Luther and l:l'uenstedt \-Jere a like in regard to 
the .E,.rincipiU!'~, the only difference beint;; that Luther ~,as more e~.:-nest in 
his polemic than the mild-mannered Quenstedt.127 Like 1tuenstedt, Luther 
held that every detail of geographical reference or historical data was 
correct. 
In upholding the .E£,incipium ~h~ologiae, ~uenstedt rejects reason, 
enlightened or other\-Jise, tradition and new revelations, though willing 
to grant the possibility of revelations concerning matter~ o: social life 
or conditions of Church or state.128 For Quenstedt there was no dropping 
down from heaven of a Sacred Book. For \,j,uenstec.t and Piepex- revelation 
125 6 Hoenecke, £]?•.£!!•,I, 21 -17. 
is L. c., P• 68. Galov. 
Translated by a.uthoi·. Source 
126Ibid., I, 217. 
l27"Vorwort," ~ ~ ~, LXXIV (January, 1928), 8. 
128Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 211. 
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did exist without a written record of the same.129 Because an equation 
of inspira tion and revel ation \'lould do Quenstedt an injustice, Pieper 
vindicates ~uenstedt by stressing iiuenst edt • s emphasis on the ''human side 11 
of Scripture. 
The relationship of the \:Jriter to the Spirit in Quens tedt's under-
standi ng was one of willini;ncss and voluntariness . This relationship 
could not be equnted v1ith ecstasy nor could it be equated with a mechani-
cal theory. Qu0nstedt expressly rejects the same. Though ~uenstedt has 
been ch· rged with setting forth a mechanical theory , implying the use of 
t he writers waa only a stenographic one , Pieper defends Quendst edt, s ay-
ing one must bear in mind the point of comparison, namely, that any analogy 
hus but one applied point of comparison. 
Quens tedt says of t he Prophet s o f the Old Testament and the 
Apostles of t he New Testament: "Just as the Prophets and the 
Apos tle:J 1:,ere the mouth of God in speaking or preaching, so they 
also were the hands and pens of the Holy Ghost in writing. For, 
as the Holy Spirit spoke through them , so He wrote through them. 
For there i s no difference as to the foundati on of spoken Word 
and wri t'Cen VJord . :for t his r eason they were al so called the 
amanuenses, the h~n<ls of Christ, t~e letterwriters, or clerks, 
or actuaries, of the Holy Ghos t. 111-'0 
If all aspects of the comparison were applied, the picture would be 
one of s imple mechanical inspiration; but faulty analysis and criticism 
ha.a often beclouded and misrepresented Quenstedt and the dogmaticians, 
rejecting them without as much as an unbiased hearing. Faulty analysis 
of Quenstedt's point of comparison, if applied to Scripture in other in-
stances, could yield strange results. Full application would be nothing 
129Ibid., I, 194. 
l30Ibid., I, 231-32. Pieper quotes from ~uenstedt'a Theologia 
Didactic"o:Polemica !!!!!! Systema Theologicum, I, 80. 
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more than identity; the disciples who were to be like doves, would have 
to t ake up l aying and hatching eggs in order to agree in all points of 
comparison in the p:i.cture of a dove. 
To show that the writers \1ere not robots but men, Quenstedt says: 
As the holy writers spoke or wrote according to training or 
habit~ either in s imple language or in a more lofty style, so 
the Holy Spirit used them, for He wished to accommodate Him-
self to them and condes cend to them.131 
Quens t eut a ~ i ~d not only in the pos itive formulation and distinction 
of the t\10 pril!.£i.J2.~, but in thoroughness had done much of the ground-
work i'.; :· Pieper' s polemic agm.nst the modern antithetical pos itions as-
sum,,d in Pieper' s da:y. 
Pieper and Gerhard's Principium 
Though not playing such a prominent role as ~uens tedt or Walther, 
Gerhard deserves a pl ace, never theless. Pieper notes the difference in 
lil8thod on the part of Ger hard and Quenstedt, the former being synthetic 
and the l atter analytical, but Pieper believes this in no way changed 
th . . f th . . . 132 eir v:i ow ·o e pr1ncip1um. 
The source of theology for Gerhard and Pieper is the same. One 
dictum of Gerhard Pieper used \"ti th such frequency that often Pieper did 
not bother to cite the author. The reference is that Scripture and God's 
Word ought not to be distinguished. To counter the modern positions, 
this refrain from Gerhard is used again and again: "Quod non est bib-
licum, non est theologicum. Unicum theologiae principium est verbum 
l3lpieper, "l!!!, Holy fil:!?!!," .2E• ill•, P• 244. Pieper quotes from 
Quenstedt's 'l'heologia Didactico-Polemica !!!! Systema Theologicum, I, 109. 
l32Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 149. 
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Dei; quod ergo in verbo Dei non est revelatum, non est theologicum.11133 
Walther adds to Gerhard' s theses the fact that the principitun 
theologiae is_µo'vov '1<.4l oh,~ov, unicwn, proprium, adaequatum tl ordinarium, 
and that divine revelation comprehended in Sacred Scripture i s the prin-
cipium incomplexum.134 
The r elations hip of faith and Scripture i s of like emphasis in 
Gerhard as in Pieper. Hoenecke•s remark is relevant, s aying tha t Gerhard 
proceeded from Scripture to the certainty of faith while Schleiermacher 
for one proceeded from Glaubensbe~russtsein to the recognition of the 
divinity of Scripture.135 Gerhard has not committed the error of making 
Scripture a depository or treasury which if t aken in hand can be equated 
i'lith faith, thereby denying the necessity of the s ame . Pieper counters 
that such as accuse Gerhard of this forget that the holding of an objec-
tive s ource does not mean a denial of faith.136 For Gerhard as for 
~ enstedt the objective source of theology is a thoroughly practical 
thing which leads and confirms men in the faith which rests on the merit 
of Chris t. 
For Gerhard the quality that marks Scripture as God's Word aloue iG 
its inspiration; the word "Scripture" designates not so C!l,lC l'l. the externa 
~ as the content or thing signified therein. 
l33Schuessler, .2.E• ill•, P• 147. Gerhard is quoted from B! Scri;e-
~ §.•, par. 7. 
l34wal.ther, .2.E• ill•, 98. 
l35Hoeneoke, .22• ill•, I, 6. 
136"Vorwort," ~~Webre, XXXVIII (February, 1892), 33-34. 
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By the term Scripture, ••• we do not mean the outer form or 
Si(;!;n, that is, the particular letters, the act of writing and 
the word.s with which the di vine revelation has been ~,ri tten down, 
so much as the matter itself and the thing s ignified, as t hat 
\'rhich i s meant and des i gnated by the writing , nainely~ the Word 
of God \·1hich informs us about His essence and will.i.,7 
The important thing of Scripture i s its message and content, its 
:puq.,ose and desired result. For this reason Gerhard can s ay that it is 
not o f necessity that faith be based on a direct cognizance or reading 
of Scripture i t s~lf .l38 
In defining what a princini um is, Gerhard s ays, 
A yfincipium is believed on account of itself, not because of 
somethine; else . A Erincipium can be demonst r ated~ posteriori, 
but it cannot be proved by means of something older. In such 
a case it v,ould not adhere to Scripture , t hat is, the ~ford of 
God. He do not believe Scripture becaus e of the Church, that 
io , the witnef~ of men, but because of itself, because it is the 
voice of God. ~9 
This is o :f like character to 1:/alther•s rema.rks that t he principium 
be rr e :J c- o V"' 
and !,.v..,,i'(te n ,o v 9 as Aris totle sets forth. Though Pieper never dis-
agrees with this and adheres to what is beil\; s aid by such definition> he 
never specifically adopts and expands on these explanations. The omis-
sion may be an intentional effort to avoid philosophical-like definitions, 
preferring Scriptural definition though both in this regard correspond to 
one another. Like Walther, Pieper saw the danger of a principium outside 
Scripture such as the analogia .!!!!! improperly used. Though Gerhard's 
l3? Preus, .2E. _'ill• , p. 15. 
l38Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 34,4. 
l39Preus, .2E. ill•, p. 104-05·. Preus quotes from ·Gerhard's .!££! 
Theologici, I, II. 
-
contribution may sound philosophical in tone, Pieper says that Gerhard 
derived his doctrine of inspiration and all doctrine from Scripture 
ll~O 
alone. 
140p . Chr" t· D t· I 159 ieper, is ion _ogma ics, , • 
CHAPTER III 
TRADITIONAL ANTITHESES 
Pieper and Traditional Calvinism 
Though reference in detail to Calvin does not play a vital role in 
Pieper•s defense of the Erincipium, Luther's polemics do. 
Though Calvinism produced firm defenders of the inspiration of 
Scripture in this country, a fact for which Pieper was thankful, he at-
t acked tho principium cognoscendi substituted in Calvinism. For Pieper 
Calvinism was inconsistent, setting forth Scripture as the principium ' 
£P,,&nos ~ and yet operating in the area of gratia universalis with a 
rational principle, malting the true principium subject to reason. 
In theory Calvinism upheld the Scriptural principle, but in prac-
tice was teaching the f i ndinss of a rational principle, the limitut~on 
of the gratia universalis. Scripture as the sole principium is not de-
fended for its own sake but out of zeal for what it reveals, namely, the 
way of salvation and complete salvation in Christ. Calvinism not only 
was distorting the purpose and desired effect of Scripture, but was mak-
ing it subject to another norm. 
A simple explanation of the distance between Lutheranism and Calvin-
ism such as Lut:hardt offered did not satisfy Pieper • . 
It he.a become the fashion to sa:y that the difference between the 
Reformed and the Lutheran Church consists in this, that the Re-
formed Church "more exclusively" makes ~cripture the source of 
the Christian doctrine, while the Lutheran Church, being more 
deeply "rooted in the past" and of a more "conservative" nature, 
I 
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accepts not only Scripture, but also tradition as authoritative.1 
Such an understanding is but a fable and inaccurate. Not only is 
conformity to reason predicated in Reformed theology, but another prin-
cipiwn is operative in immediate revelation. 
In a sense Pieper did not radically differ f r om Calvin, . who not 
only designates the Scripture of the Old and New Testaments to be 
"oracles," but expressly goes on to say th;;;t the Scriptur,:3s, including 
the historical matters, were given by the dictation of the Holy Spirit.2 
But Pieper felt Calvin to be self-contradictory in saying that sometimes 
the Lvangelists misquoted the Old Test31llent. 
Though Calvin openly embraced Scripture as the principium theologiae, 
Pieper believes that testing of this avowal of the principium will re-
veal tho prominence given reason. The testing of the Erinci pium of Calvin 
consisted in seeing if Calvin's doctrine could be preached, prayed and 
?. 
lived.;, 
When one prays that the gracious will of God be done among us, he 
is praying that God's revealed will be done; when doctrine could not be 
earnestly prayed, it had ceased to be God's doctrine. In Pieper•s es-
timation the doctrine of the limited atonement could never be earnestly 
prayed. Though Calvin confesses Scripture to be the principium, Calvin 
has departed from the doctrine of God's Word to the doctrine of limited 
1Francis Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, translated and edited under 
the supervision of Theodore Engelder, w. F. Albrecht, and John Theodore 
Mueller (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, ·c. 1950-1957), I, 25. 
2Ibid., I, 274. Pieper gives as reference the Institutes, IV, 8, 6. 
3Ibid., II, 48. 
-
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atonement. To pray that the limited atonement be fulfilled would mean 
that the Christia11 would be pruying that men be damned that God's sov-
ereignty may be exalted.4 This would be a thwarting of Scripture's pur-
pose of enlightening, instructing, converting and sanctifying men. The 
purpose of God's gracious revelation in Scripture is to bring faith and 
comfort. It is ·this basic purpose that is in do.nger in the Calvinistic 
limited atonement. Pieper quoted Dr. Stahl, who writes in~~~ 
Church~~: "• •• the Luthera;n Church derives faith and comfort 
concerning the dispensation of Grace through the means and instruments, 
and the Reformed Church disputes them.n5 
The function and office of revelation is what is at stake with the· 
employment of a rational principle. The function of Scripture is en-
lightening and bringing the gracious will of God to bear on the heart of 
man. This function is not entirely destroyed by Calvin, Pieper admits. 
For Pieper, the inconsistency lies in the preached Gospel. The first part 
of' the inconsistency is that it is llpreached. 11 Official doctrine says 
suving revelation and the operation of the Spirit t akes place apart from 
the outward Word and Gospel, the means of grace. The danger is tha t one 
be not grounded in faith and certainty, but that doubt may arise as a 
result of one's being placed on the sandy ground of self-determination, 
6 
natural determination, one's own sensitivity concerning the grace of God. 
4:r. P £teper] , 11Die Dogmatik, die gebetet werden kann~ 11 Lehre ~ 
Webre, LXXIII (May, 1927), 133-35• .As references Pieper lists the 
Institutes, III, 24, 17, 15. 
5F. P [ieper], "Das Fundament 
Webre, LXXI (July, 1925), 254-55. 
is then translated by author. 
des Cbristlichen Glaubens, 11 ~ ~ 
Pieper quoted Stahl in German, which 
6F. P[ieperJ, "Das Fundament des Cbristlichen Glaubens," ~· £!!•, 
LXXI (August, 1925), 288. 
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The sepnr ation of the Spirit from means touches the Sacraments and Scrip-
ture as well. Concerning the enthusiasts' inclination to separate Spirit 
and means, 
Luther told t hem that they would have to desist from their own 
pratings and writings , unless , indeed, t hey \'Jere puffed up i:lit h 
the thought that "the Spirit could not come through the writings 
and spoken Word of the Apostles, but t~ough their (the ent husi-
ast s ) writ ings and words He mus t come. 117 
The second inconsist ency Pi eper notes is that there i s "Gospel." 
Co.lvin \:lt:l3 not consistent \:lit h his doctrine of the limited atonement for 
he could neither proclaim it as Gospel nor pray it. 
The Calvinis tic r estri ction of t he sa·t;isfactio vicaria to a 
part of mankind t ends to make the ris e of a congregation impos-
zible. Still the Church is found among the Calvinis ts, for i n 
practice the dire dis tress of souls s truck down by the divine 
Law l eaves t he Calvinists no choice but to point thes e terri-
fied souls to the universal promises of grace rgr peace and to 
n.bendon thei r s elf-devis ed gra tia particularia. 
If Calvin were consi s t ent in his s eparation of Spirit ruid Scripture, 
he would do ,·Jell to keep silent and allov1 the Spirit to work l est he get 
into the way of the Spirit by his o,·m bungling. But Calvin counsels in 
the Institutiones: 
If we seek the paternal clemency and propitious heart of God, 
our eyes must be directed to Christ, in whom alone the Father 
is well pleased (Matt. 3:17) •••• Christ then, is the Mirror 
in which we should, and in which, without deception, we may, 
contemplate our election.9 
Pieper is aware of the evil consequences following on the heels of 
preaching the gratia particularis. 
?Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 122. Pieper quotes from the Smal-
cald Articles, Concordia Triglotta, 495, 6. 
8 
~., III, 4o6. 
9Ibid., II, 46. Reference is quoted in footnote as Institutiones, 
III, 21+";5. 
' 
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Wherever the doctrine is t aught that the grace of God does not 
exist for the greater part of mankind, every hearer, particu-
larly the sinner convicted by the Law, must remain in doubt 
whether there is grace for him. But such doubt absolutely de~ 
stroys faith.10 
The overthroi:, of the gratia universalis ~ccording to a principium 
outs ide Scripture , namely, history and experience, completely undermines 
the purpose and effect of Scripture, that of bringing men to faith. It 
i s eh"J)erience t hat brought Calvin to the conviction tha t about twenty per 
cent 1\fould be s aved; it is experience that says that God does not really 
desire the s alvation of the lost.11 Because such doctrine destroys faith, 
there should not be one Calvinist in faith nor a Reformed Church., but 
Pieper says the i ncons istency is that the Gospel is preached. 
Calvin ' s doctrine of the ~ratia particularis 'came not from Scrip-
ture , his avoi.1ed ~ Erincipium, but from exterior experience •12 This 
r ational principium belonged properly to the r ealm of nature and had no 
busi ness s erving as a s ource of theology. The axiom of experience is 
brought to bear in the new world by Charles Hodge. Though God s hows Him-
self gracious toward all men, Hodge reached into the world of nature and 
experi ence to set forth the doctrine of gra tia particularis. Charles 
Hodge can s ay then, 11We must assume tha t the result is the interpretation 
13 
of the purpose of God." 
lOibid., P• 50. 
11Ibid., III, 499. 
12F. Pieper,~ EinigUng .!!!!:. amerikanisohen-lutherischen Kirche !! 
der Lehre von der Bekehrung und Gnadenwahl (St. Louis: Concordia Publish-
ing House, 1923), p. 87. -
l3Ibid., p. 86. ~otation is taken from Hodge's Systematic Theology, 
II, 323. 
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Only improperly could Scri pture be called the principium theologiae 
for the Calvini s ts since Scripture was made subordinate to reason. The 
deprecia tion of the means of grace i s clear i n Hodge's statement, "Effica-
cious grace acts immediately; Nothing intervenes between the volition of 
t he Spirit and the r egeneration of the soul; There is here no pl ace for 
14 the us e of mee.ns. " 
Pieper felt t hat Charles Hodge had subdued t he Calvi nistic picture 
of the vindicti veness of God. Calvin would have God presented in the 
Gospel as merely a means of increasing the punishment and sorrow of the 
lost . Hodge does present to some degree a God wit h a more general gr a-
ci ous will. The position of Hodge r emains basically that of Calvin in 
limiting the will and redemption of Chris t. Hodge is not as crude as 
Calvin, who spoke about the colossal i gnorance , childishness , and dullness 
of those who teach a gracious God in Chris t for all men.15 Pieper sees 
in Hod~e a soft-pedaled r ejection of the gratia universalis. 
Pieper leaves the problem presented by the gratia universalis and 
the ~~unsolved. Hodge s ays there is a time when the Lutheran. 
should s tand with his hands over his mouth, but Pieper suggests that the 
d h b d . "al . . 16 or er as een reverse in v vinism. The Calv~nist keeps silent when 
he should be proclaiming the Gospel and theµ speaks when Scripture is 
14F. P (i.eper], 
(March, 1928), 71. 
II, 684, 685. 
11Der Kraft des ~'vangeliums, " Lehre ~ Webre, LXXIV 
Pieper quotes Charles Hodge's Systematic Theology, 
l5F. P[ieperJ, "Das Fundament des Christlichen Glaubens," ~ ~ 
Webre, LXXIV (March, 1928), 71-72. 
160Gerathen Lutheraner angesichts der Schriftstellen, welche von 
der Praedeatination handeln, in Verlegenheit?, 11 ~ ~ ~. XLIV 
(June, 1898), 161-62. 
• 
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silent, contradicting Scripture left and right with his own cons tructions 
concerning the particular redemption and particular activity of the 
Spirit. 
Though in many passages it [scriptureJ teaches the gratia uni-
versalis (John 1:29; 3:16ff.; l John 2:2; 1 Tim. 2:4-6, etc":1', 
they find the answer in the historical "result" or the historical 
"experience." Hodge: "We must assum? tha t the result is the in-
terpretation of the purpose of God."1 
Though Hodge is not as caustic as Calvin, he must still call the 
gratia universalis illo3ical and untenable.1~ 
It cannot be supposed that God intends what is never accom-
plished; that He purposes what He does not intend to effect; 
tha t He adopts means for an end which is never to be a ttained. 
'l'his cannot be a ffirmed of any rational being who has the wis-
dom and power to secure the execution of his purposes. Much 
less can it be said of Him whose power and ,-Jisdom are infinite. 
If all men are not saved, God never purposed their salvation 
and never devised f§d put into operation means designed to ac-
complish that end. 
The principiwn theologiae is made subject to a human pattern and 
logic; reason and hwnan experience are projected into the Revealed Word 
so that the Scripture is made subject to a pattern outside itself, mak.-
?,,ng it le.ss than a principium. 
Another representative of the Calvinistic orientation in the United 
States is William Shedd. Though Shedd would divide Protestantism into 
two camps, Calvinism and Arminianism, such division is altogether logical; 
but it does not agree with the facts. The Formula 2£ Concord, Article II, 
l7Pieper, Christi&n Dogmatics, I, 28. Pieper quotes Hodge's Sys-
tematic Theologl, II, 323. 
18,. P [ieper) , "Das Fundament des Chris tlichen Glaubens," 22 • ill•, 
LXXI (April, 1925), P• 97. 
l9Ib1d., p. 98. Hodge's Systematic Theology, II, 323, is quoted. 
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sets forth both the~ gratia and the~~ without granting the 
consequences.20 Though illogical the principium cognoscendi mus t remain 
inviolate to any attempt to make it conform to the rules of logic. Pieper 
considers Shedd's problem with the .Scripture's teaching the result of his 
earnestness to achieve harmony, an earnestness which exists a priori to 
Scripture. 
Concerning Scripture itself Shedd is one of the few holding the doc-
trine of inspiration and the doctrine of verbal inspiration. Shedd com-
pares "'cripture's human character with the incarna tion in which there was 
no necessity of sin or error. In spite of this commendable position, 
Pieper considers it still impractical when it comes to the doctrine of 
God's univer sal grace and will for man. Shedd's prai se of Scripture is 
inconsequential when compared with his subverting its volue in teaching 
a li~ited atonement. For Pieper even the synergist can teach the doctrine 
of inspiration. Though a theologian hold the doctrine, it is of little 
value if he in turn rejects the clear words of Scripture in favor of an 
extra-Biblical principium. There can be no claim of latent Fundamentalism 
in Pieper in this regard. He did not measure a theologian simply on the 
basis of a few brief formulations: the virgin birth, six-day creation, 
and inspiration. The fundamental article of faith is the center, the doc-
trine around which all others orbit and have their being. 
Though Shedd says the Spirit is not bound to the Word of God, Pieper 
calls it fortunate that the Spirit is not bound to the words of Shedd, 
rather binding Himself to the ~lord whenever it is proclaimed. 21 So it is 
2
°F. P (ieper], "Einige Tagebuchnotizen ueber alte und neue Lehr-
streitigkoiten," Lohre~~. L (July and August, 1904), 295-9'7• 
~ieper, Christian Dogmatics, III, 160ff. 
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that when the Reformed write, preach and proclaim the mercy of God in 
Christ, His reconciling sacrifice, the Spirit works in spite of their 
official doctrines. Those doctrines they must forsake in practice when 
troubled consciences demand the comfort of God's grace. 
Pieper and the Westminster Confession 
The Westmins t er Confession and the Thirty-~ Articles enjoy a 
level of confes sional status in much of Protestantism. The subs cription 
may be quia or quatenus, but interpretation of the Westminster Confession 
and the Thirty-Nine Articles is a problem in itself. 
The Presbyterian Church in Americ~ undertook revision of the articles 
in 1880 under the leadership of such men as Philif Schaff, William Shedd, 
and Char l es Hodge . Hodge held t hat there should be no rev_ision, allowing 
the articles to stand as they i·1ere. Shedd mainbined a strict Calvinistic 
position, while Schaff tended -to be Arminian.22 Though no revision took 
place, unrest continued wi thin the Presbyterian Church. This was exem-
plified in the Generru. Assembly of the Presbyterians which met in May of 
1893 to reverse an earlier decision of the Presbytery of New York which 
had sanctioned the position of Charles Briggs. The General Assembly over-
ruled the Presbytery's decision and suspended Charles A. Briggs from the 
Presbyterian ministry until he give satisfactory evidence of repentance. 
The question centered in the Church's principium and Scripture. Brigg's 
higher criticism had alienated him from the General Assembly. The appli-
cation of the scientific norm bad reduced Scripture to the position that 
22F. P[ieper], "Wie koennte die lutherische Kirche den Presbyteri-
anern bei ihrm Streit ueber die Revision des Westminster Bekenntnisses 
zu Huelfe kommen?," ~ ~ ~, XXXIX (June, 1893), 161-62. 
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i t was no longer the s ource of t heology. In defense of Scripture acer-
t ain Pastor Young of the Gener al Assembly said., 
The Bible as we now have it, in its various t r ansl ations and 
ver sions, when freed from all err ors and mi stakes of transla-
tors, copyis ts and pri nters , is the very \ford of Gqd, and con-
sequently, without error.23 
The posi tion of the General J\s s embly was basically fruitless as far 
as Briggs was concerned, since he continued a t Union Seminary because the 
Assembly had no control over the Seminary. 
Pieper was generally enthusiastic over the Gener al Assembly's ac-
t i on1 i t s rej ection of Briggs' position. Briggs held that Scripture con-
t ai ned er r ors but never thel es s was the infallible norm of faith and 
l ife. 24 In Pieper•s es timation t he General Ass embly was better than moe t 
other sects . Pi eper prai"sed Dr. Joseph H. Lampe , a member of the prose-
cuti ng committee, for his brilliant defense of the doctrine of inspiration. 
Though Pieper pr aised the Presbyterians for their efforts in stem-
min~ the tide of scientifi c theology, he still would address the vigilant 
element, s aying, 
You stand for the infallible divine authority of Scripture. 
But the infallible Scripture teaches also clearly and meaning-
fully what you deny, namely, the general grace ~f God and the 
general redemption through the merit of Christ. 5 
In general, the Presbyterians adhere to the Westminster Confession 
which still says, 
· 
23Ibid., P• 162. Pieper quotes Young's pr oposed resolution which he 
set before""9the General Assembly, bu~ Pieper gives no source. 
24 ill!!•, PP• 165-66. 
2511Eine Einteilung der Amerikanischen Presbyterianer in drei 
Klassen,"~~~' LXXI (July, 1925), 277. Translated by author. 
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The rest of mankind God was pleased, according to the unsearch-
able counsel of His oi-m will, whereby He extendeth or \tithhold-
eth mercy as He pleaseth for the zlory of His sovereign po1.:1er 
over His creutures , to pass by or to ordain them to dishono2~and wrath for their s in, to the praise of His glorious justice. 0 
At the 1880 Assembly meeting a declara tory statement was set forth 
which for Pi eper gave place to A.rminian and Calvinist alike. Of his-
torical worth is the fact that in 1938 fur ther revision s aw the omission 
of t \·10 r efer ences concerning the predes t ination of mon to damnation. 27 
An Evaluation 
It can be said, if Pieper• s analysis is correct, tha t Presbyterian-
ism may not only have in its numbers Calvinists and Arminians , but theo-
logic:lilS attempting to find s~'ll-. defensible ground between Arminianism and 
strict Calvinism. This multiplication is the result o_f the human element 
when it enters as a source, cat alyst, and nor m of doctrine. The complaint 
which prompted the recent revision was not that Scripture t .:iught a gratia 
universalis per§!.• The revision grew out of a need to save Calvinism 
from the embarrassment of defending its own Gospel proclamation.28 
Earlier it was mentioned tha t there was variance in subscription to 
· the Thirty-~ Articles as well as interpretation. Pieper saw the di-
vorcement of the Spirit from the Word to be a simple creation of another 
source of theology, another principium. It is proposed that there are 
those adhering to the Thirty-~ Articles who do not understand them in 
26Pieper1 Christian Dogmatics, II, 25. The footnote quotes the 
Westminster Confession. 
27Ibid., III, 495. 
28Ibid. 
- · 
that manner. Current em.1.- ha.s j . .::; on dial ecti c logic has produced both 
equivocation and confusion umo,1g t heologians o.nd laity a.a to the s ource 
from 1·1hich Chri s tian doc tri rw i s derived. J us t where can one find God • s 
Word? Taking on0 s tep from Jru.vi n and one step from t he Thirt;x~~ 
Articles and the Westmins t er Confess i on , one cr.!.n f ind various answers. 
A recent comment 1. - · ,:, ,
On the one hand , therefore , ~alvin did not s cruple to descr i be 
the Bible as "such written proof of the heavenly doctrine , t hat 
i t s hould neither perish through forgetfulness nor vruiish 
through error nor be corrupt ed by the audacity of men," with 
the result tha t for many of his disciples "truth came to be re-
gorded as static and fixed, capable of being put into the pages 
o f a book and handed down from generation to gener a t ion. t1 On . 
the other hand , Calvi n was evidently not tied to a liter alist 
view of Scr i p ture , a nd for all his veneration of t he l e tter of 
Scripture, he never regarded the Bible as a merely exter nal 
s t andard of truth. As t he ;:/estminster Confession declares (ar-
ticle 5): "Full persuasi.>u and assurance of the infallible 
truth and divine authority (of the Scriptures) is from t he in-
v,ard work of the Ho129Spirit, bearing witness by and with the 
.Jord in our hearts • " 
'r hough Job.i""l Huxt able s eems to be affirming the objection of Piepe:.c 
that Cal vin wus cr itical of Scripture, it is a question whether ITuxtable 
l egitimately equ.~t e.s the Confessional statement with what Calvin was 
attempti~ to .·":.ey . 'rhe 1:/estminster Confession talks of the Scripture 
as the infallible truth and therefore divine authority, affirmation of 
the same being made pos sible by the work of the Spirit. Huxtable would 
be more inclin0d toward an interpretation of John K. S. Reid, who s ays, 
"The seat of their authority (ScriptureJ 
in him to whom they are the attestation. 
the Holy Scriptures possess is therefore 
is outside themselves, 
Such authority as 
a derivative and 
29John Huxtable, TI!! fil:lli Says: ~ !,!! ~ Authority of!,!!! 
Bible and How was it J n~ui red? (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press, 1962), 
pp71f6-47.- - - -~ __.. 
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conceded authority, imparted to them by him to whom they 
witness. 1130 
There is clearly more bein~ s aid than the obvious; it is obvious 
that none would desire the "deification of Scripture," the equation of 
the principium .£2gnoscendi and the principium essendi. But the empha-
sis on authority outside Scripture i s to establish a f aulty thesis which 
permits error and mistake in the principium cognoscendi. Both Reid and 
Huxtable have used the tes timony of Calvin and the Westminster Confession 
to camouflage their own predilections. The Westminster Confession is not 
universally understood as Huxtable and Reid interpret it. James Oliver 
Bus\·Jell writes: 
A warning must be given at this point. There have been those 
\·Jho have sought to distort these words from the \'1estminster Con-
f ession into a doctrine of nothing but the 11inner light." I 
must insist that an honest study of the syntax of the sentence 
s hould make it clear that that to .which the Holy Spirit bears wit-
ness in the collec·tive spiritual consciousness of God's people 
i s the authority and canonicity of the Scriptures. That of which 
we are so.id to ~e persuaded by the Holy Spirit is "the infallible 
truth and divine authority thereof." This same thought is borne 
out by par~graph ton of the same chapter of the Confession. 
11The supreme Judge, by which all controversies of religion are 
to be determined, and all decrees of councils, opinions of an-
cient writers, doctrines of men, and private spirits, are to be 
examined, and in whose sentence we are to rest,3ran be no other 
but the Holy Spirit speaking in the Scripture." 
Buswell and Hustable have a different apprecia tion of the Westminster 
Confession's article on Scripture. Buswell does not do injustice to the 
grammar of the Westminster Confession; perhaps Pieper could have exercised 
more charity before simply discounting it as a repetition of the "inner 
30Ibid., P• 47. Huxtable quotes J. K. s. Reid's~ Authority .2.! 
Script~PP• 47, 54. 
31James Oliver Buswell,! Systematic Theology .2.!~ Christian 
Religion (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House, l962J, I, 
198. 
light." The question of Calvin's and Luther's understanding of the 
testimony of the Spirit and the means of grace poses no easy problem. 
Though Pieper tends to equate Calvin and the Zwinglian Schwaermer, such 
equation is far too easy a solution. Jolm Theodore Mueller writes, 
"Luther therefore agr eed with Calvin in rejecting 'heavenly prophets • and 
other •swarmer s • ( as Luther called them) who boasted special revelations 
from God outside and apart from Scriptures. 1132 
Mueller says concerning Calvin's apparent separation of the Spirit 
from the Word, "Whereas Luther might be accused of •mechanizing' the 
Word, Calvi n might be charsed with separating the Spirit from the Word. 
Agains t such misinterpr e t ation of their doctrines both, however, pro-
tes ted.1133 
Concluding his discussion of the individual accents of each, Mueller 
seys, "Despite their differences, both Calvin and Luther firmly held to 
the canonical Scriptures as God's inspired l;Jord to which everyone desir-
ing to be saved must submit in willing a nd consecrated obedience. 1134 
Though the separation bet\·1een Calvin und Luther may not have been 
as great as Pieper pictured it to be at times, the appreciation of the 
means of grace is .still f ar greater in Lutheran theology than in the Re-
formed. The assertion t h~t the testimony of the Spirit constitutes a 
second source of theology is one deserving more examination than has been 
32"The Holy Spirit and the Scriptures," Revelation !!!!,! ~ ~, · 
edited by Carl F. H. Henry (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House, 
c. 1958), P• 2?8. 
33Ibid., P• 277. 
34Ibid. 
-
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given· it by Pieper. It is clear that a crass, blanket condemnation of 
the Reformed is an unfair criticism in view of the various interpretations 
placed on the \-Jestminster Confession of today and the shift in doctrinal 
emphasis since 1880. 
Pieper and Traditional Romanism 
Two chief matters stressed by Pieper in his consideration of Roman 
Catholicism were: (1) its understanding and communicating of the Bibli-
cal .f~ or content; and (2) its substituting of another E!:_incipium in 
place of Scripture. The question is in another sense the~~ and 
sola scriptura principleL> of the Reformation. 
A mere !;?spousal of Scripture as being infallible, inspired, God's 
Word, i s not enough if Scripture is not the one nnd s ole principium 
theologiae. If Scripture i s not Rlone , in Pieper's estimation it is no 
longer principium. Though Pieper was aware of various manners of regard-
ing the manifold approaches to principium in Roman Catholicism, Pieper 
tended to reduce everything to its most common denominator, at the same 
time aware of the loss in communication resulting from such reduction. 
Though Rome would grant that Scripture was infallible, Pieper saw 
the most serious threat to the Scripture in the fact that Rome ' called it 
a dark and obscure work.35 This was nothing but pagan scepticism to 
grant an infallible source and then turn around and say it is dark at the 
same time. Rome's respect for Scripture does not hide the fact that it 
remains hostile to the full satisfaction of Christ. Bellarmine and other 
Jesuits readily admitted tha~ Scripture was given by inspiration, yet 
3511vorwort," Lehre und Webre, XX)CIII (January, 1887), 1•3• 
---
felt compelled to deny that there was any compulsion or mandatum 
scribendi.36 This confused thinking concerning Scripture is revealed in 
the aftermath of the famous Scopes trial. A certain anonymous Roman 
Ca tholic pries t in a St. Louis p&per criticized Bryan for understanding 
the Bi ble as the Word of God.37 Apparently the priest was attacking 
Bryan 's understanding which equated the \ford of God with the King's 
English, the materia . Pieper restates· the f act that t he Roman Catholic 
pries t is no less blameworthy for he is bound to a human translation as 
being "authentic, 11 the Vulgate. Pieper s ays that the priest is not only 
inconsistent but more to be compared with the Jews and their Rabbinical 
traditions. 
Though Rome denies the clarity of Scripture, it must go even further 
in saying tha t Script ure has no ability to authenticate itself, to nur-
ture, and t o produce faith. Pieper does not fault Rome for declaring 
Scripture to be infallible and God's ~ford. But Scripture as principium 
must have ·these attributes and be able to function as source and power. 
Pieper accents the f act tha t Scripture of itself without the Church can 
. truly bring men to faith because it is God's Word, a living Word, sharper 
than a two-edged sword. It is a Word which the Spirit accompanies, as 
Dannhauer expresses it: 11Derselbe Heilige Geist, der die Schri!t einge-
haucht hat (inspiravit), haucht sie wieder (respirat), so oft sie 
36F. Pieper, ''The Holy Bible," ~~Christianity? And~ 
Essays (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1933), P• 238. 
37 F. P [ieper], "Zur Evolution als • feststehender Tatsache 1' , " ~ 
und Webre, LXXI (September, 192.5), 324ft. Pieper quotes briefly the 
a'.iio~ priest but gives no mention of which St. Louis paper originally 
carried the article. 
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gehoert, gelesen und in Gedanken bewegt wird~"38 
Pieper cites tho examples of John Gerson and Franz Junius (d.1602) 
as men coming to foith by reading and studying Scripture.39 
The real problem arises when Rome does not consider Scripture to be 
sufficient for the Church, making it insufficient for life and faith. 
It is insufficient cllld in need of supplement and completion by oral tra-
dition.40 Though this may be expressed as being but one source and not 
two, Pieper says it is really the Papacy that decides whether a tradition 
is to be regarded as Apostolic or not.41 This actually places the prin-
cipium in the Papacy, making the Papacy the norm of doctrine and mclting 
Scripture subject to it. 
Though Scripture is viewed as insufficient and dark, the traditional 
view of Scripture as God's Word is set forth in the Providentissimus 
~ of Leo XlII, which says in part, 
All the books and the \-1hole of each book which the Church re-
caives as sacred and canonical were written at the dictation 
of the Holy Spirit; and so far as it is from being possible that 
any error can co-exist with divine inspiration that not only 
does the latter in itself exclude all error, but exclu~es and 
rejects it with the same necessity as attaches to the impossi-
bility that God Himself, who is4~he supreme truth, should be the author of any error \·1hatsoevar. 
38F. P[ieper], '":!arum gla.uben wir der Heiligen Schrift? oder: 
Wie wird uns die Reilige Schrift eine goettliche Autoritaet?," ~ ~ 
Wehre, LXVIII (June, 1922}, 168. Pieper quotes the Baieri-Walther 22!!!-
pendium, I, 95. 
39Ibid., PP• 198-99• 
40r. p [ieper J , ''V orwort, " ~ ~ !!!.!:!!:! , LXXIV (January, 1928) , 4-5 • 
41Ibid., PP• lff. 
-
42auxtable, ~·~·, p. 32. Huxtable quotes from H. Bettenson, 
Documents~ !h! Christian Church, P• 365 (79-83). 
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As for the relationship of tradition and Scripture, A Catholic 
Commentary .2!! Holy Scripture says: 
We must not, however, imagine Scripture and Tradition to be 
like two distinct reservoirs receiving the waters of divine 
truth from distinct and separate springs. There is in a sense 
but one source of revealed truth, viz., divine Tradition, by 
which is meant the body of truth handed down from the Apostles 
through the uges and contained in the doctrine, teaching and 
practice of the Catholic Church. Yet since a large and impor- · 
tant part of that revelation was committed to writing both be-
fore and after the time of Christ, the Church is accustomed to 
speak of two sources of revelation, oral Tradition and Scrip-
ture--the written part of this ·Tradition--derives solely from 
the fact that it is the inspired word of God •••• The t wo 
streams of oral Tradition and Scripture happily mix, for in the 
living magisterium of the Church these are living waters spring-
ing up into life everlasting. It is the Church, the holder4or Tradition, that gives life to the dead letter of Scripture. 3 
Further reading reveals that the one volume work has not basically 
departed from Rome's "traditional" view of Scripture. Scripture still 
remains a dumb book apart from the Church; it alone is the l i ving voice, 
the infallible guide and teacher into Scripture which according to th0 
44 Providentissimus Deus is \-/rapped in religious obscurity. 
Pieper considers that in view of limitations on interpretation, its 
necessary agreement with the consensus of the Fathers, Tradition. and the 
sancta ~ ecclesia, Scripture cannot be considered Rome's source of 
theology. The living magisterium possesses the gift of int~rpretation; 
but Pieper notes that a certain Cardinal Gibbons in the book,~ .2f 
Q!!!: Fathers, states that only the Pope has the true eift of interpretation 
43Ibid. 1 PP• 33-34. Huxtable quotes! Catholic Commentary£!! Holy 
Scripture;-para. 1 1 P• 1., edited by Dom Bernard Orchard,~!:!• 
44w. Leonard and B. Orchard, "The Place of the Bible in the Church," 
A Catholic Commentary on Holy Scripture, edited by Dom Bernard Orchard, 
tl &• (London: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1953), P• 10. 
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and only he is an infallible interpreter.45 
It goeG without s aying that the Romish theologians , too, com-
pletely destroy the practical value of their profess ion of the 
inspiration of Scripture by assi gning the authoritative inter-
preta t i on of the Scripture to the Pope. The r esult of this 
exegetical method is that it is no longer God \'1ho through His 
~ford, the Holy Scriptures , speaks to men , instructs, and r ules 
them, but t ha t the Pope--pretending to speak in the name of 46. Scri pture--subjects the Church and the St a te to his papal. Ego. 
Pi eper s hares one common element with B. Orchru'd and t ha t i s t ha t 
there is only one tradi tion and that there i s no r eal breach between 
Apos tol ic Word and orul tradition.47 The Apostle Paul constructs no 
duality be t ween his written and oral word, for each is the s ame us t he 
other. Paul points out tha t t here is to be no distinction , s .;yin_g ·t ha t 
the 'i:ne.s,;alonian con[;regation ought to s tand firm and hold the traditions 
t hey had been t 3.ught, or ally or ~y epistle. John als o states t ha t t ha t 
1;1h.ich he has seen and heard i s the s ame as that which he has preached 
and writ t en. Pieper ' ::; ace en t is the.. t the re i s no essential differ ence 
between the cont ents of ora l or preached or written lford as we have it 
in Scripture. Rome has creat ed the difference , made the duality, in 
Pieper's es tima tion. Due to human weaknes s reliable and authentic oral 
tradition has not been passed on to us, but the written Word of the 
Apostles has; therefore only it can be the principium theologiae for today. 
The rejection of the~ scriptura leads ultimately to the rejec-
tion of the ~ gratia, the fundamental article of Scripture. The 
45"Schriftauslegung und Analogie des Glaubens," ~ ~ ~, 
LII (November, 1906), 483-86. 
46Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 276. 
47F. p ~eperJ, "Das Fundament des Christlichen Glaubens,·11 .2E• ill•, 
I.XXI (August, 192.5), 284. 
Tridentine Council attacked the Lutheran doctrine o.f justification and 
48 
made itself an enemy of the Church. Disagreement on the doctrine of 
justification makes all other points of agreement between Lutheranism and 
Romanism meaningless. Though Scripture is greatly ex&lted, though grace 
is frequently mentioned, this does not mean for Pieper that Rome has sud-
denly turned Lutheran. Grace still means a gratia infusa, a quality placed 
into man so that grace is nothin6 more than sanctification and good \'l'orks. 49 
The doctrine of the Mass is also a denial of the~ gratia, though 
Pieper says that many believe in the Mass ~hile still clinging to the 
~ gratia.50 
It is a question of great debate whether Pieper misread Romanism; a 
pointing to individual Roman theologians who seemingly deviate from the 
pa~tern set by Pieper proves nothing in this regard. P:_ Catholic £2!!!-
mentary is actually a more apologetic work than many; yet it still places 
its feet in the mainstream of Roman Catholic tradition. Theoretical ad-
herence is not enough for Pieper; theology is practical and whatever is 
not Biblical is not theological. 
Pieper and Traditional ~thusiasts 
The chief enthusiast of the Reformation was Zwingli. His rejection 
of the sacraments as means was coupled with a rejection of the Word of 
Scripture.51 Historic Zwinglian doctrine disappeared, but the tendency 
48Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 25. 
49F. p (ieper] , "Das Fundamen t des Chris tlichen Glaubens," ~ • ill•, 
LXXI (July, 1925), 2.56 • 
. 50Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 8?. 
5libid., III, 127. 
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to shape the meaning of Scripture to fit human predisposition did not. 
Zwingli could reject the clear and obvious meaning of Scripture, l abeling 
it a.a being merely figurative or tropological; this he could do so that 
Scripture would agree with what his f aith d~manded.52 This human element 
changed not only the doctrine of Christ and of the Sacraments, but even 
the doctrine of justification, the latter being held as long as possible. 
In the doctrine of the Lord's Supper the doctrine of the incarnation is 
at stake as well as the blessing of the Sacrament. Cle:er passages on the 
Sacrament were rejected for obscure ones. The resultant confusion Pieper 
describes by saying: 
Even if we disregard the fact that it amounts to the demand 
that the Christians give up all of Scripture as source and norm 
of doctrine , since all pertinent Scripture passages in every 
doctrine have been contested, just imagine a number of theolo-
gians wanting to ascertain the true doctrine of the Lord's Sup-
per, but from the outset binding themselves not to adduce as 
proof for the correct doctrine those texts of Scripture which 
treat of the Lord's Supper153 · 
Cons istent and radical Z\·linglianism lives in Quakerism as fostered 
by Robert Barclay. Pieper indicated that the result or desired end of 
Quakerism ~,as the true indication of what its principium really was. 
The result, the doctrine , the effect of Quakerism's principium was sim-
ply a religion. for this life, a religion of works. Pieper could not even 
speak of fortunate inconsistencies in Quakerism. He mentions W.R. Inge, 
Dean of St. Paul's Church in London, as claiming that Quakerism is the 
best religion in the worl~, the best .of modern Christianity • .54 According 
52Ibid., I, 361. 
53Ibid., III, 335. 
54F. P[ieperJ, "Zeitgeschichtliche Notizen und Antworten auf Fragen 
von allgemeinem Interesse," ~ ~ ~, LXXIV (March, 1928), 96. 
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to Inge's criterion he is correct, for Pieper considers that Inge himself 
had no more than a religion of moral instruction and ethics. Si nce this 
is Inge's religion, he can rightfully pr aise ~akerism. 
Guenther's Symbolik supplied the bulk of polemic mc·.terial employed 
by Pieper. Barclay ' s regard for the princi pium theologiae as it ought 
to be was s trictly negative ; Scripture \1as even less than i r r elevant. 
When el ements comparable \ti th Chris tianity were generated within the 
Quaker s etting , Pieper s aid these were still of human origin. To allow 
such humanly-generated doctrine means nothing less than an out and out 
rejection of the Scripture as the principium. This hard-as-flint stand 
is very much i n keepi ng with \t/alth~r 's unders tanding of the principium as 
that of the dogmaticians and Luther. ~akerism is unscientif ic in the 
sense that i t rejects the one s ource , the only source of divine knowledge; 
secondly, it invalida tes the \·1hole purpos e and goal of Scripture by 
s trictly limiting its ability to speak divine truth and speak theologically. 
Pieper and Traditional Liberalism 
Harnack and Schleiermacher embodied the two main thrusts of modern 
liberalism which confronted Pieper. Harnack fqr one could not be classi-
fied with the then-current trend of theology because he rejected all the 
basic doctrines, the Trinity, the divinity of Christ, the virgin birth, 
and the vicarious ~atisfaction.55 
These open rejections were nothing but the results of Harnack's re-
lentless search to discover the true kernel and center, the irreducible 
55F. P.[ieperJ, "Die Lohre vom freien Willen und von der Bekehrung 
innerhalb der Generalsynode," ~ ~ !!!!!!:!, L (May, 1904), 193-95• 
• 
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nucleus of the Christian faith. But havine; found what he thought to be 
the center, Harnack s uid: 
I imagine that a few hundred years hence there will be found to 
exist in the i nt ellectual. ideas which \·/e shall have left behind 
us much tha t is contradictory; people wil l wonder how 1.Je put up 
with it. They will find much to be hard and dry husks in what 
we took for the kernel; they will be unable to understand ho\1 
we could be s o shortsighted and f ail to get a sougg gr asp of 
i-1bat vms essential und separate it fr om the rest. 
Pi eper compares this endless ques t to tha t undertaken by Less i ng, 
who nl s o had no unders t anding of the guilt of sin and r edemption of this 
guilt ; both proceeded to inves tigate the truth in an effort to possess 
·t 57 l. • 
The dry husks t hat Harnack cleared away managed to carry away the 
heart of Christianity as well. The Johannine Gospel, the birth history 
of J esus , the prophetic words of Jesus concerning His suffering and death 
are t o be di sregarded as meaningless and as mere insertions. St. Paul 
was mist&ken in ascribing to Chris t not only a human but a divine nature 
and in me.kine:; the redemption of the numan family somehow dependent on the 
person of Christ and His work.58 
Pieper sees Harnack's rejection of the atonement us being on the 
s ame plane as that of Rome, contending th.at such ~ doctrine would not 
make good and pious people. Harnack went even further t han Rome in cri-
ticising Luther; Luther ultimately re-established the Church on the 
56Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 37. Pieper quotes~~~ 
Christentums, 3rd ed., P• 35. 
57F. P[ieper], ''Vorwort, 11 ~ ~ ~' LXXIV (January, 1928),. 3. 
58F. p [ieperJ, "Adolf Harnack," Concordia Theological Monthly, I 
(September, 1930), 654. 
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completely fatal ho.sis of the Trinity und the two natures of' Christ.59 
In IIarnack's theology the only gos p:ll i s the gospel of the Fath~.r who ex-
presses lovo, mercy, grace, patience , und longsuffering. This gospel is 
to bring all men to the realization that they are God's children without 
th . t · 60 e reaemp ion. Though the \"IOrd 11gospel" occupies a large portion of 
Harnack 's \"1orks, Pieper rejects it withou·t reservation as invalid because 
the central purpose and message of Scripture is destroyed and trampled on. 
It seems almost superfluous to treat Harnack's principium in view 
of the rejection of God's message, but Pieper t akes special care to treat 
of the matter because Harnack's influence demanded it. 
The r esults have indicated thnt Harnack's princip~u2!. was not Scrip-
ture; an exc:minntion of Harnack's methodology cmd !: priori assumptions 
reveals that Scripture had no genuine importance for H&.rnack. Pieper was 
not alone in his attack on Harnack but some criticisms were not as direct 
~s they should have been. Such an inst«mce was Gussmann who writes in 
~ Glauben, "Zurn Kampfe wider Harnack, " that in contrast to Harnack 
the Church is to be bound to the authority of the Son. 61 Pieper is com-
pelled to ask just where and how Christ exercises that authority in this 
world. Certainly such authority cannot be found out.side the authority of 
His Word as Scripture states. 
From wher~ did Harnack find his essential and indestructible kernel? 
Though Harnack claims to have arrived at his doctrine out of unbiased 
59Ib1d., PP• 65'+-55. 
-
GOibid., P• 654. 
61F. p B.eper), ''Vorwort," ~ ~ ~' XLVIII (February, 1902), 
37-38. Pieper quotes Guaomann verbatim but gives no source reference. 
-
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historical research, Pieper considers it a mere deception for the Apos-
tolic letters and Gospels were never given even the status of historical 
documents, which they truly were.62 Out of his!: priori assumptions 
Harnack rejected anything Christological in character. Pieper is correct 
when he .says tha t not history, but a previously formed concept created 
Harnack•s kernel. 
The formed concept which dictates Harnack's results is that Chris-
tianity is essentially moraU.sm. Scientific investigation of any sort, 
be it astronomical or historical, must deal with the phenomenon at its 
disposal; to be historical Harnack would have had to deal only with the 
documents . This i-,a.s not done because his ovm ideas rejected the his-
torical data, making him in Pieper•s eyes unscientific.63 
Edward von Hartmann judged that Harnack selected only that which of 
Chris t's Weltanschauung could be accepted today, leaving the rest to lie 
64 · silent in the past. Franz Mehring s aw in Harnack's construction a re-
iteration and usage of the basic fundamentals of Strauss and Bauer. 
Mehrung goes on to say that at least Strauss and Bauer were more easy to 
understand. His own subjective appetites or person constructed a dog-
matics and ethic.65 
62r. p [iepeJ , "Das Wesen des Christenthums nach Professor Harnack," 
Lehre ~ ~' XLVII (November, 1901), 324-35. 
63"Vorwort, 11 ~ ~ ~' XLVIII (March, 1902), 65-66. 
64F. p [ieperJ, "Das Wesen des Christenthums nach Professor Harnack," 
.21l• ~-, XLVII (December, 1901), 353. Pieper gives no source reference 
but places von Hartmann•s remarks in quotation marks. 
65Ibid. Pieper conjectures th~t Mehring may be a then-known Social 
Democrar;-"b°ut Pieper gives no source. 
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Fredrick Bente marked Harnack's greatest contribution as being that 
now Jew's, Buddhists , Unitarians and Free-Protestants could pick up 
Harnack's works and read them with delight, since now a famous professor 
of theology had given them ease of conscience, settinG forth proof that 
one no longer needed to believe on the crucified and risen Lord in order 
to be saved.66 
Criticism that Harnack's theology i s taken from his own self and 
no other principium is a criticism not merely confined to Pieper. An 
even mor e scathing evaluation came from an individual mentioned only as 
Rupprecht? who called Harnack's doctrine the result of devil~exegesis.67 
Zoeckler \'!as sympathetic with the judgment, but being a positive theolo-
gian, could not accept such harsh words as devil-exegesis, anti-Christian 
· science, and sophis try of Satan. Pieper did not find such evaluation too 
harsh in view of what H,!rnack had done to the Gospel. The blistering 
words of Rupprecht are rarely expressed by Pieper, but Pieper did call 
68 Harnack a~~ !!2!! lucendo. 
Schleiermacher was to break through the wall of cold rationalism, 
but in Pieper's estimation left the Church in no better position th.:,,1 it 
was before. Like the drunken man set upon a horse, the Church fell off 
the other side e:nd fell into the trup of subjectivism, attempting to flee 
.
66F. P[ieperJ, "Adolf ~arnack," .2E• .ill•, P• 653. I>ieper quotes 
from ·F. Bente's article in Lehre und Webre, XLVII (December, 1901), 370. 
Here Bente condemns the optimisti~ppraisal given Harnack in the~-
terly of 1901. 
67F. P[ieper], ''Vorwort, 11 ~ ~ ~, XLVIII (January, 1902), 
4. Pieper apparently uses as source for comment a long statement of 
Zoeck.ler in Beweis des Glaubens, 1901, 204, where Zoeckler comments on 
Rupprecht's evaluation of Har~ck. 
68"Adol:f Harnack," -2.i• . .ill•, P• 655. 
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rationalism. The source of doctrine is the Gefuehl of the Christian, 
tho Church, \·1hich basically vms nothing more than the vasue pantheistic 
fe.::iling of dependency. 69 Schleiormacher convinced the theological \·Jorld 
that the principium is the Gef'uehl which leads to "self-assurance. ,,70 
l l similar judgment of Schloiermacher is exp:-essed by l:Jal ther in Lehre 
~ Weh!e (XXI, XXII, XXIV, XIII).7l 
Pieper'o evalua tion of the princiPium of Schleiermacher does not 
agree with that o f previous Positive theologians. Reinhold Seeberg 
called Schleiermacher the "grand.fa ther of self-consciousness theol~gy. 1172 
Nitzach-.St ephan accluimed the Glaubenslehre a 11reforma tory deed, 11 an 
"achievement of the utmos t s piritual importance , by i'ar the most important 
dogmatics in r ecent theology.u73 Seeberg does judge rightly in saying 
that the Church of the nineteenth oen·tury followed the guidelines laid 
74 down by Schleiermacher and the Erlan3en theology. 
Schleiermacher • s chief impact ,1aa the emphasis on the "whole of 
Scripture" as a ,Erincipium. This procedure was to call on .a higher 
principium than individual passages could communicate, so that Scripture 
69 F. P [ieperJ, 1"/orwort," Lehre ~ ~, XLVIII (March, 1902), 
66-67. 
70Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 113. 
7lF. P (ieper], "Dr. C ~ F. W. Walther als Theologe, 11 ,21?. • ill•, XXXIV 
(November and December, 1888), 326. Walther's articles referred to are 
~ ~ ~: XXI, 225ff; XIII, 99; XVIII, 12'7; XXI, 161. 
72F. P[ieper], 1"/orwort," L~hre ~ Wehre, LXXIV (January, 1928), 3. 
Pieper cites R. Seeberg's .Q!! Kirche Deutschlands !! neunzebnten ~-
hundert, 1903, PP• 90, 84. 
73Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 113. The reference given_is !!• 
Glaubenslehre, p. 43rr. 
74Ibid., I, 114. R. Seeberg's ,E!! Kirche DeutschlCJids !! !2• 
Jahrhundert, ~· 84, is the reference given. 
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bec~me a secondary norm subject to the true principium and norm, the 
11\·thole of Scripture • 11 Schleiermacher can according to his principium 
say that individual Scriptural passages as references are not only dan-
gerous but unsatfofactory.75 The method is suspect for per:.iittin1.5 the 
psycholouical ,make-up of the individual, his depth of perception, and 
imagination to determine ~-,hat shall be settled on as legitimate doctrine, 
doctrine stlpposedly t aken from the higher principium, the ''whole of 
Scripture. 11 For this 1·eason :?iaper calls Schleiermacher the \1or:st here-
tic of the n:l.neteenth century.76 Man is then l eft to rely only on his 
O\-tn ;;:pprec:i.e.tion and experience of reality, h c:.vin0 set aside Scripture as 
a s ource of theology.77 
Ritschl, like Schleiermacher, receives no evaluation in depth con-
cerning his view of Scripture in itself, its character and attributes. 
Thie would be for Pieper merely an academic exercise in view of their re-
jection of the truth of God's revelation in Chriot. Both made it clear 
that their theolo5y is one of human origin, based on th~ir 011m ccgni tion 
and invention, following th~ principiElU naturae. This leads them to re-
ject the s eriousness of sin, God's wrath, the significance of Christ's 
atoning work and life, the complete revelation of God's wrath and God's 
Gospe1.78 
But the principium naturae brings no comfort, only uneasiness and 
terror of conscience, being unable to offer man a:n.y comfort at death 
75Ibid., I, 201. 
76Ibid., II, 117. 
77Ibid., II, "}67. 
7Bibid., I, 76. 
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when the Law strikes hard.79 Ritschl' s deathbed experience was proof 
·that man can f i nd no assurance apart from God' e revelation given in Scrip-
ture. Though Ritschl regarded guilt as mer e i llusion to be dis pelled by 
Chris t, his conscience continued t o work, so that ofter s ome fifty years 
of pr eaching .that Christ's a tonement was not needed to G;ain God ' s favor, 
he found hims elf begging to be informed of that same truth on. his death-
bed.BO Rit schl' s contribution to theology was not mer ely an echo of 
Harnack's position but he contributed an increasingly popular, t wo-story 
theology v,i th one l evel for the l aity and another for the more profound 
and intell ectual theoloe;;ians·. 81 
79Ibid. , I, 404. 
BOibid., II, 368ff. 
81F. P [ieper] , "Vorwort 1 11 ~ ~ ~, XXXIV (January, 1888), 5-6. 
CHAPT:C."It IV 
MODERN ANTITHSSi'.S 
Nature of Posi tive Theology 
For want of a better term, "Pos itive" \·lill be the adjective describ-
i ng German Lu.thera..l'l theologians who have adopted a ne,·1 view and appre-
ciation of theology, employing in s uch adoption a new principium cog-
noscendi. German Lutherans of the Positive orientation constitute a 
divi sion i n themselves . Pieper did not sat forth a systematic treatment 
of German Posi t ive theology's principium; he did not present a thorough 
treatment of one individual ·as exemplary of Positive theology's position. 
His r eferences to Positive theology were candid and brief and to the 
point. Allus ions and references to Positive theology are found through-
out Pieper•s works; such references are related to the subject matter 
under discussion. The references a.re objections to what Pieper considers 
to be the Biblical view and understanding. Because Positive theology. is 
presented in Pieper•s works according to its objectionable features, 
fairness to Pieper demands that his, evaluation be s ·tudied in the same way. 
The gap tha t separates traditional liberal theologians such as 
Harnack, Ritschl and Schleiermacher is not so much one of kind as degree.1 
According to its nature and character, it could be said that the 
modern theology of Pieper's day was more conducive to Reformed theology 
than that of Lutheran theology. The reason is that in true Lutheran 
theology there is an appreciation of the means of grace not found il1 
1F. P(ieper], "Vorwort, 11 ~ ~ Wehr~; XLVIII (February, 1902), 36. 
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Reformed theology. But German Positive theoloe,ians echo a typical con-
fusion of the Reformed when they reiterate the classic affirmation that 
saving f aith is founded on Christ and not on tho ·means of grace.2 Ludwig 
Ihmels presen·ts such thinking when he sa:ys, "Today also only that is real 
faith in Christ which is thrust upon man through the appearance of Christ 
Himself. ,.3 
If a difference is to be discovered upon further investigation of 
the various individuals of Pos itive theology, the difference \'lill only be 
that of greater or lesser application of the disregard of the means of 
grace. This unders t anding is basic to underst anding Pieper•s apparent 
indis criminate classification of all the posi tions under one heading. 
The reason for such classification is that all have one chief aim, that 
4 is, to by-pass Scripture as the only source and norm of theology. 
The problem which results from such an aim is that it des ires to 
hold in one hand an absolute theology, a Chris tian theology, and ut the 
s ame time stand critically above a fallible, secondary norm, Scripture.5 
Because of Positive theology's ~im and basic view. of Scripture , it has 
constructed a self-contradictory position. 
Positive theology believed that it could construct a theology which 
would be a perfect science, disregarding the basic limitation of human 
experience in discovering God's true will and jus~ice. The Positive 
2Francis Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, translated and edited under 
the supervision of Theodore Engelder, W. F. Albrecht, and John Theodore 
Mueller (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, c. 1905-57), III, 152. 
3Ibid., III, 165. 
4Ibid., III, P• ?4. 
5Ibid., I, 38. 
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th0olociau bc!icv~d a givcn ... :Jcienti fic oh:ject or da turd woo pro~ent in 
Chriati C\..l'l e:qie r i cmco . T.he decepti on in t ha t Chri~,tien r ow.ity reoto on 
.fa.i t h wid l>::l thou t f"ui t h t hu t r0,11i ty immed.i t, t el y di o.:1ppeur s . Thoo by its 
very na t u:.,e f -.1:ith can only r ost on Scripture ; fai th viewed as , 1 i nde-
pendent given i mm0dio:t.oly bccomeo non-o:d s t en~;. The f act of tl12 itmtter 
i .s t h{.t ·i;ools of emjir ioal ;ici cnce ciro limit ed to t hio cld .utcnce ,;:.nd ::u-e 
ing ti--ul y scien tific demands t h.c. t on,3 CclPi?ly the correct ·tools t o tlle 
right objec t to be oons:i.de1~0d, Jili eper am1,i1.at1cru.ly declares tha t one 
should be s cientific and c1·itical in the right senoe , t hat we do not mix 
hwn.:m t hou}; ht !:'.l guinad from t ho re.:illll of experi ence .-1itb t ho~ht s g,~inod 
from OlU' 0011oi daru ci on o f Scr ipture . 7 But iaodern t heology dem£mdeu that 
·theol ogy b~ r emoved. f r om t he realm o f objective t :::-ut h int o t h.e aphore o! 
sullj oc t ivo op;.ni on , cor..si clcrinr._s aui:>j ective humon opinion mo:.. c ·of a datum 
t i. . 'h "' 8 u ri.ll ~ c .,, or mor., 1'his oub,iect i vi.:-.m does n.ot m.oo.n th~t modern Po~i t ivo 
t heology wont s to bocome cor.1pl et~l y s ubj ective , but nevertheless Poaitive 
theolosy st~muo on the OOJilo obli que pl ain us Harnaok.9 
Piopei· did not uiun to tlw.,®' the Pos itive t heol0(5i cw..:, outoi ie the 
Church; he di d aympat hi.2.e with. tho diffi cult i eu confronting thou , knowing 
tao difficul ties or hi.J ovn positi on. Germany was on· t h.: de ! en.sive so 
long 'because the doe trino o t· inspira tion had been so shaken t b£i.t tho new 
-------
6 ,"ldolf Hoenecke, B"V. Luth. Doi111ut ik (Milwaukee, ,/is.: Northwestern 
Publial:li.ng Hous o, l909J. IY;'"°i3. 
?F. P[ioperJ, "Dru; recnte Intoreaoe tuer das Studiwn d.er Theologie," 
Lehre und Webre, XLIII (September, 189?), 270. 
---
8eieper, Chris tiun DoallUltics, I, ?l?. 
9F. P[ieperJ, "Adolf Harnack," Concordia Theological Monthly, I 
(Soptembe~, 1930), 656. 
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10 theory seemed mos t welcome, a kind of rescue. Positive theology at-
tempted to 'be scientific in line w:i. th the current world view 1 thinki·ng 
that they did not need to give up Scri~ture as a rule a.'1d norm of Chris-
tian faith. 
The firs t premise was that a scientific, historical and develop-
mental approach mus t be t ween in regard to doctrine just as in other 
areas of l earning. Already in such u.n approach something is assumed 
which i s not given in Scripture. In such an approach not derived from 
Scriptttre the danger is present that the premise itself become an oberst 
or "super" s ource to which Scripture i s then made subject. This principle 
is then really outside Scr~pture and for this reason belongs to the exer-
cise of reuson, r egener ate , illumined or r eborn.11 Reason is then the 
creator c.nd shaper of its product r a ther than bein~ subject and cuptive 
to the revelation given in scripture. 
D. Zollner truces modern thought in theology to i t s ancient pre-
decesso::- in the maxim, "I think; therefore I am. 1112 The consequence of 
the scientific 1J.pproach is that :nun becomes the measure of all things, 
for his reason creates and sustains the products coming from his mind. 
There is a reversal of the old objective-subjective relationship so that 
the subjective becomes objective. There is much to be s aid for Zollner•s 
analysis of thought which overtook Lutheran Biblical understanding. 
Sceptical thought had reduced the world of experience to such an 
1
°F. P[iepor], "Vorwort," Lohre ~ ~' XXXVIII (January, 1892), 
4-7. 
11 Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 212. 
12F. P(ieper], 11Das Trachten nach der lutherischen Lehre auf der 
Konferenz in Oslo," Lehre und Wehre,. LXXI (December, 1925), 410-13. 
---
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imperceptible minimum that at last the only thing certain was that man 
perceived a "stream of consciousness." Converging on the sceptical world 
was an evolutionary hypothesis which shaped man's view of history, the 
social sciences, literature and the arts, and naturc:!.l science. Religion 
was merely another phenomenon amons others to be examined 1:Ji th the same 
tools applied to any other object of study. The empirically minded 
negated any met uphysic so that the test of existence was an object's 
ability to ba exar.1ined \·Jith the tools of empirical science. Inability 
to be exami ned pr oved that tho object in question was non-ex:i.stent. Scrip-
ture became a book meriting the s ame!: priori assumptions applied to any 
work of history. The final step wru; tliut theology must divorce itself 
from its traditiona.l medium cognoscendi and its unique Erincipium. Theol-
ogy should have demanded t hat its datum was not natural but supernatural 
and had i t o ovm medium cot;;noscendi, but the Positive theologians were 
unable to m1;1ke such stringent demands. 
Bes ides the influence of the scientific world on theology, t here was 
a distinct a ttempt on the part of German theologians to grant quite read-
ily scientific~ priori asswnpUons and apply them to theology in order 
to present u more palatable apologetic. As if the enemy could not destroy 
ClU'istianity's principium quickly enough, the Positive theologians beg.an 
destroying it in order to be free to shake the hand of thd victor when 
he arrived. Unduly influenced from without and weak within, Positive 
theology thought it had bridged the gap separating it from the scientific 
world·. This weakening from within to present an apologetic Pieper con-
sidered a most dangerous practice. Pieper considered Dwight Moody right 
when he said that the best apologetic was to "give the Gospel a 
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chance."13 This apologetic of simple testimony and proclamation of the 
Gospel, the vicarious atonement, is the best because it is the power of 
God unto s alvation. 
Now Pieper does not rule out apologetics as such, but apologetics 
of a certain kind, the conceesive kind. There is the testimony of human 
f aith; there are very na tural reasons why Christianity is unique and can 
be distinguis hed as such by humana gignentia. With the dogmaticians 
Pieper ar;rces, "Argumenta , quae divinam Scripturae originem humana fide 
14 
agnoscednam seu credibilem declarant. 11 
The divine char acter of Scripture can be seen by comparing Scripture 
with the works of Rouss eau according to content and style.15 Even read-
ing Polycarp of Smyrna reveuls a distinction between his works and Scrip-
ture. In this r egard Pieper agrees with the examples used by Luthardt in 
Apologetische Vortrage, I, 263!. and II, 146. The point, the funde.mentum 
dividendi, is that the way of salvation is radically diff~rent from the 
understanding of the world, but such a comparison remains only human proof 
or testimony. Even Mohammedism has borrowed much from Scripture, but has 
destroyed this essential and distinguishable mark of Scripture. This 
destruction is clearly pointed out in Baieri's examination. Pieper was 
well aware of the dangers in apologetics, but he goes on to say that 
there is a danger in underestimating them also. Quenstedt asserts that 
l3F. P[ieperJ, "Eine Apologie des Christentums, wie sie nicht sein 
·soll," Lehre und Wehre, LXVII (April, 1921), 124. Pieper quotes Moody 
without making referertce to his source of information. 
14:Ji,. P[ieper], "Warum glnuben wir der Heiligen Scbrift? oder: Wie 
wird uns die Heilige Schrift eine goettliche autoritaet?," Lehre ~ 
Wehre, LXVIII (July, 1922), .193. Pieper quotes Baieri-Wolther Compendium, 
I, 121. 
15 . 
~., PP• 194-95• 
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many a doubting Chris ti;;:,n can be aided by useful and reasonable proof 
concernine the divinity of Scripture, With Quenstedt Pieper views such 
apologetics much like the proclamation given by church bells: such pro-
clumation never can convert but can invite one to hear the Word clllcl come 
to faith.16 
But though apologetics can be useful, the limitations should be 
recognized. Positive theology forgot those limitations in attempting to 
accommodate itself t o the current world view. Pieper points to the dis-
coveries at Tell el-Amarna. A. H. S,-:..yce in the Contemporary Review said 
that for years people had ridiculed the idea of Moses ever 1:1riting a:ny-
thing and now the •rell el-Amarna reveals that the critics were wrong, 
Pieper says this type of testimony is dangerous in that it infers that 
Scripture needed some Assyrian proof for what it s aid openly. Christ's 
testimony was enough for Pieper in this regard.17 Scripture needed no 
extru Biblical evidence to prove justification or the atonement. There 
was also the danger that one would forge_t the original purpose of Scrip-
ture in such historical investigation, that is, that Scripture's purpose 
is strictly theological. In asserting this fact Pieper keeps Scripture 
"theocent;ric," 
When historical and scientific evidence seemingly point in another 
direction from what Scripture declares, trouble arises for the apologist. 
Then apologetics can undermine the source of theology; for Pieper this 
very thing happened with Adolf Schlatter of Tuebingen. Schlatter•s 
apologetic accommodation was cleor when he had to reject the six-day . 
16 n£.. ill!!. , pp. l ;v-97. 
17F. P[ieperJ, "Ein Wort der Warnung vor Ueberschaetzung der Alter-
thumsforschung," ~ ~-~, XLII (November, 1896), 322-29, 
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creation account as well as the preservation of Israel in the wilderness 
wanderingn and the general historical accuracy of the Old Testument nar-
rative.18 The excuse for this was that the people did not know of the 
infinity o:f space or the greatness of the universe. They imagined tha t 
birds flew in the heavens; the earth r e;;;tcd on the unfathornuble depths of 
the sea. In Schlatter's estimation the Mos aic account wa.s geared for the 
· then .. current ~,orld view and therefore is unfit for the world viev, of 
today. 
For Pieper Schl atter's approach vas on danger ous ground when it be-
gan t o divide saving truth from extraneous material. Pieper ~gre~d with 
II. Cornelius, who believed that there could be no ,·separa tion since the 
world vie,., undergirded and underlay the Biblical narrat ive.19 Though 
Sc:-ipture was .not a science book bu·t a book oi' theology, Cornelius said 
it must be pres ented a.sit is, for to give up its divine character would 
mean th~t the Chris tian would have nothing to stand on. Obviously not 
all German Lutherans had embraced the new view of Scripture. 
The next considera tion is how the scientific world view changed the 
Positive t heologian's regard for Scripture. Schlatter was on the defen-
sive against the radical opponents of Scripture's truth, though willing 
to sacrifice much. O! o different spirit were those who rejoiced to see 
Scripture as a principium overthrown, asserting that the Church has gained 
something by having this done . In contrast to Schlatter who believed he 
was still reproducing God's message, many theologians believed that once 
lBp.. P [ieper J, "Zei tgeschichtliche Notizen und Antworten auf Fro.gen 
von allgemeinem Interesse," ~ ~ ~' LXXIV (August, 1928), 255-.56• 
19Ibid., PP• 253-54. 
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rid of Scripture as an infallible source the Church could atep into a new 
dimension of f aith. Schlatter would be s alvaging from Scripture what he 
could., wherean many would be giving silent thonks that Scripture had 
fallen. 
0:n.e emphas i s was that for once the Church s aw Scripture according 
to its "human" f,i da . In this Pieper s ays they thought they had a~ 
which tho old Luther un theologians di d not have.20 This discovery was 
bused on t he fact tha t Christ did not ~,rite but let men \·1rite the Scrip-
ture; this was evidence enough that Sc:dpture was human and not God's 
Word. Pi eper s aw in this nothing more than the kind of unbelief mani-
fested in the days of ChI·i st. 21 If it i s foolish to see Scripture as 
divine , i t should be equally foolish to view a carpenter's son as the 
very Son of God and without s in. Because human beings h..:we writ·ten 
Scripture, t he Positive theologian concluded that it must have arror. 
The r es ul t o f t hi a ~ was to be that Christ. \'las made the seat of 
authority, and the 11paper-Pope 11 was once end for all overthrown. Ab-
solutism was to be put to death and the experience of Chriot exalted. 
But Pieper a:ns•:,ers to such theologians thls.t this is unscientific in that 
they give up the only true source and replace it with 11faith, 11 which rests 
on nothing and is therefore only self-deception. The question of author-
ity and eA1?erienoe or faith brings Pieper•s observation th~t for the 
Positive theologian there really is none. 
Pieper considers the Positive theologian's replacing Scripture with 
faith to be as foolish as the citizen who decides to obey the laws of 
2011vorwort," Lohre und Wehre, LXXIV (January, 1928), 9. 
---
21
•rvorwort, 11 ~ ~ ~, XXXIX (Jan113.1·y, 1893), 2. 
• 
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the land according to his ovm experience of them. The result is th&t he 
does not rest on something outside himself as authority, but on his own 
experience. Experience then dictates \·1hat he should retain and what he 
should not retain.22 He as citizen is then above the law, having no 
authority outside himself. The experience extolled by the Posit ive the-
ologian is not faith but mere !: Eosteriori knowledge. Scripture is not 
something to be believed.! priori but only~ posteriori. Pieper s ays 
that those \1ho erfahren nicht are truly among th~ blessed. 
The next danger is that the Positive theologian is constantly called 
on to change hi s theology because o.f the so-called progressive under-
standin~ of man. 23 Like Harnack Positive theoloBians \·1ould have to leave 
in the past that which did not ogree with the present. The Positive the-
ologian would have a difficult time making an excuse for the doctrine of 
the Trinity, the incarnation, and election, and must eventually give up 
his f aith.24 Pieper obs erved that already the Positive theologian was 
huving trouble with these very doctrines, already labeling them as 
problems. 
Defense of Scripture as infallible had only one goal, in Pieper's 
estimation; that \·Jas to preserve the one objective und certain source 
upon which the Christi an certainty and faith were founded. 
22F. p [ieper,], "Die •angelsaechsische' Diesseitsreligion auf dem 
· 'ethischen Konzil' zu Stockholm," Lehre und Webre, LXXI (November, 1925), 
385. --
23 F. P(ieper], ''Vorwort," ~,!:!!!!!~, LXXII (January, 1926), 4. 
24F. p [ieperJ, "Der Stand der christlichen Kirche run Anf~ des 20. 
Jahrhunderta," ~ J!!!9 ~. XLVIII (April, 1902), 98. 
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Positive Theology and Luther 
The common charge of the Positive theologians was tha t, for the 
most part, Luther ans have misunderstood and misinterpreted Luther. The 
char~e is strikingly similar to tha t made by the freer Calviniats against 
the stricter brethren. Positive theology's rallying around Luther as its 
patron Pieper considers a false repristination in which the present is 
read into the past. In order to make Luther its p~tron, Positive the-
ology had to be selective in its reading from Luther, giving their v,ork 
an un·•ergirding of intellectual respectability. Luther's manner of speak-
ing hyperbole , exaggeration to the extreme , and oyere;;1phasis, became a 
tool whereby Luther could be read literally and atomistically. Those who 
accus ed others of interpreting Scripture without knO\·tledge of tropes, hy-
perbole, metonymy, metaphors and simile turned around and ·did the s ume 
thing to Luther. 
For Pieper the German Positive theologian opera ted on the hypothesis 
tha t the dogmaticians had departed from Luther in understandin~ what the 
,J?rincipium of theology \:las. This we.us almost an ~ priori to be accepted 
without; proof. But those who go.to Luther to find the principium of 
"faith experience" in contradistinction to Scripture have to reckon \·Jith 
one of their own, Harnack, who accused Luther of rejecting that very 
thing, the "faith experience," which Harnack viewed as vital to Christian 
faith.25 For Harnack Luther lived through personal union with God which 
he experienced in Chri6t and not by the means of grace. For Harnack 
Luther's error was exalting the means of grace to the destruction of the 
25F. p [ieper], "Das Fundament des . Christlichen Glaubens," Lehre ~ 
Wehre, LXXI (April, 1925), 132. 
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faith principium; for the Positive theologian Luther is to be praised 
for his exalting the f D.i th principiurn. To s ay the least, the s itua tion 
was one of p n.r adox . 
In Pieper's es timation Harnack was more correct than Pos itive the-
ology in viewing Luther us one upholding the means of gr ace. For Pieper 
the principium of f aith cont r adicted not only the means of gr ace but 
Scripture as the principium of theology. 
Luther maint~ins emphatically and s trongly that mclll-made religions 
are a ll the same, based on good \·1orks, consequently leaving man in de-
s pair and dar kness .26 The Chris tian religion in contrast brings not a 
religion of works , but it brings a religion of grace and forgiveness, 
giving peace nnd as surance. Luther divides divine, true r elig~ous know-
ledge into Law end Gospel, ~ach one having its own off.ice and function. 
Natural l aw drives man fro~ carnal security and serves as a contact point 
for the pure prcclatnation of la.w. 27 
Luther continues that to unders tand religious things man mus t leave 
his own r eligion behind an d become a true son of the prophct s .28 The 
mediwn cognoscendi is not human reason, human investigation, the search 
for truth and intellectual discrimination; but rather it is faith, and 
only the Holy Spirit can make one a Christian or theologian.29 Only the 
Verbum E!! is certain and secure and powerful; only it cun make one's 
heart firm, certain and secure.30 · 
26Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 10. 
27Ibid., I, 374. 
28 
~., I, 195• 
29Ibid., I, 47. 
30Ibid., I, lllff. 
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Positi ve theologians would agree with Pieper•s eotimation of Luther 
Up to this point, but they \·1ould say that Luther had a more liberal view 
of Script ur e . Al s o the question of the Verbum ~ must be viewed on the 
bas is of t he two principles of Law and Gos pel und Luther's test of t he 
~ford which mar ks the Word as that which urges Chris t. These t wo accents 
were pi.eked up by Positive t heology and used to further its own ends. 
What ever in Scripture did not bring an individual into a personal en-
counter with Chri s t was not God's ~ford and was not t o be believed as 
such. With t his a .:3 central pr emise, such men as K. F. A. Kahni.s could 
s ay t ha t Luther freely grant ed that Scripture contained err or and mis-
t akes.31 For t his r eason C. E. Luthardt could s ay that Luther knew of 
the fallibl e cha.rocter of ~criptur e and yet could call it God's Word. 
The Script ure contains huy and s t r aw, as Ka.hnis under ti t ood Luther; Scrip-
ture was not a pur e objective source, so truth must be discovered else-
where, according to the Positive theologians. 
'.Piu s is where Positive theoloBY believed it had found the solution 
in the human ego; none could dis tinsuish hay from the Word of God who had 
not experienced Christ; so logically faith is the source over corrupt 
Scripture. A strange situa tion arose when Luther spoke of verbal and 
plenary inspiration. Those stoteruents on inspiration bad to be rejected; 
Seeberg was completely ~blivious to t}le fact that Luther spoke of verbal 
inspirntion.32 Nitzsch-Stephan believed tha t Luther merely substituted 
Scripture for the authority of the Pope, though Luther did speak more 
3lF. P(ieperJ, "Zu Luthers Lehre von der Inspiration," Lehre ~ 
~' XXXI (November, 1885), 329-30. 
32pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 277. 
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liberally. It is clear that interpretation of Luther depended very much 
on the selectivity of the commentator. 
It is noted tha t Luther was aware of chronological disorder and the 
f act that no t\'10 apostles reported the same eyent in the s ame way. This 
wa.s Luther'::. ,·m.y of pointing to the error::; on the part of the Scriptural 
recorders, accordinf; t o the Positive t heologian.33 The writers were 
truly free to express themselves wit hout beinb hindered by the Holy 
Spirit. They \·1ere able to express their illumina tion. 34 The more in-
spired expressed their faith the better, thus one must s peak of degrees 
of inspira t ion, according to Kahnis . Also the Positive theologians 
pointed univer sally to Luther's free a ttitude ·toward the Epis tle of 
St . J ames and his fr ee cr iticism of the disorderly chronological accounts 
in the Old Testamcnt.35 
An~ priori not reckoned by the Biblicist was the f act tha t Luther 
considered it necessary tha t one be illumined t o understand Scripture.36 
Luther in Seeberg ' s estimation accepted Scripture because he had experi-
enced it himsel f and not because of anything else. Unders tanding means 
for the Positive theolo8ian tha t one see readily the errors of 'the three 
synoptic accounts in their chronological data. As far as the Positive 
theologian was concerned, Luther's enli~hted spirit saw the errors of 
Scripture and could therefore say: 
33Ibid., PP• 282-83. 
341bid., PP• 283ff. 
35!bid., p~ 291. 
36 !!?!.!!·' PP• 296ft. 
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Whlrtevcr does not teach Christ, tha t is not Apostolic even 
though St. Pe t er or Paul t aught it; again, wha t preaches Christ 
would be Anostolic, even though Judas, Annas, Pilate, o.nd Herod 
did it.37 -
Positive Theology's Luther and Pieper 
Fredrick Tholuck's faulty interpretation of Luther's preface to the 
Link's Annotations~ the~ aooks of Moses has interesting historical 
value. Pieper sought to correct this f aulty understanding already in a 
~~~ article in 1885. Luthardt and Cremer repeat the same 
error, though Lu-thordt corrected his mis take.38 In 1912, in Nitzsch-
Stephan•s .!£y_ . Do~matik, third edition, Kahnis' error is repeated. The 
bl~e for this mist ake is placed not so much on the individuals mentioned 
as on Tholuck, who began the misunderstanding in~~ Testament,!!! 
Neuen Test ament. Walther comment3 on the problem in this manner: 
They commit, in the firs t place, a grave sin against the dear 
man of God , Luther, in ascribing to him, without looking up the 
reference, an opinion which would, if one compares a hundred 
other s t atements of his, make him out to be the most confused 
brain in o.ll the worl4.._ yes, an opinion that he would condemn 
to the abyss of hell./7 
In Pieper's estimation Luther cannot be accused of having taught 
d f · · ... · 4o Th h i f L th . th t . ' th egrees o 1n.sp1rav1on. e co ce or u er was ei er ruu.ng e 
whole of Scripture as the Word of God and the ;\postles' doctrine, or 
letting the Church be afflicted with the vagus spiritus, inevitably cast-
ing the Church into doubt and despair. The citations used by the critics 
37Ibid., P• 293. Pieper quotes from the St. L. edition of Luther's 
works, XIV, 129. 
3Blbid., PP• 287ft • 
3
.
9Ibid. , p. 290. 
4011vorwort II Lehre und Webre LXXIV (January, 1928), 10-ll. ' ___, 
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Pieper believed to be for the most part references having nothing to do 
with inspiration or Scripture.41 The unshakable and certuin creative 
power of the \ford of God naturally leads to the conclusion that Luther 
identified Scripture with the Word of God. Verbal inspiration was clearly 
advocated by Luther's emphasis on the buchstabischen ~ of Scripture.42 
Why else would Luther read und read again the words of Scripture to un-
derstand what the Holy Spirit means? This final statement summarizes 
Luther's concern that one understand both the~ and materia of Scrip-
ture. One studies l anguage and grammar; pours himself into the study of 
buchstabis chen Worte that he might learn the divine meaning and message 
therein(~). 
The Posi t i ve theologian concludes thut since the materia is human, 
since Scripture is made up of human language, it must contain error. 
Pieper said tlw.t Luther would not have been. guilty of such empty think-
ing. Luther never placed Paul's teachings, though made up of human 
language, on the same level as the teachings of men.43 Christ was a man 
also; if one held His teaching, that would be holding the teachings of 
men as well. Luther says th.~t if one doubts the words of Paul or Peter , 
that is, what they have written, the believer should be silent before 
such a person and let him go. As Christ used human language, so God in 
41Ibid., P• 9. 
42Ibid., P• ?. 
43Ibid., P• 10. Pieper quotes Luther from the St. Louis edition of 
Luther•sworks, IX, 1238, "Du predigst, man solle nicht Menschenlehre 
halten, so doch St. Peter und Paulu.s, ja Christus selbst Henschen sind 
gewest: wenn du solche Leute hoerst, die so gar verblendet und verstockt 
sind, das sie leugnen, das dies Got tes Wort sei, was Christus und die 
Apostal geredet und geschrieben h~ben, oder daran zweifeln, so schweige 
nur stille~ rede kein Wort mit ihnen und l w.,i, sie fahren •• • •" 
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Scripture t ~kes on human form.44 Luther was not charmed into thinking 
that because Chris t was man He had to sin any more than hg believed that 
Scriptuz·e had to err becauoe i t w&.S made up of human language. 45 Pieper 
notes that for Luther disres pect for the materia of Scripture becaus e it 
was s impl e human l anguage would be like despi sing baptism because the 
water is the s ame as that \'lhich flows in the Elbe.46 One s hould neither 
despise pr eaching or the 1/Jord because the s ame l anguage i s used by a 
f armer in the t avern. The mat eria in the proper sense for Luther and 
Pieper was the Greek and Hebrew. In Luther's estimation there should be 
no doubt t ha t Scripture is God 's Word, His jude;ments , His words which 
set forth Hi s maj esty, omnipotence and wisdom, no matter how ordinary 
they appear . 47 
Luther i s not the t rue patron of those Positive theol ogians who 
place fai.th in anti thesis t o Scripture. First Pieper would emphasize 
that Ltt ti.er never had the Spirit working without means.48 Faith \'las not 
a gra tia infusa, but r a ther it rested on the objective and certoin Word 
of Scripture as s ource of personal certainty. Anything else would be 
faith in the air or clouds . Christ bound personal fai th and understanding 
44 Pieper , Chri stian Uoginatics, II, 37ff. St. Louis edition of 
Luther's works quoted, IX, 1238. 
45Ibid., I, 69. 
46F. P (ieperJ 1 ''Das 
LXXI (July, 1925), 251. 
works, III, 924ff. 
Fundament des Christlichen Glaubens," 21?.• ill•, 
Pieper quotes the St. Louis edition of Luther's 
47F. Pieper, "The Holy Bible," What~ Chriatianitz? ~ Other 
F.ssaf.!,, translated by J. T. Mueller (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 
193} , pp. 227-29. Pieper quotes from the St. Louis edition of Luther's 
works, XIV, 3ff. 
48"Die Lutherstatue vor unserm theologisohen Seminar," Lehre ~ 
Webre, LXXIII (October , 1927), 291. 
to one's remaining in His own Word, as we huve i t handed down to us in 
Scrip ture . 49 This fact, Pieper believed, could not be erased from 
Luther' s writings . The ' outward source of Scripture negat 0d th~ possi-
bility of becoming an enthus i ast. 
They all have s omething to sell. Thei r e.im is not to r eveal 
Christ and His Mys tery but their own mys t ery. They think 
more of that than of the mystery of Chris t. Their own beauti-
ful thoughts must not go to waste. Through t hem they hope to 
convert even the devils , while they huve never yet converted a 
gnat. And t he wors t · of it is, all they do is pervert the 
truth.50 
But t he Pooitive theologi an would reply that Luther s hi f ted or 
changed his pos ition. At th~ beginning Luther had a scholastic under-
standing but l nter revised it. 11Whatever teaches or urges Chris t" was 
to be the canon \·1i t hin t he canon. The Positive theologi ans thought t hat 
Luther with the axiom was establishing a .new principium, the s electing 
activity of faith. Pi eper called this kind of thinking complotely 
illogical. 
not 
ture 
Ever yone will admit thut an argument of this kind: Since Holy 
Scripture can be unders tood or experienced only through the 
Holy Ghost, therefore the words of Scripture canno~1be inspired by the Holy Ghost, has no basis in logic whatever. 
The point that Luther wished to brins out with his express ion was 
that experience should be set over against Scripture, but th.it Scrip-
should not be used to contradict Chris t and the Gospel.52 
4
.9F. P[ieper], "lst die Heilige Schrift direktes oder nur •abgeleit-
etes• Wort Gottes?," ~ ~ ~' LXXII (July, 1926), 193. 
50Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 60. Pieper quotes from the St. 
Louis edition of Luther's works, XIV, 397. 
51Ibid., I, 296. 
52Ibid., I, 293ft. 
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If Luther would not set faith in opposition to Scripture, the Posi-
tive theologian would still emphasize that Luther was well aware of th·e 
errors of Scripture in chronological and exegetical matters. Pieper 
says such problems are the interpreter's and not Scripture's fault. 
Luther expresses it more simply. 
The Holy Ghos t has been blamed for not speaking corre~tly; He 
_speaks like a drunkard or fool, He ao mixes up things, and 
uses wild, queer words and sta tements. But it is our fault, 
who have not understood the langua6e nor knol-m the manner of 
the Prophets. For it cannot be otherwise; the Holy Ghost is 
wise und makes the Prophets also wise. A wise man must be 
able to speak correctly; th~t holds true wi'chout fail.53 
Pieper held thut Luther throughout his life viewed the chronol06Y 
of Scripture to be correct,~ priori, .and that contradictions were 
. .bl 54 1mposs1 e . 
Next, Pos itive theology emphasizes that Luther held degrees of 
inspiration for various books of the canon. Pieper divides the asser-
tion into two parts: (l) the relative importunce of a book for the 
generation and preservation of the f aith; and (2) the question of canon. 
Though Luther would praise John above the other Gospels, he does 
not mean to distinguish kinds of inspiration,. but only their relative 
importance in. regard to the stimulation and growth of faith.55 Though 
the style of a book may be more lofty or profound, Luther would not 
concede that therefore it was less divine, for the very mode of expres-
sion was divine, in Luther's estimation.56 
53Ibid., I, 293. Pieper quotes Luther from the 3t. Louis edition of 
Luther•s""works, XIV, 1418. 
54Ibid., I, 282. 
55Ibid., I, 285. 
-
56Ibid., I, 286. 
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The question of canon must not be confused with inspiration. For 
Pieper inspiration is concerned not so much with the extent of the canon, 
that is, whether the Epistle of James, the General Epistle of Jude, or 
the Revelation of St. John belong to the canon, but with those books of 
the Bible· \·1hich beyond doubt are God's infallible Word.57 
Canonicity is not synonymous with inspiration, but the two 
areas are precisely co-terminous. Those books which are 
inspired are canonical and those books which are canonical 
are inspired books .58 
Walther commented on the use of Luther to disprove inspiration: 
Even the weakest mind can see without much reflection how 
foolish it is to conclude from an adverse verdict of Luther 
on a book which he did not regard as canonical t!1at he held 
liberal views on inspira t'ion of those books which he r egarded 
as canonica1~9just the opposite ought to be concluded from his verdict. 
An £valuation of Pieper 
It is clear t hut Piep<~r \·/as not blind to the problems created by 
Luther in his commento on Scripture, interpretation and inspiration. If 
some statement of Luther seemed incongruous with Luther's general posi-
tion, Pieper viewed it from Luther's total perspective as well as the 
context of the remark. For this reason Pieper was aware of Luther's two 
sides. AI3 master of the overstatement Luther presented not only problems 
to Pieper, but to those who attempted to use those overstatements for 
their own purpose us did Harnack and the Positive theologians. 
57Ibid., I, 291. 
58James Oliver Buswell,~ Systematic Theology 2£ ~ Christian 
Rel~ion (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House, 1962), I, 
363 4. 
59Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 292. Pieper quotes Walther's 
article titled, "Vorwort," ~ ~ ~, XXXII, (1886), 8. 
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Franz Delitzsch defended Luther against misuse as did Pieper.60 
Delitzsch called it mere fla ttery for the Positive theologi ans to boast 
that Luther was their patron, for Luther never unders tood the Word of 
God as being different from the words of Scripture. Also, the Word of 
God could never be equated i-,i t h inspiration or the inner light, converted 
sentiment, but was the Nritten Word according to its s imple liter al 
sens e, its clear meaning . For Delitzsch Luther s tood simply on Scrip-
ture as the only s ource of Christi an kno~ledge und . theology. 
Pastor Karl Matthiesen , then rector of the Ev. Lutheran Deaconness 
As s oci~tion, r emarked a t the s ixtieth session of the General Bv. Lutheran 
Conference in Hamburg tha t the current slogan was "justification by 
faith. 1161 Matthies en saw this being used as a f alse principle which 
stood above Scripture; but he countered that a key i s no good without a 
house to enter . The old and net, Luther alike saw Scripture as the Word 
of God as a cl inched and riveted-down f act, which was to settle all con-
troversy and contention. 
As for the other misu~e of Luther in the axiom, "\'/as Christum 
Treibet," Karl Matthies en goes on to des cribe how the ~os itive theologians 
were using it in connection with the Old Testament.62 The same individuals 
6°F. P[ieper), "Ein Besuch eines amerikanisch-lutherischen Pastors 
in der Schlosskirche zu Wittenberg," ~ ~ ~, LXXV (December, 
1929), 363-64. 
61F. P (ieper], "Ein Bekenntnis zur niet-und nagelfesten Bible aus 
deutschlandischen Kreisen," ~ ~ ~, LXXIV (November, 1928), 331. 
Pieper quotes from the Allge~eine Evangelisch-Lutherische KirchenzeitUJJg, 
which gave the text of Matthiesen•s address at the sixtieth commemora tion 
of the General Ev. Luth. Conference in Hamburg on August 28, 1928. The 
title of the ad.dress is the r.wne as Pieper•s titl(;t. 
62Ibid. 
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who claimed this maxim for their own with fire cllld st1ord drove Christ 
out of the Old Testament where Luther found Him on every page. They 
made the Old Test,.:ment so narrow th~.t Luther could scarcely h ... ve defended 
himself c:1gain:3t his wise disciples . The applicability of Matthiesen's 
remarks i s most relevant for our day as well. 
Pi eper kne\t the difficult and the clee.r passages o f Luther. His 
willingness to gr apple with the ·difficult citations of Luther not only 
reveals a willingness t o search for the truth, but ul s o a concern th.at 
Luther be not misused by Positive theologians. Though Pieper is thor-
oughly positive with r espect to Luther, it would have enhanced his pre-
senta tion il' he would have l)Ointed out where Luther had run over the 
bounds of hyperbole and departed from the truth. But since Positive 
theology needed no help in its cause to distort Luther, Pieper was not 
willing to give them ai1 inch. li'r0rn a purely editorial view Pieper•s 
critici.$111 of Positive th.:ology as being enthusiastic when they were at-
te111ptin1S to use Luther as th~ir own must ha ve been a devastating criticism. 
Positive Theology's Presuppositions 
A common assertion of Positive theologians i s that God's Word is 
certain but one must maintain a keen sense of realities and see the er-
rors therein. The problem for the theologian is that of sepurating truth 
from error, -a situation described by George Park Fisher as one devoid of 
objectivity and reliant on private judgment.63 
There is an apparent duality of the divine and human in Scripture, 
the incomprehensible and. the totally human and fallible; these two then 
63F. P(ieperJ, ''Vorwort, 11 ~ ~ ~, XLVIII (.February, 1902), 
36-37• 
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have their synthesis in the believer. Thomasius and Zoeckler advocated 
such a dt1ality which was comperable to Christologies which had no .£2,!!!-
~~ idiomatum.64 · Volek (of Dorpat) advocated a solving of this 
problem by merely dispens ing with the old idea 0£ revelation; this would 
leave only a repor·t o:f revelation relatively free from error. E. F. 
Wynelten held that the modern scientific world view made it impossible to 
hold an inspired, unerring source of Chris tian knowledge. Wyneken went 
on to s&y ~ha t it was to the credit of the Lutheran Symbols tha t they 
said nothing about iuspiration of ;.:icripture; f'or this !'act he thanked 
God. A certain D. auperti noted in this connection that the Confessions 
call the ~ford of .:5cripture the Spirit's Word.65 
Zoeckler offered tl',o alternatives for the theologian: either he 
mus t a ccept the doctrina of inspiration according to the seventeenth 
century, which was imposail,).e to resurrect in his eatimation, or he must 
assume a true doctrine of inspiration which included healthy historical 
apprecia tion. The seventeenth century doctrine \:1ould mean returning to 
the yoke of Judaic-scholasticiam. He lrunented the fact that the Free 
Church had not yat rid itself of the yoke • .As editor of the L'vangelische 
Kirchenzeitung Zoeckler did much to shape opinion and at the same time 
echoed the trend of his day.66 
64F. i?[ieperJ, "Der Synergismus in der Lehre von der Inspiration," 
Lehre ~ Wehre, XXXVIII (July, 1892), 195ff. 
65F. P(ieper), "Der neueste Angriff auf die Inspirationslehre in 
der hannoverschen Lcuideskirche," Lehre ~ !!!!:!!:!, XXXVII (August, 1891), 
229. 
6611'. p (ieperJ, ''Ein Bekenntniss zur Inspiration der Heiligen Schrift 
und eine Gegenerklaerung eines Vertretera der •theologischea Wissen-
schaft, '" ~ ~ ~, XXXVII (December, 1891), 359ft. 
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For Pieper the position of moat Positive theologians was no dif-
ferent from tha t of Ludovicus Capellus who held tha.t Scripture erred be-
<mus":! of the poor ci t a ·tions in the New Testament. Kahnis said he could 
not posnibly agr ee tha t the Holy Spirit had anything to do with such in-
accura t e citations .67 Lili ~ Philippi, Positive theology could not Brant 
~ ;eriori tha t there ~,ere no errors in Scripture; like the Arminians and 
Socia nian"", Positive theology had to make room for the "inner life" or 
"immediate r evol ation. 1168 To make room, Scripture had to be eliminated 
as the ;•Jord of God . Certainty could not rest on Holy Scripture but only 
on the "immediat e truth j. t s elf. '' Consequently man r.ad constructed an 
"impregnf,bl e for tress , 11 \·1hich no cr:'i..tic could attack. This goal, which 
wus to be a chieved by mnldne, Scripture an erring book, comp.1red very much 
with t he goal of loneliness, the experi.::nce of having no ::;ign of outward 
support, found in <-luukerism and Kierkegaard. Kierkegaard rejected ques-
tions of hi::;tor y as hc.vi ng anythinc t o do with fai th.69 For Positive 
theology the thought of a prop which did not err was repu.ls i-.re ; man must 
operate with faith a.s an !: nriori from which rationc..1. e~~perience proceeds. 
Fa:i.th goes before Scripture, which is only a record or formula tion cre-
ated out of faith by the Apostlt:-s and Prophets. Cert&inty then is £or 
the Positive theolo5ian a kind of strugeling certo.inty which needs con-
Rtantly to re-examine its experience and re-interpret theology. 
67F. P[ieperl, "Die Form der alttestamentlichen Citate im N.)uen 
Testament,"~~~' XXXII (March, 1886), 79. 
68Picper, Christian Doe,matics, I, 280fi'. 
69Edwin Ewart Aubrey, Present Theological Tendencies (New York: 
Harper & Brothers Publish~rG, c. 1936), P• 72. 
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It is then not such an obvious blWlder on Pieper•s part to label 
the Positive theologian an enthusiast or Schwaermer, an Arminian or 
Quaker. 
Positi ve Theology's Rejection of Scripture as Revelation 
Scripture mus t be only response to revelation itself; Philip 
Bachmann went on t o explain this fact by saying that only Christ is the 
phyoical and corporate Word of God. Christ is alone the brin6er of 
revela tion. Only once did He write something, and that was in the sand. 
It is only the recipient of revelation who t D.ltes up pen and ink, in 
Bachrnann's es timation. Scripture is only an echo of the 1ford of God, 
Wl echo proceeding from the human heart and spirit. In true existential 
and dialectical fo.shion, Bachmann removes the objective source of reve-
l ation ~o that one might fall into despair and confront the absolute in 
Christ.70 
E. Wyneken followed the same path as Bachmann, rejecting the doc-
trine of an inspired and errorless .Scripture as somethin~ harmfu1.71 
To consider Scripture as sue~ is nothing more than the result of the Old 
Adam's search for outward certainty and security in place of true inward 
security. For that reason Wyneken accused the Church of clinging to a 
"paper pope." The proclamation of the ',ford is all important in Wyneken' s 
estimation, as it was for F. H. R. Frank. Only preaching could bring 
forth spiritual life. The true center and essence of Christian certainty 
?OF. P(ieperJ, 11 st die Heilige Schrift direktes oder nur 'abgelei t-
etes' \iort Gottes?," .21?• ~it., 195. 
?lF. P(ieperJ, "Der neueste Angriff auf die Inspirationslehre in 
der hannoverachen L.l.ndeskirche, 11 .2l?. ill_., XX.XVII (September, 1891), 
257-58. 
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was to be \·1i thin the Christian and it is he who determines the ground 
and validity of cc.r-tainty.72 J. c. K. Hofmann asserted that one should 
neither look to the Church nor Scripture, but within himself for here he 
has assurttnce of cert"'.inty, an immediate certainty from the Spirit. of 
God.73 Because an objective certainty is denied, man remains the in-
terpreter and creator of doctrine, shaping doctrine according to ongoing 
experience; the result is that there is progression in doctrine.74 Pro-
gression expresses dissatisfaction with the present, which io to be one 
of struggle and doubting faith; for Hofmann this doubting-faith is really 
an optimis tic program for progress. This doubting-f, .. ith is not limited 
just to Christiuns but extends even to non-Christie.ns who will be saved 
thr ough that striving.75 Like Harnack, Hofmann used the essence of 
Christianity to destroy the significance and meaning of individual Scrip-
tw.~0 1-,assages. 7G The result was that the incarnation as well as the vi-
car i ous satisfaction wa.s destroyed.77 Clearly the Bible was disregarded 
altogether and the human ego made to be the source of theology, producing 
nothing more than man is able to produce, a doctrine of work 
rightoousness.78 
.Frank also rejected an exterior authority as being unable to serve 
72Ibid., PP• 258-59• 
73Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 114. 
74 ... ' · 
_!lli., I, 129. 
75Ibid., II, 392. 
?6Ibid., II, 116. 
??Ibid., III, 12?. 
-
?Blbid., III, 446. 
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the Christian faith.79 Frank found himself disregarding the meager ef-
fortc. of Philippi, who presents an objective act of redemption and the 
Word of God in contrast to Frank's subjective starting poiu.,t;. Frank 
could find no time for thia position because Philippi didn't u.:1derstand 
Frank's position, unfortuna tely. 
Ihmels follows the same stream of negation, proclaiming that all 
objective certainty should be destroyed. He said one could excuse the 
early Church for derivins doctrine from an objective source, but it was 
a mistake nonetheless.80 The Reformation repeated the same mistake as 
the Roman Ca tholic Church. Revelation to lhmels did not impart doctrine, 
but r eligion or, more currently expressed, Christ. 81 Ihmels uoe::.n' t know 
wha t to do with individual Scriptural pass<-tges s o he places himself w:Lth 
the 11\:fhole of Scri.r>ture. 1182 ThiD he finds a much more profitable and 
less dan0 erous method. The result is tha t lhmels remained i ns ecure and 
V • 11 t· · hi · t· f st"'· ... t to fi· ni.' sh.83 asci. _a 1.ng in s posi ion rom ...... This did not sur-
prise Pieper because subjectivity could not yaeld cert~in results. But 
aubjectivity was a mark of gre&tness for the Positive theologian. 
D. Ihlen of Oslo repeated the slogan that there was no o_utward c.. ·.,Jec-
tivity, but only inward experience; the content of Scripture was to be 
authoritative but, in view of the previous remark, it must be content to 
79Ibid., I, 114. 
80 
~-, I, 64. 
81Ibid., I, 69. 
82 
~-, I, 201. 
83Ibid., 
-
II, 366. 
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be apprehended in e:xperience.84 Luthardt and Richard Gruetzmacher aa-
sumed the same position as Ihlen. 
The one thing supposedly offered by the Positive theologian is 
Christ. B. W. Hyneken best des cribed the Positive po.:,ition \·Jhen he 
spoke these words: 
Unserer Zeit ist jetzt die J. ufgabe gestellt, noch mehr als 
bis l ang 1rtleder den persoenlichen Christus sich und der W.:?lt 
zu eigen zu machen, · Und deshalb werden uns die aeus seren 
Stuetzen ."(die inapirirte heiJ.ige Schrift) 11 genommen, damit 
der chr-istliche Glaube in uns desto mehr seine ewige Herr-
lichkeit beweis e, ja, damit der lebendige Christus, der ein-
geborne Got t es s ohn, widerum auf's neue in uns Mensch werde, 
auf das wir sein lebendit;er Leib seien, und jedes Glied durch 
sei11 Chri s t enleben 10n Ihm inlmer deutlicher zeuge bis zum 
T~ge der Vollenung.~5 
Such a pos ition is mnint,:\ined because one's s en3e of r eali~.>~3 p~r-
mits nothinB but this position; the living Christ is t o be pr e ferred to 
Scripture s ince it i sn't a l aw code fallen from haaven • . To make Scrip-
ture a l aw code i .s to make i ntellectu~lism take the predominant place 
and leave living Christianity in th: background. 86 The accent is on 
one's return to the inspiration experienced by the Apostles, on which 
was the immediate i mpression of Christ, and this immedia te impz·"';,,:,ion is 
what constituted the whole apostolic office.87 If the impression of 
84F. p O.oper], "1st die Heilige Schrift direktest oder nur ' ~~.$e-
leitetes I Wort Gottes?," .21?• ill•, 194. 
B5F. PU.eper], "Der neueste Angriff auf die Inspirationslehre in der 
hannoverschen Landeskirche," ,21?• cit., XXXVII (September, 1891), 257. 
Pieper quotes from the Pastoral-Correspondenz (July 25, 1891) remarks of 
E. w. Wyneken, Pastor at Sdesheim near Northheim in Hannover, Germany, 
and then editor of the Pastoral-Correspondenz. 
86F. P [ieper] , "Vorwort, 11 ~ ~ ~, LXXIV (January, 1928), 6 • 
87 F. p t}.eper], "Der neueste Angriff auf die lnspirationslehre in der 
hannoverachen Landeskir..:he, 11 .21?• ill•, XXXVII (September, 1891), 261-3. 
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Chris t constituted t he whole apos tolic office, the function of t hat of -
fice i s oh·l'iously more l ee;i tirnde toc!ay than then and any cont emporary 
theolo[;i an is to be preferred to Faul or John . It is clear thac. logically 
Fo.:,:i. 1,i·,,;;, t h :::olo6y hus swung; \·1ide the gate or subj ect ivism. 
Ou-~ of 1i ynek:en•s complaint s was thut few esteemed the body of Christ 
as the l i ving testimony of Chris t.88 The pr acti cal appl i ca tion was t hat 
one lis t en to t he "living t estimony of the Church 11 r ather t han .Script ure. 
We believe .Script ure , i n '.vyneken I s es time. ticn, because it does present 
CbJ:ist , ·:ho t hen wins us t-d t h His own per son. 
Christ' s u""e of .Scripture in t he wilder ness t emptation p:::-esented a 
problo .. 1, but not for loni; . 'fhis was immediately described as c1 1=fl,3shly11 
bt:i;iru1in~. One must gr adually do away with the inspired .'3cri_ptur e t o 
make :::-oom · for t he person of Christ and His Church. Kahnis wasn't even 
keen about the idea of a U c3hly be:;im1ing but rather viewe,'l the ~o~don-
mcnt of t h~ Scriptural principle and inspiration as the only s alva t i on 
of the Chu.rch.89 The result would be that one truly bel i eve.and live 
life in Chris t. 
Pieper' s Critique of the New Doctrine of Revelation . 
It is clear that Positive theology places man on the Christ-
experience, the faith experience as the source of theology. Man is then 
the only source of revelation. But Pieper meets this position with t he 
argument t:iw.t this is really nothing more than a repetition of the .i<oman 
error tha t oquates saving faith with the whole Word of God.~ 
88Ibid., PP• 258-60. 
89F. P[ieperJ, ''Vorwort," ~ ~ ~. x:t.XV (January, 1889), 3. 
90,'Vorwort, 11 ~ ~ ~. XXXVIII (February, 1892), 34f:t • 
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Pieper adtls that one could be saved without knowing all the doctrines 
of S.::ripture ; info.ct one could be saved without knowing t her e ever was 
such a thine; as Holy Scripture. But the modern theologi an attempts to 
turn Scripture i nto an enemy of Christ; it is turning the forma against 
Chris t. This is obviously fallacious. The same dial ectic thinking comes 
to light in P. Li e berknecht' ~ statement tha t the spirit of a sermon is 
really in antithesis t o the outward \:ford , making the only source of 
faith the experience of the Church, \.rhich then certifies the true ar-
ticles of faith . 91 This disregard of the outward Word in order to cer-
tify the true exp~r i ence of Christ agrees with Ra.rnaclc himself who con-
tended that ;;:it, means of grace were in opposition to the true personal 
experience of God .92 To achieve true personal communion with God in 
Christ , one must imm~diately Ghun the thought t hat the means of gr~ce 
conv"3y anything to th~ Chris tian. Pieper s aid that Lieberknecht's ob-
jections cm-ry no more weight than thos e of the Zi,,inglians to Luther, who 
finally WU6 com1;elled to say, "They have no text. 1193 
Pieper went on to remark t hat Lieberknecht should not deceive him-
self into t hinking that because he doesn't use a single quotation from 
Scripture he is not or may not be communicating God's Word.94 Even 
9lF. P[ieperl, 11Das Schriftwort ala Quelle und Norm aller christ-
lichen Le~e, festgehalten gc8en die Kritik Herrn P. Lieberknechts und 
die Grundsatze der modernen Theolo~ie, 11 ~ !:!!!!! ~, XXXV (September 
end October, 1889), 265!!. 
92Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, III, 132. 
93F. P[ieperJ, ''Der neueete Angriff auf die Inspirationslehre in 
der hannoverschen Lundeskirche, 11 £,£• ill•, XXXVII (August, 1891), 228. 
No so,.irce for Luther's comment to Zwingli ;ls given. 
94F. P[ieper], "Der neueate .1\ngriff auf die Inspirationslehre in 
der hannoverschen Landeskirche, 11 ~· .ill··, XXXVII (September, 1891), 
258-.59. 
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though a sermon may be made up of human words and thoughts, in so fur as 
it elq,res:,es God ' G :,tord and thought, it i s truly dependent on Scripture 
and not in contradiction to it. In saying this Pieper r eveals a true 
Lutheran ins ight into the dynamic char acter of the "tlord of God, dispelling 
any fals e notion t hat he was a Fundamentalis t. 
P:teper goes on tc say til l,) t not only Chris t is to dwell within us 
but, &3 our ~onfe3sions say, the whole Trinity as wen.95 However, 
Chris t doea no t d,1ell alone , but dwells through His Word : "If a man 
loves me, he 11ill keep my word, and my Father \'lill love him, and we \'l'ill 
come t o him and r.;ak~ our home with him" (John 14:23). 
The Positiv€ t hr~ologian l1ho e:tal ts Chris t so :nuch in Pieper's es-
tirnntion destroys Him in order to make Him more "human." Pieper links 
the humanization cf 3crii: ture 1-ri. th the kenotic emphas:is on emptying 
Ctu.~is t of Hfa divinity. 96 One ~,ould not be too critical t o see this 
clearly l a t ent i n i:/ynelten •s oaying t o.a t Christ in the wilderness tempta-
tion was " fleohly 11 in FU.fl ber;irming. To accuse a Christian of being 
' ':leshly" for wardincr off temptation with Scripture is to accuse Christ 
of the s ame thing.97 Christology and Scripture as principium have a re-
lationship which is inte rdependent and joined with the central doctrine 
of justification. 
Though ;;. \•/. trJynekon seems to be elusive in his position, he re-
mained b<1;:;ically consistent. Christ is revelation known only in experi-
ence, doctrine is only a response to that revelation. Of necessity 
95Ibid., P• 258. 
96,'Vorwort, 11 ~ ~ ~' LXXIV (Januury, 1928), 9. 
97F. p [i.eperJ, "Der neueste Angriff auf die lnspirationalehre in 
d,§!r .hannoverschen Londeskirche, 11 £1?• £!!•, XX.XVII (.September, 1891), 258° 
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response cannot communicate the reality; therefore, propositional truth 
is immediutely ruled out as impossible. Reality is incommunicable a 
I?.riori. Pieper corrects any notion thut 1·/yneken ia talking about the 
"experience of the Church" as something which could be communicated in 
propositional form when he charges tru:it for Wyneken the Apostles' ~ford 
was no more God's \ford than Matthesius' work on Luther was Luther's word. 
As for the tes timony of the Church Pieper asks jus t hoi·, Wyneken could be 
sure he had found it and asks wh:.tt difference 1,iould there be between 
what it t estifies and what Scripture says.98 
Pos itive Theology Destroys the Certainty of Faith 
God' s revel ation wherein He discloses His justice ~nd will for man 
makes known His gr acious act in Chris t that u.11 men might believe on Him 
and be brought to s alvation. The immediate result and effect i s that 
one is made certsin of his rel~tionship to God and is secure within God's 
promises. The principiwn naturae does not bring such certainty, but only 
doubt and uncertainty; yet tha t insecurity con serve as the Church's con-
tact point when it proclaims the Law in its purity. However, the prin-
cipium naturae always remains law and is never able to communica te God's 
grace in Christ, but can communicate insecurity which drives man to tclte 
flight into work-righteousness or to deny God or even to commit suicide. 
For this reason Positive theology is at fault, for it takes pride in such 
insecurity, making insecurity strange partner to the proclamation of the 
Gospel. 
98 -6 
~., PP• 259 O. 
lll 
Because Positive theology do~s not operate with Scripture as its 
Rrincipium theologiae, Pieper expects its fruit t ~ be insecurity and 
doubt . Some deny the principle, but s till retain Chris tion doctrine.99 
The security spoken of by the Positive theologian is al\-1ays based on 
"self-c·ertainty," which .Pieper considers a contradiction in terms, for 
the man bent on earning his s olvation operates with self-certainty as 
well. 
The fault which results is a synergistic tendency. This denial of 
the~ gr atia places one ultimately in danger of losing all h~pe of 
the grace of .God becnuse man is made depen<ie1~t in a real sense on him-
selr .100 Zoeckler not only rejected the principium but made man the more 
depen~ent on s elf by rejecting the testimonium Spiritus Sancti, making 
101 
room for the free act from which certainty is supposedly created. 
The situation i s t hat those who traditionally exalt the work of the Spirit, 
saying He is not bound, end up by being synergistic. The e1nphasis on the 
deprecation of the 3pirit was so strong that He was considered only a 
102 
meddler and an insufficient participant, harmful to the free act. 
The free act was to be performed in the vacuum of uncertainty, where 
one must distinguish trut~ from error in the fallible and derivative Word 
of God. Theology is to draw doctrine from its own inwardness.103 The 
99Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 154. 
lOOibid., I, 115ft. 
lOllbid., I, 116. 
l02Ibid. 
l03F. P[ieperJ, t1Die Lutherstatue vor unserm theologischen Seminar," 
~· cit., P• 291. 
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Christian become3 Scripture'o critic, trimming it to suit his own inward 
opinions.104 When opinion parallels the text of Scripture, one runs the 
danger of being cons urad. J. c. K. Hofmann was censured by Horst .Stephan 
for using Schri ftbei,1eis. l05 But Hofmann wus consis tent for ths most 
part, able to allow any adjus tment, revision or correction of Scripture 
according to his own :erincipium, his ego opera.ting independently of 
Scripture.106 
Pieper sees Hofmann as being cons i s tent according to the principium 
naturae; Hofmann had to keep his reason and self apart from Scripture, 
but supernatural revelation stands above r ec..son and even contradicts 
it.107 The medium cognoscendi remains faith; reason sees supernatural 
revelation ns unbelievable and unreasonable. Whether the assertion is 
made that .Script ure cont1:1ins the i'1ord of God or thut the t heologian must 
completely dissocia t e himself from Scripture, the emphasis remains thut 
the theologian mu::it be the infallible subject. Either he must stand 
above Scripture as u me.:.s ure to distinguish the Hord of God from the rest 
or he must be given im1LJ.iate re•.relation which would become the meas-
ure.108 The theolog;illll can never be certain whether he has grasped the 
Word of God or not. He can never be sure be is communicating it, and 
especially can he never be sure of the 6race of God because Scripture is 
only a fallible reflection of another's reaction to direct encounter, 
104 Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 152. 
l05Ibid.~ I, 61. 
lo6Ibid., I, 62. 
l07 F. p [ieper J, 11Iat der Synergismus vernuenftig?, " ~ ~ Wehrs, 
XLV (September, 1899), 258. 
108 . 
. Hoenecke, .2E• ~., I, 333. 
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encounter to be repeated in the theologi an and of more value doctrin:illy 
than the former . 
Positive Theology Destroys the Absolute Ch~r acter 
of the Chris tirui Faith 
The a.bs-.1lute chur acter of the Christian fai th i s threatened whenever 
reason i s applied to th" discovery of Go<i 'a will. Reason has sho\·m it-
self inadequute in discovering God's grace in Chris t, apart from which 
there i s no cer t ainty, hope , and s alva tion. When reas on i s brought into 
thr~olo~~y , ·i .t brings its limita tions and restrictions. It des troys cer-
tainty ,. ncl t hen the absolute char1.:,cter of the Chris tirui faith over 
aguinst the r eligion of works , the product of man's reason and f abrica tion. 
There is un..J1imity in the u::;e and application of the extra-biblical 
;erincipium; all lib-=rl:ll,'J from Harnack, Schleiermacher, c.:.nd Ritschl ap-
plied reason und concluded that Scripture could not be the orinci oi un: . 
'l'he firs t attack on the ;erincipium is subtle; this attack deni es 
that Scripture is clear, aa Rome continues to emphasize. A certain Pas-
tor Lieberknecht s ays that ~cripture is unclear because there is no unity 
on the doctrine of the Church, <!Ind history was needed to explain the doc-
trine of the Trinity, the order of salvation, the atonement and justifi-
cation. Lieberknecht went on to say that men do not come to fcith oe-
cause God didn't want them to do so.109 The lack of unanimity in doc-
trine, which touches all Christendom, is not because Scripture is unclear 
but because of men. "There are uncounted divergencies , the.se divergencies 
l09F. p (ieper J, "Das Schri ft wort als ~,uelle und Norm all er christ-
lichen Lehrc, festgehalten gegen die Kritik Herrn P. Lieberknechts und 
die Gundsatze der modernen Theologie, 11 • £l2_. .£!!. , pp. 265 ff• 
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being due to the differences in the religious individualities of the 
dogmaticians or in the degree of their scientific consistency.11110 
The result of the divergency in doctrine is that Christian theology 
is nebulous and in contrast- the doctrine of works remains firm and se-
cure. The divergent character of doctrine resulting from abandonment 
of the Scriptural principle produces a disregard of doctrine. Unionism 
is ·no problem at all, for the one consistent reli6ious element remains 
firm, the religion of works . Such an example \-tas the Ethical Council in 
Stockholm \-Jhich for Pieper spelled out the natural consequence of aban-
doning the Script ur al principle. A certain Bishop of 'dinch~ster said 
that society mus t become a Christian congregation; the whole world is 
made up of the children of God. Charles Wishart believes the goal to 
• 
be that peace will reign on the earth as a result of working on that 
premise that all are the children of God.111 Consequently, men need 
no redemption s ince the wrath of God is only illusionary. 
The World Unity Conference in Chicago has a Jewish Rabbi declaring 
that his sentiment.s are thos e of the Conference when he says, "We find 
that we are all in the same boat and we will either freely and under-
standably work together in that same boat or together therein we will 
go under and will merit such drowning. ,,ll2 
llOPieper, Christian Do&matics, I, 31. Pieper quotes from Nitzsch-
Stephan f!• Dogmatics, P• 9. 
lll!'Die •angelsaechsische' Diesseitsreligion auf dem •ethischen 
Konzil' zu Stockholm,"~· ill•, PP• 381-89. 
. ' 112;-. P[ieperJ, "Die grosse •Einkreisungbewegung' gegen die christ-
liche Kirche," Lehre und Webre, LXXIII (April, 1927), 99. Pieper quotes 
Rabbi Mann, who~essed-ri;;-World Unity CoUfSress in Chicago in the 
year 1927. No sources are given other than the mention that two anon-
ymous political newspapers r~ported it. Translated by nuthor. 
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Pieper comments that the program for world rescue wets buil·t around 
the universal s onship of all meri. '?hat uas to be the starting point or 
p_rincipium co,,:nos cendi as Pieper called it. The result of such a view 
is the flattening of the vertical into the horizontul , a simple r eligion 
of this life wi th quasi-supernatural overtones. One anonymous commenta-
tor made this observa tion: 
Another Babylon more portentous, more mysteriously potent for 
evil, more dari ng in blasphemy, more impotent of pO\'ier to reach 
up into heaven, is looming large on tbe horizon, and the Church 
moves on to its predicted apostasy.ll~ 
Union movements of this kind were no accident in Pieper•s estima-
tion but r ather the direct result of the abandonment by the Church of its 
source of theology. Confusion was the result and the natural inclination 
of man toward v,orks eventually took over, so that the absolute character 
of Chris tianity was los t. 
Pos itive Theolosy's Attack on Justification 
The article of justification suffers the most in Positive theology 
through the abandonment of the Scriptural principle. This is done in 
Positive theology when it elevo.tes faith to knowledge. The result is 
the monster, a mixtum compositum, of theology and philosophy.114 This 
results in the denial of vicarious satisfaction and the authority of 
Scripture. The synergistic tinge is never absent from Positive theology 
ll3F. PCieper), "Dos Christentum als Jenseitsreligion," Lehre _~ 
~, LXXVII (February, 1921), 36. The author ~s identified only as a 
member of one of the sects; the individual. quoted stood in opposition to 
the Inter-Church World Movement. 
114Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, I, 19. Pieper cites ~uenstedt, 
I, 57. 
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for it mu1:1t r espect the free human persolli.llity, tho free human act, 
which is subtraction from the vicarious s a tis l'action. Piep1;:;r r er.1ar ked 
that almout without fail the Positive theolog.i.ans oppos ed Missouri in 
the Gnadeuwahls treit.115 They solved the problem of faith b.Ild reduced 
it to kno\'lledge , producing a mixtum compos~ on the thesis that 
Scripture i s uncl ear &nu follible. "Die moderne Theologie ateh·~ we1:1ent-
licn auf roemis chen St a.a:dpunkt, \tas die Klc.rheit der 3chrift betriff t. 11ll6 
The mixture r eaped the frui t which Karl Nacthieaen described with 
thom~ words : 
\-Ji th the theoretical energy, which belongs only to the Ger-
man, we have s o .studied and compared the Bible with all hea-
thenism to find in every line so many counterparts that the 
holy amazement und the holy fear of our f a thers has been 
softened in res pect to ourselves, but also thdrewith the depth 
of r epentance ard the rejoicing of faith and inclination of 
nei-, obedience .1 7 
Pieper asks how one can hold to the centr&l. article of justifica-
tion through f aith in conjunction with the article that Scripture io not 
the Word of God.118 Hofmann and Kahnis were consistent in finally 
115F. P[ieperJ, "Einige Antworten auf einige Fragen," Lehre ~ 
~, LXYJV (September, 1928), 270-71. 
116F. Piep~r, ~ Einigung ~ amerikanisch-lutherischen Kirche ~ 
~ ~ !2!! ~ Bekehrung ~ Gnadenwahl (st. Louis: Concordia Publish-
ing House, 1913), P• 67. 
117F. P[ieperl, "Ein Bekenntniss zur niet-und nagelfosten Bibel 
aus deutschlaendischen Kreisen," ~ ~ ~' LXXIV (November, 
1928), 331. Pieper quotes from the Allgemeine Evangelisch-Lutherische 
Kirchenzeitung in which is printed the address of P. Karl Matthiesen, 
who spoke at the Sixtieth Anniversary of the General Ev. Luth. Confer-
ence in Hamburg on August 28, 1928. Translated b~ author. 
118 · · ·~ 11
.Ein Besuch eines amerikaniElch-lutherisohen Pastor3 in der 
Schlosskirche zu \ii t tenberg, 11 ~. •. ~., p. 362. 
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denying the substitutionary satisfaction and in terms of modern or-
thodoxy remm.ned "orthodox. 11119 
Thomasius charged J. c. K. Hofmann with departure from Christian 
doctrine, but Pieper marvels how Thomasius could do this in view of 
his 0 ,., k t· . 1 20 nn eno J.CJ.sm. Hofmann was amazed at the controversy over the 
central doctrine a fter he had abandoned Scripture as principium ~-
logiae.121 ''Th. Kliefoth klagt auch, das von Hofmann mit seinen exe-
getischen und geschichtlichen praetensionen die Geister, namentlich der 
juengeren Gener ation, unheilbar zu · verwirren drohe. ,il-22 
As for Hofmai:m 's true principium, Theodor Kliefoth went on to say, 
Ein theosophisches System, da.s unter Vergewaltigung der Schrift 
die Hei l sgeschichte durch phantasiereiche, aber unwahre Kombina-
tionen entstellt und da.s kirchliche Lehrgebaeude in der doppe1ten 
Richt ung zerse tzt, das ea die mehr theoretischen von Gott, der 
Trinitaet, der Dchoepfung, dem Menschen, der Person und den Na-
turon und den Staenden Christi durch eingewobene theosophische 
Bler.1.:-ntc en ts tell t und in den mehr praktischen Dogmen von der 
Suende , der Erloesung und Versoehnung, dem Werk der Gnade, der 
Aneignung des Heils alles abachwaecht.123 
To reject divine revelation .as revealed in Scripture is to deny 
consequently the vicarious satisfaction and the article around which all 
else revolves. 
119F. P[ieper], 11Etwas Antikritisches," ~ ~ ~, XXIX 
(December, 1883), 416-19. 
1201
'1/ermischtes: Theodosius Harnack's 'Luther's Theology,'" Lehre 
~ Webre, LXXIV (September, 1928), 301. 
121F. P[ieper], "Das Fundament des Christliohen Glaubens," ~· ill•, 
LXXI (February, 1925), 33-37. 
122F. Pieper,~ Einigung ~ amerikanisch-lutherischen Kirche !!! 
~ Lehre Y.2!! ~ Bekehrung ~ Gnadenwahl, p. 67. 
123Ib1d. Pieper quotes Kliefoth from Kritik ~ Schriftbeweises 
!2!! Hofmanns (Schwerin, 1859), P• 559. 
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The Gnadenwchls treit nnd the PrinciE~ Theologiae 
The chief fundamental article of the Christian faith is the doc-
trine of justification. The controversy which r aged in American Luther-
anism over the doctrine of el ect ion and predes tination was one th&t in-
volved one central question for Pieper: Could the Lutheran Church in 
all its mani f estations continue to give all glory to God (~ Gloria 
B!!,)? Any a ber r ation in doctrine which subtracted from God's glory was 
one which had depar ted from what Scripture revealed. 
To s how that t he Gnadenwahlstreit had its roots in presupposing a 
false urinci,eium theologi ae , Pieper pointed out that as l ate as the 
Intersynodical Conferences between the Io~m Synod and Ohio Synod and 
Missouri, the question of Scripture as the only rule, source and norm 
was still pr edominent.124 At Detroit, with .A. . c. Stellhorn headin~ the 
COlllUlittee f or Io\·!a and Ohio and Pieper heading the committee for Missouri, 
it became clear t hat though all accepted Scripture as principium, there 
wns no agreement as to \-1hat we~ r;c .n t thereby. The Detroit conference 
was a preconference to the c o1, i'01"an.ce to be held in Chicago, but i t was 
unsuccessful, for Pieper believed Scripture t·1as still being qualified by 
the misuse of the analogy of faith or the thesis that Scripture's doc-
trine was a harmonic whole. 
Individuals within the General Council revealed open rejection of 
Scripture, much like that expressed by the German Positive theologians. 
H. E. Jacobs spoke his sentiments, s aying, 
124 
''Die Vertheidigul18 falscher Lehre zieht die Faelschung des 
Schriftprincips nach sich," ~~Webre, LI (January, 1905), 9-10. 
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There arc few theorists who would assign the srune degree of in-
spiration to the s t atis tics and rolls in Ezra or Chronicles as 
to those parts of the New Tes t ament for whose reading the dying 
ask when a ll other earthly \tords have los t thei:r interest. Even 
the distinction between the Petrine and Pauline theology, which 
the Tuebingen s chool so greatly exaggera~ed, cont~ns within it 
an element of truth, when the difference in found to be one of 
degree, but not one of kinct.125 
Dr. J[oseph.) Stump wrote in the Luther~n Church Review of Jc:,.nuary, 
1904: "One cannot speak of a confessional Lutheran doctrine of inspira-
tion. ·~uens tedt ' s doctrine of verbal in."lpiration i s mechanical and in 
conflict with all tha t \·te knO\·J of the Holy Ghos t's activity •••• ,,J.26 
Stump s aid, 
The holy writers were not inspired, however, to be "teachers 
of as tronomy, or geology, or physics," and no number of con-
tradictions in this sphere would shake our confi t::ence in the 
absolute authority of Holy Scripture as the infallible test 
of theologi cul truth, and inerrant guide in all matters of 
faith ;;md pr Qctice.127 
These three men of the General Council clearly aepurated themselves 
from plenary and verbul inspiration, regarding the dog1naticians as de-
Partin f th C f . 128 g rom e on ess ions. 
Pieper believed that \'ti th a qualification of the principium man is 
moved into God' s act of s..J.vation, contributing in some way to justifica-
tion. Qualification pl~ced one above doctrine, in that the Christian 
determined for hiG!Self what was concerned with faith and life and what 
1251'' lfiedricll]B &mteJ, American Luther.mism {St. Louis: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1919), II, 220. Quoted from Jacob's introduction to 
J. A. W. Haas' Biblical Criticism {l90J), P• 21. 
126 Ibid., p. 221. Bente apparently quoted from~~ Webre 
(1904), ~ The quotation is Bente•s own summary. 
127Ibid. Bente here quotes ve.rbatim the words of Stump from Lehre 
!!!!! Webr;-{i904), 85. 
128 !lli•, PP• 221-22. 
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was not. For this reason Pieper went on to point to an example of an 
individual who set aside the principiwn and as a result left the door 
open to synergism.129 H. E. Jacobs rejected Quenstedt's doctrine of in-
spiration. He carried his position to its logical conclusion th~t con-
version is dependent on the freedom and moral responsibility of the 
individual. llAccording to J acobs, then, Predestinat~.on depends on the 
divine foreknowledge of the use that man \·Jill make of his freedom with 
which God has entrusted him. Plainly synergistic doctrine. 11130 
Jacobs found the solution to divine mon~rgism in man's salvation 
by speaking of the freedom entrus ted to man and man's willingness to 
carry out tha t Sallie entrusted fre~doru to its correct conclusion, but 
Pieper agrees 1.-,i th Walther 1·1hen ho says, 
True Luther anism never draws such a conclusion, but decll:l.res: 
If men are s aved, this is due to God's free grace alone; but 
if men are lost, this is caused solely by their own sin and 
guilt •••• Both these truths are taught in God's Word, 
namely, thut God has predestinated the elect from all eternity 
according to the good pleasure of His \·lill, to the praise of 
the glory of His grace, and that the lost are condemned solely 
on account of their o~m guilt and sin, for God desires the sal-
vation of all •••• 131 
The Lutheran on M~y 5, 1927, reported that the president of the 
seminary [southern Lutheran ·r.r.,·:" .Logical Seminary?] went on record as 
saying that the seminary stood on the proposition that Scripture was 
not to be identified with the Word of God.132 For this unmistakable 
12911Der Synergismus in der Lehre von der Inspiration," Lehre ~ 
Wehre, XXXVIII {July, 1892), 195ff. 
130 Bente, ~· ill•, II, 219. 
131F. Pieper, "The Open Heaven," What is Christianity? And Other 
Essays {St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1933), PP• 281-82. Pieper•s 
source is Lehre und Webre, IX, p. 2981'. 
---
l32F. P[ieper], ''Vorwort," .£:!!!!:! ~ ~, LXXIV {January, 1928), 14. 
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denial, Pieper believed Dr. [John?] ~lorehec:.d ought to have confessed 
and retracted his misteike.133 Pieper considered the entrance of the 
''Melanchthonian blie;ht" an easy consequence of abandoning the Scriptural 
principle in vie\·1 of current theology. The emphasis on man was totally 
in keeping with modern Positive theology. K. i,~. A. Kahnis felt that a 
new doc·trine 011 the freedom of man was nothing but the inevitable result 
of the nev, theology •13'~ 
With the setting aside of the principium, Lutheranism was thoroughly 
prepared for a ne\·1 view of man and his role in conversion. Man had 
found a new role as interpreter, bringing Scripture into a harmonic 
whole, separating t r uth from error, selecting matters for life and faith, 
and allowint the analogy of faith to be the oberst principle. He could 
now find a new freedom in conversion and salvation. One then current 
proposition was the use of Melanchthon•s facultas applic~ndi ~ !:5! 
15:atiam; in Pieper's es timation this was more the position of Erasmus 
thc.n of Luther, for Luther considered his own· polemic against such a 
... 
thought almost as important as his own .~ Catechism.135 Like Mel"anch-
thon, Dr. H. B. Jacobs had to find a solution to the Scriptural probl~m, 
saying, "The efficacy of the Word and call is constant, the difference 
in results is determined by a difference in man's attitude towards the 
Call. ul36 
13311wird aus Veranlassung der vierhundertjaebrigen Gedaechtnisfeier 
des Katechismus Luthers in Deutschland eine neue Zeit fuer die 'evange-
lische• Christenheit anbreohen?," ~ ~ ~. LXA'V (March, 1929), 70. 
l'4Ibid. 
-
l35"Vorwort II Lehre und Webre ' _______, LXXIII (January and February, 1927), 
136Ibid., p. 9. Pieper quotes D. H. E. Jacobs' ~ Swnmary ~ ~-
tian Faith, P• 217. 
-. 
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Dr. T. !3. Schmauk said t hat the s ubtle syner gis tic spirit oper at ive 
in Melonchthon flows i nto ever y doctri ne and the very foundation of 
Lutherani6m.137 !3chmauk did not agr Ele wit h hiG own Gcner Rl Council 
brethren, bu t Bente cons i dered e man like Schmauk t o be a r are bi r d in 
the Counci l.138 Pi eper consi der ed J acob's po .... it:i.on nothinc; more t han a 
repetition. of K.:mnis • doctrine of vcirious disposi tj.ons , as a l s o hel d by 
Luthar dtt '.rhomu.si tw , Trank , und A. l'J . Dieckhoff .139 Though Mel anchthon•s 
error was res m.~r ect cd, Pi eper ~oen on t o s ay t hat his followers forget 
that Mcl onchthon '.s synergism was s uspect and rej ect ed even before the 
H b l L~Q erz erg Colloquy of 1578. 
The I owa Jynod conferences r eveal ed that t he p1·oblem of the prin-
cipium r emained; i ndividual s of t he General Council spoke openly of their 
rejection of Scri pture aa pr i ncipium. But the Iowa and Ohio Synods re-
ve.:ued j ust \·1h::t they meant by Scr ipture aa the only rule, source, and 
norm in the Gn;;..denwahlstr eit. Their improper use of the analogy of faith 
meant t ha t all doctri nes had to coordin1te and have a synthesi s according 
t 141 o the rule of harmony. Pieper disagrees with this position, stress-
ing ths f act t hc-1.t Scripture says at no t.ime that it must be harmonic or 
reasonable. Proper use of the an.d.·, .. j ' cf faith meant t hat it embodied 
nothing more or l ess t han the expressed doctrines of Scripture . The 
137F. P [ieper] , "Vorwort," ~ ~ ~, 
138 Bente, .2E• ill•, II, 217. 
LXXII (March, 1926), 72 • 
. 
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'Vorwort," Lehre und Webre, LXXIII (J(:).Ilu,ary and February), 9. 
---
l4o"Die Christliche Religion in ihrem Verhaeltnis zu allen andern 
Religionen," Lehre l.Uld Webre, ~XII (November, 1926), 326-29. 
---
141r. P[ieperJ, ''Nebenbei," ~ ~ ~. LI (April, 1905), 148. 
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analogy of faith is expressed in the clear portions of Scripture, which 
in turn give li~;ht to the dark portions. This misuse of the analogy of 
faith is oper ating with a norm ,,bove Scripture which interprets it, 
h l~ w ereas it should be a norm within Scripture. The misuse results in 
blending and solving what Scripture purposely left unsolved and unresolved. 
The synods oppoaing Missouri in the controversy were in great dan-
ger of abandoning the Scriptural principle by establishing an oberst 
principle; Ohio accus ed Missouri of beinr5 Calvinistic, but these synods 
in turn embraced the Erklaerungsgrund in the doctrine of divine elec-
tion.143 A. C. Stellhorn, who stood for a harmonization of Scripture, 
logically spoke of verschiedenes Verh~ltenen in explaining election. 
~.eander S. Keyner in Election ~ Conversion concluded that only after 
God has offered salvation to' man is bis choice decisive and in this ma..~•s 
144 free moral agency respectin~ the gracious overtones comes into play. 
Keyser thought the. t ,.inything else would be irresistible grace and Cal-
vinism.145 Not content that Scripture gave no explanation, Luther3Ili.sm 
had to find one; not content th~t Missouri could operate without a solu-
tion, others accused her of Calvinism. The fault was in the rational 
character of the misused analogy of faith. Pieper rejecta such use in 
the thesis: 
Was wir hiermit ab1"1eisen: a. die Herleitung einer Lehre aus dem 
sogenannten Scbriftganzen oder aus Stellen, welche night von 
142F. P [ieperJ, "Schriftauslet,1"\lDg und Analogie des Glaubens," Lebre 
~ Webre, LIII (January, 1907), ll. 
143F. P[ieperJ, "Das Verhaeltniss zwischen den Synoden von Missouri 
und Ohio, 11 Lehre und Wehre, XXXV (June, 1889), 185-86 • 
. ---· 144 . 
F. P[ieperJ, "Vorwort," ~ ~ ~. LXXIV (February, 1928), 37. 
145Ibid. 
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dieser Lehre handeln; b. die Verwerfung oder Hodulierung einer 
in dem Schriftwort Klar auGgedrueckten Lehre um oogenannter 
notwendiger ltolgif;gngen willen oder im Interesse eines s oge-
nannten Systems . 
The unwillingness to let Scripture stand unqualified struck the 
chief nrticle of faith at its center. American Luther anism could not 
sirnply be equated with the German Positiv~ theologians e.nd Pieper did 
not equate them. 
In Amcric.,. t he deni al of the in3piration of Scripture iG gen-
erally not open; secondly, all give allegiance to the Old Theo-
logians, even to the thesis that doctrine should be der.iv0d 
from the clear portions of Scripture. 7 
Eve r:yt11inis expres::ied in theological or ecclesiastice2l l :mguage must 
conform \-Jith tW~rythin~ expressed with the letters of Scripture, tha t 
is, expr ~~Je<l openly in the Words of Scripture. 
The chie f t hin{!; presented in Scripture is the doctrine of Gn:i 's 
pure, redeeming grace in Christ. That meant for Pieper th~.t salvation 
from start to finish was God 's act; any diminution of that 1J1onar .;i.sm 
meant s yner bi sm. The purpose of the· doctrines was totally i~ keeping 
with the purpose of the l?£incipium _!heologiae, that of con firmin,s and 
impressing the Christian with the ~ gratia.148 The worl, performed by 
the doctrine of the ~ gratia was_ to be the castit1B out of CJ.IJ.Y. t uought 
of merit or dis t i nction on the pa.rt of the believer as well e.~ placing 
146L. Fuerbringer, 11Dr. F. Pieper als Theolog," Concordia~-
logical Monthly, II (October, 1931), 71. Fuerbringer quotes from the 
referendum presented by Pi~p~r at the 1884 Synodical Convention in 
St. Louis. 
14?11Schriftauslegung und Analogie des Gluubens," ~· ill•• LIII 
(February, 1907), 71. Tr....nslated by author. 
14
~ieper, Christian Dogmatics, III, 490. 
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hi l~ m aolely in God's hwids. The Confessions agreed with what Pieper 
considered to be aimply Biblical teaching. 
It [the doctrine of election] establi shes very effectually the 
article thut we are justified and saved \·lithout all works and 
merits of ours, purely out of grace alone , for Christ's sake. 
For be fore the time of the world, before we existed, yea, be-
fore th<? f oundation o.£. ths world ~1..:.s l aid, when, of course , we 
could do not hin6 good, we \·ter e uccordin6 t o God's purpose chosen 
by grace in Christ to salvation, Rom. 9:11; 2 Tim. 1:9. More-
~ver, nll .2.Einiones (opinions) and erroneous doctrines concern-
ing the powers of our nutur:..l will are thereby overthro\111, be-
cause God in His counsel, before the time of the world, decided 
and ordained thut He Hi1u3elf, by the power of His Holy Ghost, 
woul d procure and \"/ork in us~ through the Word, everything t h.at 
pertains t o our convers ion.l;;O 
For Pieper t here is no "necessary reverse, 11 1·no other side of the 
coin." El ection is always properly limited to the election of grace. 
In Bcripturc it only refers to those actu~lly aaved.l5l 
Clearly and emphatically Scripture teaches tha.t Christians 
owe their whole Chris tian at:.i.te in time, specifically also 
their faith, to their eternal election; but with the same clar-
ity and emphasis Scripture also excludes the thOU$ht that the 
unbelief of the los t can be traced to predestination to damna-
t ion.152 
The mystery is le ft unexpl.:.ined us Pieper is forced to say, "Wey, 
with the Sc:t1~e di vine grace for all and the same tot cl depravity in all 
men, not all mo.nkind, but only a part, is saved is beyond our limited ken 
in this life. ,,153 
With the p"t"oblem unresolved, Pieper concludes election with the 
149Ib:i J . 
----·- ' 
III, 490ff. 
150Ibid., III, 491-92. 
par. 43ff.verbutim. 
Pieper quotes the Concordia Triglotta, P• 1077, 
151~., III, 479. 
152Ibid., 
-
III, 495. 
l53Ibid., III, 501. 
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observation tha t the Reformed oolve the problem by amput~ting universal 
grace and, on the other hand, the synergist amputates tha other side, the 
~ gratia.15L~ An unsolvable situation can only ·be arrived at if one 
lets the primum principiWl!. speak \·lithout applying it to a higher or 111ore 
reasoning principium or~ normans.155 
The fin~l area of consideration is the relationship of faith and 
divine election. With Chemnitz Pieper agreed that election did not fol-
low on one's faith and rii;hteousness, but truly precedes everything es 
one of its causes .156 Exegetical solutions were proposed; Aegidius 
Hunnius attempted to solve the problem of e~ection in Romans 8:29 by 
altering the obj ect "t1hom11 and substituting 111'1hose cons tant faith He 
foresa\·/ and foreknev:," an explanation adopted by Philippi. l57 The teach-
ing \·1ould be that God chose those from eternity whom He foresaw would re-
main in faith to the end or at least come to faith before the end. The 
germ for this can be traced in Gerhard, Hollaz, Baieri and others ~ho 
used the term intuitu ~ praevisae, which usage set them against the 
Confess ions und Luther.158 
Faith qualified as persevering could not be exegetically defended 
in Pieper•s estimation; it was no mo~e defensible than substituting for 
154Ibid. 
l5511vorwort, 11 Lehre und Webre, XXIX (January, 1883), lff. 
---
l56Pieper, Christian Dogmatics, III, 486. 
l57Ibid., III, 487. Pieper gives no immediate reference for 
Philippi~ubstitution. 
l5~obert Preus, ~ Inspiration 2f Scripture: ! Study ,2! lli Theol-
ogy of~ 17th Century Lutheran Dogmaticians (Edinburgh: Oliver and 
Boyd, c. 1957), P• 211. 
' 
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"faith" good works or love.1.59 The intuitu lli!,! finalis for Pieper 
solved nothing if divine monergism was preserved in r egD.rd to aD.lvation 
and faith was viewed aa the work of the Holy Spirit.160 
G. A. Gullixson in searching for the explanation of the Gnadenwahl-
streit stated: 
I admit thut I cannot unders tand the working of that Christi .m's 
mind who, having seen in faith t he Chris t of God witi1 Paul, ,~ith 
Lut;her , ~nd yet still feels the need of a half-way station for 
i'ai til in Chri3t i n the matt er of "election" u.nd must cling to 
"~U~~," "~ !$Ood conduct," or (the l a test invention) 
11
~ :feeling 2f responsibility .f2!. ~ acceptance of gr ace 11 
as an explanation of 1•1hy they are chosen. Would you dare to 
l eave any part of your salvatiog in any other hands thru1 in 
those of the crucified Savior?l 1 
Pieper• s Assessment of the Gnadem-,ahls t rei t 
Pieper was not compl etely negative in his comments on the sta tus 
of American Lutheran theology. For him it had come a long way from its 
earlies t beginnin6 • The formal position of the synods in re~ard t o the 
~ 2f Concord had gr e~tly improved, though pructise did not al.w~ys 
162 
reach the high level of the formal st~tements. Though t here was in-
consis t ency between the controversial statementa of the synodd, incon-
si3tency in preaching and teaching, both Walther u.nd Pieper remained hard 
l59Pieper; Christian Dogma tics, III, 487. 
160Ibid., III, 489. 
161F. Pieper, "Was kann und soll die amerikanisch-lutheriache Kirche 
von Andreae, Chemnitz und andern Gottesmaennern jener Zeit lernen?," 
Lehre und Wehre, LXXIV (July, 1928), 207-9• P. G. A. Gullixson•s ser-
mon on-iie'bre'w'""Il:27 is the source given. 
162
,rvorwort," Lehre und Webre, LXXIII (J&nuary and February, 1927), 
--
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as flint in judging and condemning the ·error that grace in some way was 
dependent on man's own conduct.163 
Positive theology, as Pieper earlier pointed out, for the mos t part 
was allied agains t Missouri. Philippi considered the controversy quite 
uselesa :ind senseless as long as one held fast that f~ith was a gift of 
God. Jus t how much of a g~p separated Pieper•s analysis that the intuitu 
~ ~~e us eles s aa long as everythin~ depended on God and F. A. 
Philippi' s ~nalys is could be a matter of discussion. But Philippi ex-
posed his hand clearly \then he conjectured tha t the Jtormula 2f Concord 
taught an implicit doctrine of the intuitu ~· For F. A. Philippi the 
controversy wao nothing more than a war of words; Missouri expressed its 
doctrine in terms of the Formula and others according to the dogmati-
cians. But Philippi didn't grasp the real problem ~'lhich was expressed 
in the hwnonly-devised harmonic whole which was to dioregard the clear 
164 · \-lords of Scripture and supply a solution not in Scripture. 
L. ~. Keyser, c. E. Luthardt, and Erasmus joined together in the 
common effort to f ind a solution; they reasoned from the imperatives of 
Scripture that man must haye the ability to carry out the imperative.165 
Pieper considered this exegesis mere "eisegesis "; Luther and ~'uenstedt 
had long settled the question, indicating that such imperatives could only 
be explained as invitations and offers of Got\ to enter into forgiveness. 
l") 0 Pieper, "The Open Heaven, " 2,2. ill• , p • 284 • 
164F. P[ieperJ, "Herr Pastor Dr. Philippi und unsere Lehre von der 
Gnadenwahl, n Leh.re und Webre, XXXI (May, 1885), 134-49• 
---
l6.5F. p [.-Leper], 11Zur rechten AuffassUDg der Imperative in der Lehre 
von der Bekehrung und der Erlangung der 3eligkeit," ~ ~ .Webre, 
LXXIV (September,. 1928), 257ff. 
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J-:.. W • .!Ji eckhoff in tho Lutherblll 3to.ndard of February 28, 1891, 
wrote tha t 
According 'c.o the revcalod ordHr· of :, alvation the actu.-.,J. final 
r<:sult of the means of grace depends not on the sufficiency 
and eff icacy of the means thems elves, but al s o upon the con-
duct of llllm in regard to the neceasary conditio~
6
or passive-
ne:~ 3 and submissi venc-iGs under the Gospel call. lb 
'!'hough effort i s often made to avoid using the adj ective "good 11 in 
such descriptions , Pi eper points out thut with every discrimination be-
tween tv10 indi viduals, the Ph:1r i se& and Publican, Saul and Davi d , one 
makes a dj:::; t inction Scripture never makes, for all men are under like 
guilt. C. Blocher could not rank all men in the same guiltiness. Any 
distinction implies tha.t one is different(~ dissimilis); in terms of 
conduct, one o f n.:?cessity would have to be better or \'rorse than the 
other, else ther e would be no difference in conduct. Pieper cons idered 
it complet el y usel ess on the part of the syner gi s t s to defend themselves 
by s aying t hut t hey had never said "good" conduct, but only conduct. 
'l'he r esults Hhich Lutheranism reaped in the Gnudenwahlstreit had 
their e;crmination not so much in Wulther's theses as in the departure 
from the princi pium cor;noscendi, which departure resulted in denial o! 
the ~ gratia . Iowa could not rid itself of this notion thut all ar-
ticles of faith had to s tand in harmony with one another.167 The solu-
tion of the problem with Melanchthon's synergism implied as well that 
Scripture is not clear and the clear portio'"U3 of ,jcripture can be denied 
166F. P[ieperJ, ;,ann.de," ~ ~ ~' L (October, 1904), 436. 
Direct quotation from the Lutheran Standard, FebruDry 28, 1891, with A. 
1-J . Dieckhoff as author. 
167F. P[ieperJ, "Ueber die AnalOi:!;ie oder Regel des Glaubens," Lehre 
!!!!!! Webre, L (September, 1904), 4o5-6. 
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by other <.:lei~£· por t i ona . Such r egard for Scripture Pieper saw t o be more 
Roman than Luther an. The conclusions drawn by t hose opposing Mid.:;ouri 
Pir:pe't' marks ~1..:, mathemat i cal co:r.clu:3ions but not dcri pt1.1.ral •168 
16811D:i.c Ver theidigung fal s cher Lehre zieht die Faelschung des 
Schrif'i;p:.. incips nach s ich, I! ~· ill· t P• 10. 
-CHAPTER V 
AN .t;VALUATION O.b' PIEPEH'S CON'r RIBUTION TO LUTH~RAN THEOLOGY 
The chie f emphv.si s for Pi eper was a Gospel emphc.1Si s . Though in 
isola t ed r emarks and in limit ed cases Pi eper does no t r efl ect t his em-
phasi s as brilli.:i..nt ly as he does at other times, his concern wa.z chi e fly 
t hat of a prac t ical theolo.sian. This emphasi s on t h·a pract ical na ture 
of theol ogy i s clear in his trea t ment of the principiwn and its oppo-
nent s . Methodoloi;y was secondar y to one 's setti ng forth the true doc-
tri n(: of Script ure . Though Pieper di d not employ the same t ,)ols of ex-
pr es.;ion employed by t he dogmaticians, he does expres s t hese.me apprecia-
t ion f or Scri p ture . 
He adapt ed hi s presenta tion of doctrine to his c.udi ence . He felt 
free to incl ude mention of ful.ae views as they occur?:'ed to him because 
he felt i t his duty t o ins t r uct and point out f al s e doctr ine as well as 
present the true doctrines . The formula most often used by Pieper was )( 
t h c:. t Scr i ptur e mus t be ident ified with the Word of God. It was the test 
by which he judged the opponents. This docs not mean that a formula had 
been made the test of orthodoxy; a mere subscription to a truth did not 
s atisfy Pi eper. Scripture s tood in dynamic rela tionship to justification 
throu6 h fai th and the Gos pel. Preaching as it expres sed the content and ~ 
mesos~e of Scrip ture was God's ~'lord . The ul tima t e nource for tha t Gos-
pel, as well as for Law proclamation, w;:i.,. always 3c·~·.:.1 :.:ure . God was the 
originator. and source of Scripture and God continued Sis rcl~tionship to 
t hat God-b::ea thed ifo;,:-d s o t hat the l'lord did not exist apart und inde-
pendently of 'God. 
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In polemJ.cal 1-1ri t i ngs Pieper showed hi:nself charitable concerning 
the inconsis t encies of men and at the same time unyiel di ng \-Jhen it came 
to true doctrine. "!hen an individt1 <.'\l or s cheme c;f thou,?;ht remained con-
sistent throu3hout, then Pieper rejected the same as pagan and heathen. 
There was no ~om promise with er r or. There is ample evidence t h.:;.t this 
kind of shar p dividi ng grew out of u clear understandi ng o.f the two 
Erincipi a a nd their proper~ g?~noscendi. 
Mock·!·n Poa i t iye theology and the opponents o f Missouri did not 
sta nd in identical pos itions, but Pieper sa\·t only a difference in degree 
sepa r a t ing them. American Lutheranism was more subtle in its r e jection. 
of the Scripture principle , holding openly tha t Scripture ~1:1s the only 
source but s aying tha t Scripture is in harmony with itself. The quali-
fica tion o f Scripture reduced it to u secondary norm. Proclaoat i on and 
practise \·Jere the r :?al t ests of formal subscription to Scripture as the 
only source of theology. When much of runerican Luther~ j_sm fell into 
syners i s tic docti~i ne, it GhO\'ted tha t it had departed from the Scriptural 
principle . The f act r erna.i.nf:d th;;.r t clear passages of Scripture could not 
be made to contradict other clear passages nor could they be horononized 
if Scriptu!'e itself did not h::ir1nonize them. 
It can b~ concluded tha t Pieper got to the heart of the controversy· 
when he defined the Gnadenwahlstreit as the result of forsaldng the Scrip-
ture principle. Ilis tendency to avoid some .>X t h~1 .fine distinctions made 
by the dogoi.,~tici.ruis may have colored his presentation. The classic 
Lutheran dogmaticians dwelt much on the purpose and effect of na ture as 
revelation and supernatural revelation's purpose and effect. Such pre-
cise treatment Pieper docs not give, though he is aware of the purpoae 
and effect of each. He simply does not see fit to carefully elaborate 
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on each in orderly f ashion. Such a presenta tion might have enriched 
both his dogmat ics and his polemics. 
The s tudent acquainting himself for the first time with the individu-
als and movements of which Pieper speaks may find himself lost in a total-
ly ne\·/ world. The s tudent' s unfamilic.lI'ity with Pieper' s thought-world 
may f r om the s t ar t lessen his appreciation for Pieper. Adolf Hoenecke's 
§!. ~. Dogmatik pres ents philos ophic movements and individuals in 
units , giving an his torical survey of the movement. The historic sig-
nificance and implicat i ons of an individual's position is made more ob-
vious by t he l a t t er approach. Pieper's theological r e ferences carried 
far more r el evance to t he average r eader of his day than t hey bring t oday. 
But Pieper•s rel evance does not cease for this r e~son. The assumptions 
an,. pr emi ses set forth by Positive theology are still oper a tive today 
though t he n~nes as well as the theological shor thund hav.e chan~ed. Just 
as his tory docs not dr aw un exact blueprint or schedule of events to t ake 
place in our day, s o also Pieper•s relevance does no t lie in his ability 
to predict the counter-movements of today. His relevance lies in the 
insights he expr essed 1'lhich can be applied to our day. 
It must be asked i f Pieper•s use of Quenstedt as representative of 
the dogmaticians could have limited the richness of variety and expression 
found in ot her dogmaticians. Some explanation of t his more or l ess ex-
clusive use of Quenstedt in regard to Scripture l i os in the avail~bility 
of sources, u desire not to duplict=lt e the Baier i -,i.=-::lther Compendium or 
Hoenecke's own~·~· Dogmatik, or a desire to find that which spoke 
mos t aptly to Pieper's day. 
Pieper•s apprecia tion of the dog111aticians must have prompted his 
vigorous -de fense when they were employed by those opposed to Missouri in 
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the Gna.dem-rahlstreit. 'l'he teat of the dogmaticians was whether they 
taught synergistic doctrine or not. Pieper concluded that they did not 
and, therefore, attempted t o show that they did not teach the intuitu 
~ as much of American Lutheranism understood the doctrine. Perhaps 
it would have been better to allo~-i the opponents the privilege of employ-
·Lng the dogmatic:tans in this r egard and to move t o Luther and the Scrip-
ture. Ho;,1ever , Pieper•s defense of the do0 rac=!ti-::ians was tempered by a 
concern f :.:ir their integrity as true theologians. If they could be made 
to conform to syner gi sm, then their value was negated and the voice of 
t.r a,.ditional Lutheranism stilled. This frightening consequence Pieper 
c mtld not .. "\2.lm-.,. 
Though not every statement of Pi·eper concerning the principium 
theol <?J!ii~ rela tes directly to justification through faith, neither does 
every s t a t 0ment in Article VIII qf the "Solid Declaration" in the Formula 
.2f Concord. Pieper does expressly spell out the relationship of Scrip-
ture and the Gospel. Though he appears to lwnp his opponents into one 
heap, he does distinguis h shades of grey in treating his opponent3 in-
dividually. Oversimplification of Calvinism as represented in the United 
St~tes may detract from the validity of Pieper's evaluation. 
Together rrith Walther, Pieper must be classed as one of the chief 
dogm~ticians of our Synod. His articles on Scripture and justification 
" 
are outstanding . The references included in the Bibliography are not 
e~1uative, but each reference is given because it bas something to add 
regarding the material treated in the t hesis. Sometimes the references 
are ~rief and all too candid; but the ve17 frequency of such mention 
shows Pieper's concern that the Church hold to Scripture as the only 
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source of theology. There are many articles and works not cited which 
treat of the seneral area. Theoe ~,orlts do not al ways t r eat expressly 
the subj ~ct· of 3cri pture as the s ource of theology. 
Though not orientat ed t o ph.ilos ophic t hinking or methods of argu-
ment or r e futation, Pieper as c. .>~·iptural theologi an r eveals himself a 
slayer of gi ant ... . His remarks ere often devastating by their very sim-
plicity of expr ession. For Pi eper, if Scripture could not refute his 
opponent, nothing could. Scripture and it alone ~-,as sufficient to con-
v:i.nce any Chris tian of error. 
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